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AlpStore Status Quo- and Masterplans:
Status Quo Reports: All subconsortia describe the regional situation in their pilot region concerning
the current impact and future trends of hybrid, electric and gas powered vehicles, energy storage
systems, smart grids and renewable energy sources ‐ taking planned demonstration sites as repre‐
sentative examples and considering transnational opportunities (e.g. roaming with electric cars, cross
border aggregation of flexibility of mobile storages).
Masterplans: All subconsortia develop holistic masterplans for their respective regions with the spe‐
cific emphases listed in Table 1. The masterplans build on the overarching STORM principle as devel‐
oped in WP4 (see Appendix). With the masterplans developed in WP5 decision makers in the in‐
volved regions are to receive long‐range concepts to enhance their regional and municipal develop‐
ment planning. With many different types of regions being involved many other decision making and
planning processes in the Alpine Space can be informed by these masterplans as blueprints.
Table 1: Overview of AlpStore Status Quo‐ and Masterplans:
No. Region
Specific Emphasis of Masterplan according Application
1 West Milan
IT
EV fleet management and VPS, involvement of ESCO
and PAES for efficient energy management
2 Aosta
IT
“AOSTA Valley Regional Energy Plan 2011‐2020”
3 Lombardy
IT
electric public transport
integration of VPS long term plan (gas, PV) with sustain‐
able mobility needs and storage opportunities
4 Alsace
FR
fleet management with EV and fuel cell vehicles in of‐
fice buildings
5 Vorarlberg
AT small hydro pump vs. mobile and stationary battery
storage, mass roll‐out of EV
6 Güssing
AT mobile vs. stationary use of biogas
7 Haslital Brienz
CH controlled charging with 2nd life batteries in semi‐
public areas (supermarkets)
8 Gorenjska
SI
off grid situations of small mountain villages

9 Allgäu

DE

10 Ebersberg

DE

11 Berchtesgaden

DE

12 Ticino
13 Liechtenstein

CH
LI
FL

integrated storage and mobility for public transport,
electric car and e‐bike charging infrastructure
fully integrated plus energy houses
managing biogas and wind energy in Ebersberg
small hydro pump, pressed air storage in salt mines in
Berchtesgaden
Ticino RE Platform
potential for RES in various settlement forms
(masterplan focused on potential for RES in various
settlement forms)
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1 Summary
“The future is no longer, what is was once before”…
… it could sound as a funny statement but it correctly summarizes the energetic scenario in which we
are now. We are facing an epochal revolution in our approach to generate, transmit and use the en‐
ergy (Thermal, Electric, Nuclear, etc.). In particular, a huge evolution, maybe it could be defined as a
revolution, is going on in the exploitation of renewable resources for a dispersed energy conversion
(mainly in order to generate electricity); this revolution is more and more requiring a paradigm
change in the way we design the infrastructures (grids) and in the way we use the energy, i.e. the
revolution is not only technological but it has a direct impact on the social sphere.
Shortly, we could no more suppose to “think about the future” adopting the models we developed in
the past, actually, at least for the energy issues, the future will be significantly different with respect
to the past. Centralized management of the energy will be replaced by a dispersed approach and,
consequently, coordination needs will rise in order to guarantee the same standard of quality we
have today. In particular, concerning the electric grid, nowadays it is well accepted that the tradi‐
tional distinctions between the production, transmission, and distribution of electrical energy are
changing. Actually, all over the world, new actors are raising their role in the electric power system:
renewable generation (mainly connected on distribution grid), storage apparatus, e‐mobility, etc.,
driving to new issues on regulation and control of the electric grids:




the power flows direction, which is not predictably a top down distribution;
the intermittence of renewable energy sources;
possible huge presence of new electric loads related to the e‐mobility.

All of these changes are reflected in the availability, reliability and quality of supply of electrical ener‐
gy. The technological solutions currently under consideration to meet these new requirements in‐
clude:





Smart distribution grids, resulting as a merge of ICT technologies and new electric power ap‐
paratus;
Power electronic converters suitable designed in order to provide ancillary services for the
grid;
Energy Storage Systems (ESS), probably the most promising resource in order to achieve such
a challenging targets;
E‐mobility charge station integration in the electric control center.

In particular, Car mobility needs a change toward a green energy consumption and a low carbon
footprint. Electrical Vehicles (EV) integrated with a suitable recharge system seem to represent one
of the best solutions. Furthermore, EVs coupled with renewable energy sources offer a key pathway
to achieve reductions in global warming pollution and oil dependence. The system framework re‐
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quires smart management for electric vehicles consumption and energy sources production in order
to overcome the limits of renewable energies.
This is the starting scenario of the AlpStore project and this report wants to introduce the activities,
within the AlpStore project, in charge to EUROIMPRESA.
Shortly, EUROIMPRESA born in July 1996, from the constitution of the Legnano Reindustrialization
Committee, promoted by the Province of Milan and City of Legnano (north west of Milan). Thanks to
its activity in supporting entrepreneurs and enterprises business development (start up, innovation
and restructuring projects and internationalization), in 1997 Euroimpresa has been recognized as EC‐
BIC (Business Innovation Centre) and as full member of EBN (European BICs Network). Euroimpresa
objectives range from:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting regional development by enhancing Lombardy value and its assets.
Supporting changes through needs analysis.
Spreading of advanced technologies, news products and process innovation.
Sustaining integrated development of the territory in order to face International competi‐
tion.
Reinforcing employment and equal opportunities policies by encouraging daily training and
small entrepreneurship.
Constitution of networks with European partners in order to exchange knowledge and best
practices.

Actually this report depicts the STATUS QUO of the Pilot Region ALTOMILANESE (23 Municipalities
located in North West of Milan), an area quite industrialized, well connected with the main European
cities, with the typical drawbacks correlated with technologically advanced zone: significant energy
needs, limited renewable resource potential, traffic and pollution problems, direct economic correla‐
tion between energy costs and industrial development.
In the ALPSTORE framework the goal is the development of a new energy model which is able to
effectively integrate and exploit renewable resources.
In particular, concerning the integration of renewable energy sources, the issues are related to the
intermittence of this generation typology: a high penetration of intermittent power plans will reduce
the system security and the quality of the power supply. Moreover, in Italy the focus is mainly on the
electric side of the energetic problem, actually thermal efficiency is evaluated for each single applica‐
tion/apparatus/building but there is not a “system” coordinated perspective (probably the only ex‐
ceptions are for new cogeneration plants designed for industrial and civil application).
In order to manage the scenario a new Planning methodology is proposed (see Master Plan section)
and tested in a pilot application. Briefly, the proposed planning methodology ranges from Renewable
Energy monitor and forecast, Demand Side management, E‐car charging process coordination in or‐
der to achieve some pre‐defined objectives for the dispatching of future installations of renewable
power plants in the area and at the same time to provide ancillary services (e.g. frequency regula‐
tion) to the main grid (i.e. contribute to the security/stability of the system; nevertheless storage
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apparatus will be uses also for other economic based functions). As a matter of fact “coordination”
turns out to be the keyword of the new approach, to be applied from the design to the real time
regulation of the energy ecosystem (in all its components). The proposed methodology has been
applied to the Legnano primary substation by exploiting the energy map tools with the aim to define
inputs for the master plan of the area. Basically, the master plan identifies a proper production plan
in order to match the current load demand and improving the local energy flow by exploiting the
sources potentially available in the area.
In particular, in the AlpStore framework, EUROIMPRESA will develop a pilot application useful to
better clarify the approach proposed, it is based on a SME (Small Medium Enterprise) Business center
(TechnoCity), depicted in the following picture.

Figure 1: Map of the TechnoCity area (blue buildings represent SME, grey dashed buildings
represent Euroimpresa officies, red dashed area represents new buildings under construction; the
total area cover more than 25000 m2)
The Pilot Application is based on the monitoring and control of the electric energy needs of the tech‐
nocity (industrial area sited in Legnano, North‐West of Milan city), coordinating with respect to dif‐
ferent goals, power flows from photovoltaic production (120 kW on the roof and 1.6 MW in a dedi‐
cated power plan, close to the TecnoCity) and consumption (the area is connected to the main grid
by two medium voltage/low voltage transformers that feed the lighting and thermal apparatus,
moreover each SME has its own meter devoted to the energetic processes). Starting from this al‐
ready in place scenario, new e‐car charging point and stationary storage apparatus will be deployed
in order to provide ancillary services to the main grid. Euroimpresa AlpStore Pilot Implementation is
devoted to improve the overall efficiency in the electric energy usage, taking into account also the
electric grid requirements. It is based on several apparatus grouped in two main categories: the first
category is a Renewable and Electrical Storage System ESSs stationary monitoring and control
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equipment (meters, demand side management apparatus, Storage Systems), the second one is
E.mobility apparatus.
Indeed, all these “innovative” functions are quite “common” in the technical literature: the innova‐
tive content of the AlpStore projects stands in the Planning procedure proposed to group them in a
whole coordinated action, i.e. in the Master Plan methodology proposed in order to develop an en‐
ergetic infrastructure that correctly fits with the energy needs.
Actually, it is quite important to point out that the solution proposed (and tested in the pilot applica‐
tion) has to be evaluated as a mix of solutions: not only one of the solutions proposed, individually,
could be supposed to solve the problem, but a coordinated action among all the sys‐
tems/infrastructures/controls could bring to an effective management of the energy ecosystem.
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2 The Pilot Region: Altomilanese Area
The Alto Milanese extends in the North area of the Lombardy Region, in particular into the territory
of the Province of Milan. It results to be one of the most important and strategic area (both from the
geographical and infrastructural point of views) in the north of Italy: actually, in the Alto Milanese
area many SMEs are located; the activities and productions in the area are famous all over the world
for their quality and excellences.
The area represents an historical background of the Italian economic development, where the first
step of the industrialization has taken place since the nineteenth century. Although the productive
system is facing delocalization process due to the economic slump, the Alto Milanese is still charac‐
terized by a high concentration of manufacturing companies, especially in the textile and mechanic
sectors.
Moreover, the Alto Milanese benefits from a good system of transport: it is located near the Rho –
Pero Fair, the future location of the exposition EXPO 2015, the international hub of the Malpensa
Airport and a structured Railway network. The area is also connected by A4 highway Turin‐Venice, A8
highway Milano Laghi and Boffalora‐ Malpensa. Actually, the Altomilanese area is really well con‐
nected to the most important European cities.
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Figure 2: Altomilanese AREA – West Milan
Some socio economic details:



Located in North West of Milan;
23 Municipalities:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Arconate http://www.arconate.org
Bernate Ticino http://www.comune.bernateticino.mi.it
Buscate http://www.comune.buscate.mi.it
Busto Garolfo http://www.comune.bustogarolfo.mi.it
Canegrate http://www.comune.canegrate.mi.it
Castano Primo http://www.comune.castanoprimo.mi.it
Cerro Maggiore http://www.cerromaggiore.org
Cuggiono (SEAP) http://www.comune.cuggiono.mi.it
Dairago http://www.comune.dairago.mi.it
Inveruno http://www.comune.inveruno.mi.it
Legnano http://www.legnano.org
Magnago http://www.comune.magnago.mi.it
Nerviano http://www.comune.nerviano.mi.it
Nosate http://www.comune.nosate.mi.it
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o Parabiago http://www.comune.parabiago.mi.it
o Rescaldina (SEAP) http://www.comunescaldina.org
o Robecchetto con Induno http://www.comune.robecchetto‐con‐induno.mi.it
o San Giorgio su Legnano (SEAP) http://www.sangiorgiosl.org
o San Vittore Olona http://www.sanvittoreolona.org
o Turbigo (SEAP) http://www.comune.turbigo.mi.it
o Vanzaghello http://www.comune.vanzaghello.mi.it
o Villa Cortese (SEAP) http://www.villacortese.org
Densely populated area (about 250.000 inhabitants);
Heavily industrialized (thermo mechanical and textile sectors);
Significant problems for traffic pollution;
Water ways (among them the river Ticino) with hydro‐electric plants;
Many disused industrial areas have been turned into spaces for SME, such as Tecnocity Busi‐
ness Campus, which will be a pilot application in the AlpStore framework.
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The energetic policy in West Milan area
According to the Alto Milanese agreement, the government of the Milan territory aims at coordinat‐
ing the local policy of each municipality and build common project ideas among local public authori‐
ties.
The local government of the Milan territory intends to support the challenges that the area will face
in the early future. These challenges could become a good opportunity if the region will be ready to
face them properly.
“Energy” is a field of investment for the local government. In the last decade the energetic issue
switched from a simple debate in institutional offices, with the purpose of spreading awareness con‐
cerning environmental sustainability, to the need of decisions and actions for all users: companies,
citizens, public administrations. Up against the vulnerability of the energy market, which assisted at a
speedy rise of the energy prices, the constraints of the regional and national rules and the energy
market liberalization, the users have to be addressed by clear and comprehensive information due to
their active role with respect to the limits imposed and opportunity of financing. In the Altomilanese
area, the energetic know‐how has been developed in the industrial sector of machineries and sys‐
tems for the energy production (such as turbines and boilers with Franco Tosi brand); despite the
deindustrialization process of the West Milan region, nowadays it preserves a compact productive
apparatus and a renovated technical knowledge. In the past, because of the important industrial
experience in electro mechanics the area became well known at international level; this background
results today in skills and experiences useful for developing new industrial sectors, such as renewable
energy technologies (for example biomass and photovoltaic) and the energetic efficiency (for exam‐
ple the energy saving in buildings, in production cycles, etc.). These topics can have an important
impact on different economic sectors: construction industry, production of assets and services, agri‐
culture.
Actually, the electro‐mechanic energy sector of the West Milan region is an activation pending pro‐
ject and it is an important opportunity of development for the local industrial section. Furthermore,
it is in compliance with the current resource as long as it will aim at identify forms of services and
supports to the industrial and business sector with the purpose of overcoming the lack of knowledge
and support the development of competitiveness.
In order to achieve tangible results it is mandatory to arrange an effective dissemination of the ener‐
getic problem for companies, public administrations and citizens.
Recently, in order to promote correct information on the energy problems/opportunities, several
actions have been put in place: the goal at local level is to analyze the offer and the service demand
in the energetic field, in order to correctly depict the ongoing situation and provide correct sugges‐
tions. In the following these initiatives are shortly introduced.
Altomilanese: offer of energy services
Investigation of the provision of energy services is a complex action due to the wide diffusion of rules
that regulate the procedures and requirements for companies, local authorities and citizens.
The need of planning an offer in the area for the services has led to an organization of these services
according to specific topics. For this reason, all "institutional" energy agencies, founded by Public
12
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Entities (province of Milan and the Lombardy Region), have been identified, also according to the
final users of the offered services, i.e. local public administrations, businesses or citizens.
Concerning the services supply to the business world, a more extended analysis reveals that also
other trade associations (Union of Traders and Confesercenti) offer services for energy supply, pro‐
posing collective purchasing contracts. Concerning services for the citizen, the activity consists in
making the citizen aware of the potential of energy sustainability, by means of "recreational" and
information evenings and meetings. In general, citizens, which by their nature represent the cross‐
the‐board category, benefit from services, made available by local authorities and companies (such
as Infoenergia), or from numerous channels of information.
Among the activities implemented by the province of Milan, there is the local structure INFOENERGIA
appointed to provide services to the area; it is mainly focused on citizens (or aggregations of citizens
represented by the building managers), but also on local authorities and small and medium‐sized
enterprises. It is a network of energy offices, distributed throughout the province, and aimed at
providing necessary information on energy saving and environmental protection, explaining the ad‐
vantages of a rational use of energy, encouraging the use of less expensive and less polluting tech‐
nologies, helping to defend the city from too many offers on the market, often not easily assessable.
In particular, assistance relates to:
 guidance on energy‐saving opportunities;
 control by inspectors authorized by law over the maintenance of heating systems for munici‐
palities with less than 40000 inhabitants;
 information on funding opportunities, on how to apply for incentives and financial instru‐
ments;
 promotion of energy efficiency in the area through frequent meetings on energy and envi‐
ronmental issues, in collaboration with schools;
 cooperation with the municipalities for the "energy audit" of buildings, of heating and light‐
ing systems, as well as in the preparation of proper documentation.
In the Altomilanese area, shareholders of Infoenergia are represented by the municipalities of Busto
Garolfo, Nerviano, Vanzaghello and Villa Cortese. At Nerviano. On May 2008, the first Infoenergia
office of Altomilanese was opened to provide all information on energy saving and environmental
protection, to show the advantages of an efficient use of energy, to encourage the use of less expen‐
sive and polluting technologies and to help the consumer in the assessment of the right choice.
A second action was undertaken by the Lombardy Region by establishing the network of PUNTO EN‐
ERGIA, which aims at consolidating and developing the know‐how and operational capacity of the
regional system with respect to issues of energy efficiency, development of renewable energy
sources, technological innovation and energy and environmental sustainability of different sectors in
a domestic context. In particular, the functions of the PUNTO ENERGIA are related to the energy effi‐
ciency in buildings, in terms of energy certification, maintenance, control and management of heat‐
ing systems. Finally, PUNTO ENERGIA offices (under DGR 5018 law) perform the functions of "region‐
al body for accreditation" of certifiers.
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Moreover, the regional authorities (General Direction on Quality of the Environment), in collabora‐
tion with the Regional Coordination for "Agenda 21" and with the technical support of PUNTO ENER‐
GIA and "Kyoto Italian Club", have recently started the project of "Mentoring and Training of Local
Authorities” for the implementation of the Kyoto Protocol.
The participating institutions have been engaged in the definition of the actions of PALKs (Local Ener‐
gy Plan w.r.t. Kyoto agreement), divided into the following six macro‐sectors, in line with the Action
Plan for the Regional Energy (PAE): rationalization and efficiency in energy production, energy saving,
renewable sources, sustainable mobility and transport, system interventions and CO2 absorption.
Once the operations are identified, through the implementation of the Regional Information System
Energy and Environment (SIRENA) the data is inputted and the energy and environmental perfor‐
mance (in terms of equivalent oil tones and CO2) are processed and quantified. At the same time,
regional workshops have been activated together with the activities, which are open to all local au‐
thorities participating in the project, related to the topics of: energy, mobility, air quality and climate
changes.
In the Altomilanese area several consulting and promotion services on business world are also acti‐
vated. The services offered to the enterprises are collected by the employer’s associations and repre‐
sent the first front offices. In light of the major changes related to the liberalization of the energy
market, all associations operating in the area have an "energy service" for their associates, delivering
a service‐oriented choice of the energy provider within a very aggressive market. In the following, a
short description of the most relevant employer’s associations active in the Altomilanese area is re‐
ported.
CONFARTIGIANATO
The liberalization of the energy market has opened up the possibility also for small‐sized companies
to save the energy costs. Confartigianato Altomilanese, through his organism established at national
level (Energy Consortium of Small Businesses, CENPI), offers an accompaniment service to enterpris‐
es to enter in the liberalized market, by protecting them and providing them all the applications for
best conditions of energy supply. Through a collective energy purchase agreement at national level,
signed by CENPI with two private operators, the companies benefit from the related advantageous
conditions. Nowadays, at national level more than 3500 companies are participating in the consorti‐
um. CENPI also supports SMEs in the energy sector by trading with the institutions (like in the case of
the recent bargaining with the Authority on the topic of the resolution 278 that divides the electrical
charging into three time intervals, a rule which penalizes the SMEs because its consumption is mainly
in the "high price" interval). At territorial level, in the 23 municipalities of the Altomilanese area, the
advisory activities directed to the entrepreneur are:
 a specific analysis of the bills, (complexity given by indexing on the trend of energy prices as
established by the Authority);
 assistance to the practices of transition to the liberalized market from the regulated or from
a previous contract in the liberalized market;
 role of the referent in relation with the problems with the energy provider;
 information and promotion activities;
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conference activity.

In addition, since 2008, thanks to the agreement with the Lombardy Region, the Confartigianato pro‐
vides the CAIT (Service Center for Thermal Systems) for offering a maintenance service of heating
systems that are required by law to transmit the declarations and documentation expected to certify
the proper management of the facilities. The CAIT collects the documents and it forwards them to
the Registry of Central Heating Systems (CURIT), a tool of the Region which aims to both detect ab‐
normal operation and depict an overall view of the primary energy demand of buildings, the factors
that influence consumption, levels of obsolescence and plant safety, etc. The vision of the energy
service of Confartigianato is focused on two aspects:
 assistance to all members (and even non‐members) in order to identify the best energy
provider;
 assistance in activities of small businesses operating in the energy field (installation and
maintenance of boilers, solar panels etc.).
C.N.A. VARESE TICINO‐OLONA (local body of the National Association of Craft enterprises)
CNA Altomilanese objectives are to identify the best conditions of supply for its member enterprises
on the energy market. With regard to the activities promotion in the territory of technological cul‐
ture linked with the energy supply from renewable energy sources, CNA has provided courses in as‐
sociation with ENEA (Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic
Development.), relating to the installation of photovoltaic panels. Moreover, high attention was also
given for the construction of companies of the association and promotion activities on civil engineer‐
ing with emphasis on the energy efficiency.
CNA also organized a series of dissemination seminars for the territory, finding a significant interest
from the Altomilanese companies.
CONFINDUSTRIA ALTOMILANESE (the main organization representing Italian manufacturing and ser‐
vices companies)
Confindustria Altomilanese provides both the possibility of direct purchase of energy with Espan‐
sione Srl (traders in the electricity market) and the possibility to participate to the two consortia of
purchase (Energi.va and Assoutility) in order to enable the enterprises to take advantages from the
liberalized market. The choice between the direct purchase of energy through Espansione Srl and the
two consortia depends on the annual consumption and the particular service requested by the com‐
pany. For consumption higher than 800000 kWh, the association offers the opportunity to join a con‐
sortium of purchase. Despite the cost of joining the consortium a higher savings can be achieved. In
addition, the task related to the definition of the supply contract (examination of tenders, compari‐
son, evaluation, acquisition of required skills, etc.) is delegated to a qualified person, acting in behalf
of the members of the consortium. The consortium Assoutility, created by Assolombarda, represents
more than 300 companies and organizations for a total consumption of electricity of 1200 million
kWh per year. The Consortium for the energy purchases, ENERGI.VA, has more than 300 associates,
and a total purchase of 800 million kWh and 100 million cubic meters of gas. Enterprises that use less
than 800000 kWh can benefit from the advantages of the liberalized market by purchasing energy
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through the company expansion (a "wholesaler", which provides electricity to small, medium and
large enterprises, and all customers of the liberalized market).
Local entrepreneurship and energy
As already introduced, in Altomilanese area a relevant attention has been made to the Energy topics
from the social, administrative and industrial point of view. In order to provide correct information,
dissemination and support actions, a direct feedback from the territory has been considered im‐
portant.
In particular, in order to analyze the attitude of enterprises to be involved in energy issues, following
meetings with trade associations, interviews were conducted by sampling in some local large and
medium enterprises, characterized by significant energy consumption. The interviews with the man‐
agers had the operational objective to acquire information about implemented actions, expertise
and skills, external services and projects adopted in order to optimize the use of energy and the self‐
production. From the enterprises point of view, especially large and energy‐intensive manufacturing,
the energy topic results to be very important, due to the high costs of electricity supply and unopti‐
mistic forecasts about future prices. During the survey, the interest in complex projects has been
highlighted, suitable for coalitions of enterprises, whit a consequent positive impact on the territory.
In this complex operation, the action of a coordinating body for the intervention might be desirable,
which could be offered as a public/private partnership and it could be perceived as being above the
interests of a party. In this regard, the Milan province through its development agency or an "Energy
Agency" could take on a role as a facilitator in the process of building a project that would involve in
different manners enterprises, local governments, trade associations, the Regional Office, banks etc.
Innovation and research in the energy field: TECNOCITY, the pilot application for Alpstore project
An existing reality, which is nowadays a real opportunity for local development in the areas of re‐
search and innovation is represented by the concentration at the Tecnocity of Legnano of facilities
such as laboratories, centers of certification and the Centre for Research and trials on new materials.
The Centre for Research and trial on new materials is the result of an agreement between the central
and local institutions, with the participation of enterprises, employer’s organizations, research insti‐
tutions and other stakeholders in local development.
An important presence in the Tecnocity is represented by IrcCOS (Institute for the Research and Cer‐
tification for Sustainable Construction), its aim is to disseminate innovative technologies in the area
and to encourage their use in the industry and SMEs. IRcCOS is a company owned by CNR, Assimpre‐
dil and UNCSAAL (National Union of Architectural Aluminium Steel and Alloys). It is an institute which
deals topics very close to the energy issue as it is a center of qualification of photovoltaic modules
and window frames that uses sophisticated plants such as environmental chambers and solar simula‐
tors for the acquisition of complex systems data.
In the photovoltaic sector, the center is specialized in stress tests (mechanical, thermal, electrical) on
crystalline silicon modules, while in the area of window tests of air / water / wind and calculations of
thermal transmittance are carried out. IRcCOS is a notified body in accordance with Directive "Con‐
struction Products". It is important to note that IRcCOS is situated at the "tower" in the Tecnocity,
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which was in the past the Hydraulic Test Center of Franco Tosi, where large water turbines were
tested. Nowadays, the tower of Tecnocity has become a center for testing, but on new materials.
Innovative sectors addressed by IRcCOS are the home automation and the energy supply.
IRcCOS has launched important research projects. Beside the "Innovation Call for the competitive‐
ness of micro, small and medium enterprises in the Region of Lombardy", promoted by the Lombardy
Region and the Chamber of Commerce of the Province of Milan, IRcCOS was involved by enterprises
associates to Assimpredil in order to study innovative systems such as: solar greenhouses, phase
change materials, controlled mechanical ventilation with heat recovery and eventual utilization of
geothermal exchangers.
The mutual understanding between local entrepreneurship is:
 an opportunity to identify the real deficiencies that can be solved in different industrial sec‐
tors;
 the ability to improve existing skills, avoiding duplication of activities in the same territory;
 the opportunity to share common projects and motivate local stakeholders to operate in the
same territory.
Into the Tecnocity area Euroimpresa Legnano acts as a non‐profit company with a public‐held majori‐
ty shareholding (major stakeholders: Province of Milan, Legnano Municipalities and other 22 Munici‐
palities of Altomilanese area).
In its double role of Territory Development Agency for the Alto Milanese area and Business Innova‐
tion Centre, EUROIMPRESA guarantees assistance and consultancy services to institutions and ad‐
ministrative bodies, while stimulating at the same time innovation of the local manufacturing context
and promoting the potential of the area. In particular, EUROIMPRESA works to facilitate the process
that leads to the concentration of excellence in the area and today is active in promoting research
and innovation projects involving the industrial centers and local businesses.
Virtuous programs have been initiated also by combinations of local entities, such as the Integrated
Local Development Program (PISL) of the Small Municipalities of Altomilanese, approved in Decem‐
ber 2006 by the Region.
8 municipalities (Busto Garolfo, Canegrate, Dairago, Nerviano, Parabiago, San Giorgio su Legnano,
San Vittore Olona, Villa Cortese) are part of the aggregation PISL, which have identified strategies
and projects of development divided in: production system, energy, sustainable mobility, green
crown, and livability of the city. As part of PISL, 60 projects were presented in the Lombardy Region,
and 36 have been mentioned for "priority".
These projects involved municipalities within:
 promotion project agenda 21;
 coordination of the municipal building large scale regulations;
 cogeneration of buildings owned by public;
 energy census of municipal buildings;
 energy certification of municipal buildings.
Another interesting experience that could launch new similar experiences is the implementation of
an ESCO (E2sco Ltd) by various local authorities. E2sco Ltd is a joint enterprise, predominantly public,
ranging from the production of energy from renewable sources, to consumption reduction programs
through structural interventions on buildings and improvements on existing plants: the installation of
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heating and cooling systems up to reducing the consumption of drinking water. The 55% of the social
structure is composed by ordinary Eastern Ticino, which also involves some municipalities of Altomil‐
anese (Casorezzo, Cuggiono, San Giorgio su Legnano and Turbigo) and the remaining 45% of private
companies operating in the sector of energy saving: technological global service, heat management
and technological upgrading, waste disposal and environmental protection, provision of professional
services for energy and telecomunication networks and certifications and environmental impact as‐
sessments. E2sco provides both structural intervention and services. Among the actions: heat (the
upgrading of thermal systems of the municipalities, district heating, etc.), public lighting (extensions
of existing lighting networks, upgrades), lighting for interiors (rehabilitation, retrofitting lighting sys‐
tems in public and private buildings).
In the AlpStore framework, EUROIMPRESA (official partner of the project) will investigate a new en‐
ergy model useful to promote energy efficiency and industrial growth in the area; moreover a test
field will be put in place in the TECHNOCITY area; in particular TECHNOCITY energy flows will be mon‐
itored, an electric storage apparatus will be adopted in order to optimize the interaction with the
grid and with an innovative infrastructure for the electric car recharge.
The choice of the Pilot action in the TECHNOCITY area is quite strategic due to the already in place
link with the administrative authorities and with the industrial world; actually TECHNOCITY visibility
will be exploited in order to have an effective dissemination of the AlpStore project.
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3 Status quo of Energy System
Actually, in the Alto Milanese Area (and more generally in the Lombardia region), the STATUS QUO
depicts a dense populated area with pollution issues, congestions in the mobility infrastructure and
more and more significant requirements of an energy model that drives to a sustainable generation
portfolio both for the ecological and for the economical point of view.
In order to effectively propose a (realistic) new energy model it is mandatory to correctly depict the
scenario, pointing out not only the energy bounds but also the social ones. This chapter introduces
the situation in the Alto Milanese area; in the case of lack of data for the “local” area the scenario is
expanded to the whole (political) Lombardia region. As a matter of fact, Alto Milanese area does not
have political authorities, i.e. it is an agreement between several municipalities that want to cooper‐
ate for the development of a Common Energetic Plan.
Probably, nowadays the most critical topics in Alto Milanese area are: mobility congestion, pollution,
economic sustainability of the energy needs (i.e. energy, electric/gas/etc, price).
With respect to the first one, mobility of persons and goods is an essential component of the com‐
petitiveness of European industry and services as well as an essential citizen right. The goal of the
EU's sustainable transport policy is to ensure that our transport systems meet society's economic,
social and environmental needs. The transport sector is responsible for about 30% of the total final
energy consumption and for about 30% of the total CO2 emissions. These simple data shed light on
the necessity to move towards a more sustainable transportation system, but also suggest that a
technological/systemic revolution in the field will positively impact the overall world’s sustainable
development. From a technological point of view, a lower dependency from not renewable energy
sources (i.e. fuel oil) of the road transport is the main anticipated change. In particular electric en‐
gines possibly represent the natural vehicle evolution in this direction. Indeed, they have much high‐
er energy efficiency (around three times that of Internal Combustion Engines, ICE) and do not pro‐
duce any kind of tailpipe emission. How the electricity will be supplied to the vehicles is still unpre‐
dictable due to too many existing uncertainties on the future development, but the electrification of
the drive train will contribute to having alternative energy paths to reduce the nearly total depend‐
ency on crude oil. In particular, vehicle range and performances allowed by the different possibilities
will play a key role on the debate. At the moment a great attention is attracted by electric vehicles,
both hybrid and not, that will allow users to recharge their vehicles directly at home. This kind of
vehicle can represent a real future alternative to the ICE vehicles in particular for what concerns the
daily commuting trips (whose range is quite low). It is therefore important to understand what might
be the impact on the electric supply system capabilities of this recharging activity.
As far as emission of Greenhouse Gases (GHG), Table 1 and Table 4 show the status quo updated at
2010, respectively highlighting gas pollutants by province, by sector of emission and by fuel. Alto
Milanese area belongs to Milan (MI) province, i.e. the area more polluted of Italy. The most prevalent
pollutant is methane CH4, followed by COV and NOx. Urban and linear traffic have respectively an
impact (considering the data of Milan province, considered to be the more relevant for the target of
this report) of 9% and 16% over the total emission of equivalent CO2 . Road Transport has an impact
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of 25% in the whole Lombardy, mainly caused by NOx and CO. Finally, the most pollutant gas in
terms of equivalent CO2 is natural gas, which contributes with an emission of 44%.
These data demonstrate the prominence of a new energy model able to cover the energy and mobili‐
ty needs in a more environmental sustainable way, nevertheless such a new energy model has to be
effective also on the economic side of the problem, i.e. the price of the energy has to direct impact
on the industrial economy of the area, consequently it has to be taken into account as a primary
bound.
Table 1: Emissions in Lombardy by province for 20101

SO2

NOx

COV

CH4

CO

CO2

N2O

NH3

PM2.5

PM10

PTS

CO2 eq

Precurs.
O3

Tot.
Acidif.
(H+)

ton/year

ton /
year

ton /
year

ton /
year

ton /
year

k ton /
year

ton /
year

ton /
year

ton /
year

ton /
year

ton /
year

k ton /
year

ton /
year

k ton /
year

BG

1.863

17.127

31.034

34.295

37.329

7.388

1.277

8.639

2.743

3.103

3.540

8.636

56.515

939

BS

3.433

24.361

51.323

104.492

41.058

8.821

3.250

28.322

2.866

3.522

4.303

12.173

87.022

2.303

CO

534

7.733

15.137

11.978

14.984

2.822

266

991

1.466

1.648

1.855

3.227

26.388

243

CR

1.135

8.225

18.882

44.752

13.790

2.886

2.164

19.680

1.280

1.510

1.845

4.540

31.060

1.372

LC

174

3.921

9.205

5.439

7.441

1.639

130

517

694

773

868

1.834

14.882

121

LO

219

5.975

8.426

20.148

6.904

3.014

732

6.976

567

670

819

3.691

16.757

547

MB

342

8.176

12.200

11.177

9.164

3.665

167

414

827

955

1.114

4.067

23.340

213

MI

2.112

32.300

39.496

58.206

30.260

16.273

1.135

5.813

2.288

2.760

3.266

18.240

83.046

1.110

MN

2.257

11.373

21.902

49.744

12.176

7.912

2.354

21.095

1.336

1.584

1.977

9.736

37.813

1.559

PV

5.081

14.031

28.144

48.120

16.509

8.924

1.043

5.247

1.622

1.819

2.151

10.323

47.752

772

SO

200

2.074

17.560

4.961

6.882

105

342

1.486

691

740

814

337

20.917

139

VA

1.314

14.765

16.672

25.338

24.071

5.903

314

881

1.989

2.186

2.449

6.639

37.688

414

Total

18.66

150.06

269.98

418.65

220.57

69.351

13.18

100.06

18.37

21.27

25.00

83.44

483.18

9.73

Province

1

Source: INEMAR ARPA LOMBARDIA
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Figure 3: Emissions in Lombardy by province for 20102

2

Source: INEMAR ARPA LOMBARDIA
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Table 2: Emissions in Lombardy by sector for 20103

Type of emis‐
sion

AEROPORTS

SO2

NOx

VOC

CH4

CO

CO2

N2O

NH3

PM
2.5

PM
10

TSP

CO2 eq

O3
Precurs.

Tot.
acidif.
(H+)

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

kt/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

kt/year

t/year

kt/year

196

2.307

925

0,9

2.748

503

3,1

0,0

28

30

30

504

4.042

56

1.543

9.488

478

616

569

AGRICULTURE

505

BIOGENICS

132.871

AREAL

4.417

31.148

106.308

132.871
329.141

110.053

24.552

10.014

88.733

PM FINE ‐
areal ‐ granu‐
lometric
FORESTRY

1.240

12.186

4.603

11.201

1.418

10.843

‐4.432

LANDFILLS

4,0

126

26

86.366

151

5,6

25.978

10.568

0,6

27.389

25.059

198

POINT ‐ esti‐
mated
PM FINE ‐
point ‐ granu‐
lometric

1.815

1.406

2,9

190

1.013

25.150

45.274

877

703

753

151

9,6

10

18

22

455

8,2

13

13

779

3.429

13.329

262

478

592

535

PM FINE ‐
measured ‐
granulometric
HARBOURS

14

359

12

4.921

4.883

6.041

TANKS

1.758

51

22

11.875

3.136

827

37

2,7

183

URBAN TRAF‐
FIC
LINEAR TRAF‐
FIC
Total

3

6.034

2,7

2,7

8.987

161.023

‐4.432

PM FINE ‐
landsfills ‐
granulometric
POINT ‐
measured

35.755

183

45

31.967

7.726

477

26.677

7.484

227

332

1.837

2.352

2.859

7.564

49.667

716

79

52.788

5.323

909

41.622

13.027

358

937

2.856

3.720

4.702

13.158

74.315

1.205

18.66

150.06

269.98

418.65

220.57

69.35

13.18

100.06

18.37

21.27

25.00

83.44

483.18

9.73

Source: INEMAR ARPA LOMBARDIA
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Table 3: Per cent distribution of emissions in Lombardy by process for 20104

Combustion in
energy and trans‐
formation indus‐
tries
Non‐industrial
combustion plants
Combustion in
manufacturing
industry
Production pro‐
cesses

SO2

NOx

VOC

CH4

CO

CO2

N2O

NH3

PM2.5

PM10

TSP

CO2 eq

O3
Precurs.

Tot.
acidif.
(H+)

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

kt/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

kt/year

t/year

kt/year

5.328

9.141

1.266

772

4.027

15.689

368

18

507

528

536

15.819

12.871

366

1.188

13.961 12.764

7.186

94.178 18.829

635

196

19.177

40.257

352

7.237

21.451

3.666

690

16.699 11.633

460

375

622

792

1.201

11.790

31.683

715

3.912

3.150

14.675

175

23.674

53

55

355

840

1.005

4.506

21.124

194

8.325

95.891

2.014

9.667

Extraction and
distribution of
fossil fuels
Solvent and other
product use
Road Transport
Other mobile
sources and ma‐
chinery
Waste treatment
and disposal
Agriculture
Other sources and
sinks
Total

4

0,6

78

78.730

125

84.755 13.049

246

13.784

2.548

556

2.892

1.528

59
14

4.486

44
1.386

10.282 10.451 10.990

91

47

87

114

1.216

78.830

7,0

68.299 20.511

585

1.268

4.693

6.072

7.561

20.721

123.982

1.921

25

7.401

1.529

56

2,6

611

622

630

1.547

20.178

307

90.258

1.556

1.106

456

469

97

105

131

3.142

6.492

108

784

67.692 217.527

3.080

657

1.208

2.230

7.842

72.033

5.759

65

65.740

4.743

1.608

‐4.432

1,7

7,0

500

564

602

‐4.332

66.063

2,3

18.66 150.06 269.98

418.65

220.57

69.35

13.18

100.06

18.37

21.27

25.00

83.44

483.18

9.73

10.561 97.579

Source: INEMAR ARPA LOMBARDIA
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Table 4: Emissions in Lombardy by fuel for 20105
SO2

NOx

VOC

CH4

CO

CO2

N2O

NH3

PM2.5

PM10

TSP

CO2 eq

O3
Precurs.

Tot.
acidif.
(H+)

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

kt/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

t/year

kt/year

t/year

kt/year

gasoline

36

4.504

9.059

903

45.924

5.733

107

1.203

96

96

96

5.785

19.618

170

coal

720

1.279

173

74

436

671

68

22

133

156

249

694

1.783

52

diesel

138

91.458

5.514

469

509

68

3.610

3.619

3.627

15.145

119.586

1.997

1.792

2.003

95

95

998

2.606

115

91

91

91

2.643

2.650

100

gasoil

963

1.114

69

118

426

1.495

44

106

106

106

1.511

1.476

54

LPG

2,2

845

137

32

4.333

1.349

42

7,1

7,1

7,1

1.363

1.645

18

kero‐
sene

196

2.176

899

2.408

494

17

19

19

494

3.818

53

wood

301

3.251

12.963

6.423

87.021

345

294

242

26.591

97

natural
gas

620

25.365

2.497

1.571

14.165 36.175

539

11

186

200

217

36.375

35.023

571

fuel oil

4.893

1.697

55

35

447

904

113

6,8

232

241

253

940

2.175

190

others

1.859

10.133

2.585

872

6.417

2.630

423

303

321

370

464

2.779

15.665

296

no fuel

7.143

6.237

235.935 408.061 35.386

2.316

10.870 98.152

3.258

5.833

8.706

15.471

253.150

6.132

Total

18.66 150.06

269.98

69.35

13.18

18.37

21.27

25.00

83.44

483.18

9.73

Fuel

refinery
gas

5

418.65

22.606 14.978

220.57

Source: INEMAR ARPA LOMBARDIA
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3.1

Energy Production

In the Italian scenario, the Lombardia region is a leader area with respect to energy infrastructures.
Its electrical network spans for 3,661 km (17% of the national total6 ) in order to correctly fed the
Italian more significant energy consumption (66.459 GWh in 2011). However, Lombardia has experi‐
enced an increment of the contribution of renewables to cover the gross final energy consumption
(hereinafter, respectively FER and CFL), from a value of about 17.1% in 2010 to 18.8% in 2011, reach‐
ing ahead of time the intermediate targets (7.6% in 2014, with a target of 11.3% in 2020) set by the
Ministry of Economic Development (MISE), in compliance with the ‐burden sharing‐ process.
Except for the hydroelectric sector, the production of energy coming from renewable sources in‐
creased 285% in a decade. The pilot region of interest, Alto Milanese, follows the same trend as the
Lombardia region in terms of renewable energy penetration and growing.
Actually the scenario results to be relevant of an Alpine Space region very densely populated and
densely industrialized, introducing challenging bounds to the development of a renewables based
energy model.
3.1.1 Conventional Power Plants
Referring to 2012 scenario, Lombardia region depicts a generation portfolio dominated by 13000
MW of thermal power plant, about 6000 MW of hydro power plants and a significant (and rapidly
growing) 1800 MW of photovoltaic power plants (practically no wind resources are available); Figure
4 points out the main thermal power plants (and waste to energy power plants, named incinerators)
of the region. The scenario clearly shows a dense populated area with an important energy need
(about 70000 GWh/year) balanced by a strong electric grid and a significant thermal power plant
portfolio; in the picture the red box represents the Alto Milanese area.
Focusing on the Alto Milanese area (Figure 5, red circles), it points out the main thermal and hydro
power plants of the area, with respect to the thermal one (greater than 10 MVA) in the following a
short description is provided.
 Turbigo (2040 MVA nominal; 1400/1500 MVA effective) is the main generation plant of the
area. It is based on oil and gas. The plant is strongly connected to the high voltage transmis‐
sion grid and in the past covered a very important role in the Italian generation portfolio.
Nowadays the power plant is suffering a low competitiveness due to a limited thermal effi‐
ciency; consequently its role in the energy market is more and more marginal.

6



Boffalora (110 MVA) is a medium size combined cycle (natural gas based) power plant, it re‐
sults to be an intermediate solution between the conventional power generation based on
“big” plant and the new approach based on many dispersed (little) generators.



Accam (15 MVA) is a local incinerator today under analysis for a possible conversion into a
new combined (thermal + electric) cycle.



SEA MALPENSA (20 MVA) is a gas power plant coupled with the Malpensa Airport infrastruc‐
tures.

www.terna.it (TERNA is the national TSO, Transmission System Operator)
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Agrolinz (29 MVA) is a power plant coupled with an industrial area based on “old” technolo‐
gies and today under analysis for a possible conversion to a new more efficient, and envi‐
ronmental sustainable, technology.

Figure 4: Main thermal power plants and incinerators in the Lombardy region7.

Figure 5: High Voltage electric grid in the Alto Milanese area

7

Source: Terna, Gestori impianti, Regione Lombardia. Elaborazioni: Punti Energia
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3.1.2 Renewable Energies
 Water
Figure 6 depicts the Province of Milan hydro power plan share (0.3%) with respect to the total na‐
tional installed capacity, while Figure 7 shows the percentage of power production from Hydro plants
in the Province of Milan (0.8% of the national production, which amounts at 45823 GWh).
Focusing on the Alto Milanese area (Figure 5, blue circles) hydro power plant had, in the past (beg‐
ging of the past century), a strategic role in the electrification of the area; a significative example
could be the hydro power plant of Turbigo superiore activated in 1904; only at the end of the sixties
was built (besides the hydro plant) the powerful thermal plant.
Today four medium power plants are active: Porto della Torre (11 MVA), Vizzola Ticino (36 MVA),
Tornavento (8 MVA), Turbigo Superiore (15 MVA). These power plants exploit the Ticino river and the
derived artificial canal (naviglio).

Figure 6: Province distribution of Hydro capacity at the end of 2011.
The production in the Lombardy region was of 11048.7 GWh.

Figure 7: Province distribution of Hydro production at the end of 2011.
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 Wind
At the end of 2011, Lombardy has counted a number of wind plants and an installed capacity respec‐
tively equal to 3 and 693.6 MW. In comparison with the national wind capacity Lombardy covers the
0.1%, with no wind plant installed in the Province of Milan, neither in the pilot region of Alto Milan‐
ese (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Province distribution of wind capacity at the end of 2011
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 Photovoltaic
Due to the huge development rate of the last years, in Italy photovoltaic statistics are made available
with a greater detail and with more frequent updates. At the end of 2012, Lombardia region has
counted a number of photovoltaic plants and an installed capacity respectively equal to 68434 and
1821 MW. In comparison with the number of PV plants (478331) over the whole national territory,
Lombardy share is about 14.3% resulting to be the first region of Italy, as far as the regional photo‐
voltaic capacity, Lombardy cover the 11.1% of the overall national installed capacity of 16420 MW.
The Province of Milan represents the 1.5 % (Figure 9) of the power installed in Italy, while in terms of
energy, it participates to the overall national production with a percentage of 1.2% (Figure 10).
Table 5: Photovoltaic plants in the different Italian Regions, number and installed capacity at the
end of 2012.
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Figure 9: Province distribution of photovoltaic capacity at the end of 2012.

Figure 10: Province distribution of photovoltaic production at the end of 2012.
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Figure 11: Total rated power of the photovoltaic power plants of each municipality of the West
Milan region8

Focusing on the Alto Milanese area, in Figure 11 and Table 6 the detail of the photovoltaic power
plants installations for each of the municipalities of the West Milan region is given. The city of Novate
has the lowest number of power plants (5) and the lower total rated power (16 kW), whilst the city of
Legnano, which is the core of the pilot region, presents the highest number of power plants (232)
and the highest total rated power (7899 KW).

In Table 7 the detail of each single power plant of the area with rated power higher than 200 kW is
given. The city of Legnano has the highest number of power plants with a considerable power. The
biggest photovoltaic power plant is located in Legnano (1800.9 kW); the second two biggest are lo‐
cated in Nerviano (994.52 kW) and Cerro Maggiore (958.33 kW).

8

http://atlasole.gse.it/atlasole/
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Table 6: Number of power plants and total rated power of the photovoltaic power plants of each
municipality of the West Milan region
Number of power
plants

Total Rated Power [kW]

Novate

5

16

Turbigo

35

356

Castano Primo

52

1313

Robecchetto con Induno

21

429

Municipality

Vanzaghello

51

733

Magnano

88

3089

Buscate

19

194

Cuggiono

65

1249

Bernate Ticino

36

1318

Dairago

63

821

Arconate

62

541

Inveruno

67

713

Legnano

232

7899

Villa Cortese

62

1239

Busto Garolfo

140

1909

Casorezzo

57

563

San Giorgio su Legnano

50

886

Canegrate

65

996

Parabiago

161

2560

Rescaldina

99

1169

San Vittore Olona

47

625

Cerro Maggiore

123

2078

Nerviano

122

2849
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Table 7: Rated power and date of operation of the photovoltaic power plants of the West Milan
region with rated power higher than 200 kW
Rated Power [kW]

Municipality

Date of operation

369.17

BERNATE TICINO

30/12/2008

403.2

BERNATE TICINO

10/09/2010

199.8

BUSTO GAROLFO

04/12/2009

198.03

BUSTO GAROLFO

28/04/2011

271.47

CANEGRATE

07/06/2011

199.18

CASTANO PRIMO

30/06/2011

198.72

CASTANO PRIMO

22/12/2011

257.14

CASTANO PRIMO

20/06/2012

197.55

CASTANO PRIMO

26/02/2013

958.33

CERRO MAGGIORE

24/03/2011

197.12

CUGGIONO

19/05/2011

198.72

CUGGIONO

30/11/2011

197.58

INVERUNO

30/12/2010

338

LEGNANO

21/06/2011

198.72

LEGNANO

01/04/2011

257.04

LEGNANO

11/03/2011

1800.9

LEGNANO

03/05/2011

186.06

LEGNANO

26/04/2011

200

LEGNANO

07/11/2011

620.4

LEGNANO

28/05/2012

196.08

LEGNANO

29/06/2012

250.24

LEGNANO

28/06/2012

586.53

LEGNANO

26/08/2012

506

MAGNAGO

10/02/2011

211.5

MAGNAGO

27/04/2011

450

MAGNAGO

31/08/2011

198.45

MAGNAGO

16/09/2011

198.72

MAGNAGO

20/10/2011

199.18

MAGNAGO

28/06/2012

537

NERVIANO

28/09/2010

994.52

NERVIANO

15/02/2012

490.5

PARABIAGO

01/12/2010

315.62

PARABIAGO

23/06/2011

315.84

PARABIAGO

04/06/2012

199.2

SAN GIORGIO SU LEGNANO

30/06/2011

199.2

SAN GIORGIO SU LEGNANO

30/06/2011

SAN VITTORE OLONA

26/01/2011

357.2

VILLA CORTESE

23/12/2011

298.08

VILLA CORTESE

27/06/2012

198
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 Combined heat and power generation
Combined heat and power generation is a very promising approach with a rising deployment in the
Alto Milanese area. In particular District heating solutions are under evaluation/deployment in sev‐
eral municipalities.
One of the first applications is in Legnano city where it is actived a power plant with a nominal power
of 7.7 MWe, coupled with the heating of some districts of Legnano and Castellanza (Figure 12).

Figure 12: District Heating system in Legnano

Summarizing the Status Quo on the generation portfolio in a future scenario perspective, since the
available hydro resources are (mostly) already exploited and the wind source is not available in the
area, the solar source represents the only promising renewable solution, beside the cogeneration
technology, in the West Milan region.
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3.2

Energy Consumption

Energy consumption data, referring to electric energy needs, are not public available in Italy, conse‐
quently no detailed data could be provided in the following sections.
The information available is from the province level. As reported in Table 8, data show that the prov‐
ince of Milan requests the highest amount of energy and the most developed sector is tertiary, fol‐
lowed by industry and domestic.
Table 8: Energy consumption per province in the Lombardy region9 (the columns refers, respective‐
ly, to: Agricultural, Industry, Tertiary, Domestic, Total)

3.2.1 Business clients
 Clients with a consumption > 100.000 kWh/a
No specific public data are available

3.2.2 Private consumers and small‐scale business clients
 Clients with a consumption < 100.000 kWh/a
No specific public data are available

3.2.3 Trends
Figure 13 depicts the trend of the total energy consumption in the Lombardy region. The total load is
growing year by year but it is not completely covered by the local production; it justifies the need to
develop a proper amount of generation.

9

Source www.terna.it
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Figure 13: Energy consumption in the Lombardy region10

10

Source: www.terna.it
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3.3

Energy Transmission and Distribution

In the Italian contest electric grid is, probably, the core of the energy ecosystem; actually all the main
energetic processes are based on electric energy. Moreover, electric apparatus have been historically
aggregated in a “grid”, i.e. are managed in a more or less coordinated approach (at least in order to
share one common infrastructure). Vice versa, thermal applications (based on gas and oil) are typical‐
ly managed looking for an efficiency increase of the single application.
Recently, electric and thermal applications are changing in a new coupled model, e.g. for the cogen‐
eration and district heating infrastructures. It is important to point out that these applications are
typically designed for the “local” thermal needs and they are connected to the grid in order to with‐
draw/inject the surplus/deficit of electric energy.
Similarly, new users are “growing”, e.g. electro mobility, looking at the electric grid as the best infra‐
structure useful to provide all the “energy feeding points” required.
All these considerations/examples demonstrate once again the cordial role of the electric grid in the
energy ecosystem, in the past, today and, even more, in the future.
3.3.1 Power grid
The Alto Milanese region is one of the most developed industrialized areas of the north of Italy and
for that reason it involves a high amount of electrical energy consumption. The core of the region is
the Legnano city which is the reference for the pilot project from the industrial point of view.
The power grid of the region is a network with the standard hierarchical structure typical of the UCTE
system. The Figure 14 shows the electric system framework of the West Milan pilot region, it could
be divided into three layers: transmission system (High Voltage, HV), Medium Voltage (MV) distribu‐
tion system and Low Voltage (LV) distribution system.
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Figure 14: Electric system framework of the West Milan
 High‐voltage
The high voltage transmission system of the project area is shown in Figure 15. In the picture a detail
of the high transmission system is given by showing the location of the power plants connected, both
thermal (white‐red square) and hydroelectric (white‐blue square), and the transmission lines struc‐
ture (colored according to the voltage level). The transmission network of the area is meshed and
therefore it is structurally robust for managing a significant power flow without incurring in a deteri‐
oration of the power quality. In the current scenario the power flows from the north‐west toward
the south‐east of the pilot region; it represents a passage area for the energy produced in the north
of Italy and the imported from abroad (mainly from France and Switzerland) toward the big cities and
industrial areas of the north and center of the country (as shown in Figure 16). The network scheme
of Figure 15 includes the primary substations (indicated by circles) which represent the electrical
node conjunctions of the transmission system to the lower voltage levels. In particular, in each pri‐
mary substation one or more step‐down transformers are located in order to connected the high
voltage level (380, 220 and 132 kV) to the medium voltage system (23, 20, 15 or 10 kV). Each primary
substation is equipped with two transformer machine, sized (case by case) at 16, 25 or 40 MVA.
In the figure, the Legnano area, where the Pilot application will be deployed, is depicted with a red
circle.
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Figure 15: Transmission system of the project area

Figure 16: Power flow of the West Milan pilot
 Medium‐voltage & Low‐voltage
Unlike the transmission system, the Medium Voltage (MV) distribution network has a radial structure
system which is basically composed by small length feeders connected to the busbar of the primary
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substation. Furthermore, the Low Voltage (LV) system is connected upstream the MV level by means
of the secondary substation; it has the same radial structure.
Because of its topology, the distribution network is weaker than the transmission one and therefore
it is not designed to manage bidirectional power flow and guaranteeing and the same time a proper
power quality standard.
In the scenario of higher penetration of renewables it is important to point out that the distribution
system, both medium voltage and low voltage, has been designed as a passive system (i.e. without
any power injection of generators). The small‐medium size renewable power plants (named Dis‐
persed Generation, DG) are mainly connected to the distribution system and, for this reason, a high
penetration of this power plants may introduce new issues in the network management: the fast
expanding of dispersed generation can affect quality of supply as well as voltage quality.
The network losses are an important quality index to be considered in the network operation. The
Italian standard ARG/elt 196/11 defines proper conventional losses in order to charge the users with
an additional fee related to the increasing of the system losses. This value is a percentage of the
power absorbed and it is added to the consumption in order to cover the cost related to the network
losses caused by the power absorbed itself. This factor is equal to 4.7% for the users connected to
the MV (it considers the losses of the upstream system: both the high voltage and the medium volt‐
age levels) whilst this value increases to 10.4% for the connection in the LV system (it incorporates
the whole upstream system: LV, MV and HV systems). The difference between the two values is
equal to 5.7%; it depicts the worst performance of the LV level in terms of losses: 1 MW of power
consumption at the LV system causes 57 kW of losses in the LV distribution system and 47 kW of
losses in both the MV and HV systems. Power injections at the LV distribution level have a higher
impact on the network losses, this is mainly due to the lower cross‐section of the LV cables.
Anyway, the connection of dispersed generation at distribution level allows reducing the electrical
distance between load and generation. In the past, the distribution system was totally passive and
the loads connected were supplied only by generators connected at transmission level: it means a
unidirectional energy flow from the high voltage level toward the distribution system. Nowadays, the
power injections of DG occur at distribution level and they allow to locally supply loads connected at
the MV and LV systems, consequently the power flow of the system is not unidirectional anymore
but it is unpredictable according to the location of the resources. For this reason the lines are dis‐
charged and the network losses can be improved.
On the contrary, if the generation is too high and, in particular, much higher than the amount of
power required by the load in a portion of the distribution network, a reverse power flow along the
distribution feeder may occur and the network losses may be deteriorated. The classical “u shape”
behavior of the network losses as function of the power injected by DG is depicted in Figure 17. In
case of low power injections the losses are improved with respect to the passive network scenario
(local compensation of the load); after a certain DG power value (point 3 and point 1) the losses in‐
crease (reverse power flow) and for higher DG power injections a deterioration with respect to the
passive scenario occurs (point 4 and point 2).
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This behavior highlights that the DG can be exploited to locally balance the load and improve the
system operation in terms of losses. On the contrary, in case of reverse power flow, the DG makes
worse the losses.
Looking at the regional situation, the West Milan area is featured by a relevant and predominant
amount of load consumption with respect to the energy production. For this reason, the pilot region
scenario is located in the first part of the network losses curve (before point 2) and a development of
renewable generation can even improve the losses and therefore the efficiency of the electric system
of the area.
In light of the fact that the medium and low voltage levels have to be improved, the system of inter‐
est for the project is the distribution network. The storage system can be connected at primary sub‐
station level or it can be located lose to the power plant. In the former case the storage is a central‐
ized application whilst in the latter case it represents a dispersed application (a wider explanation on
the matter is given in the chapter 5).

Figure 17: Example of the network losses as function of the DG power connected to the distribu‐
tion system11

3.3.2 Metering points
A system of metering already exists in the pilot region. It is a remote management system, named
Telegestore, provided by the main Italian Distribution System Operator (DSO) Enel since 2001. It rep‐
resents one of the few smart metering solutions really in operation on large scale worldwide which
manages the electronic meters installed in each user plant (obviously, the capability of the infrastruc‐
11

Source: Delfanti, M., Falabretti, D., Merlo, M, “Dispersed generation impact on distribution network loss‐
es”,Electric Power Systems Research 97 , pp. 10‐18
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ture have to be evaluated with respect to the design phase in 2001, actually an update of the whole
infrastructure is expect from 2015 to 2020).
In order to correctly evaluate the functions of the Telegestore apparatus it is necessary to shortly
introduce the structure of the electric pool. In Italy, the electricity market was open to the demand
side on December 2004 and the full liberalized market took place from July 2007; generation, trans‐
mission and distribution are separated activities and are carried out by distinct companies.
The Italian power exchange is organized in subsequent markets for energy, network services, and
reserve; in the following each market of the Italian framework is described.
•

Day ahead market (MGP): hourly energy blocks are traded for the next day in an auction market,
offers/bids are accepted by economic merit order, in a way that satisfies transmission limits be‐
tween zones

•

Intra‐day market (MI): it is an adjustment market that modifies the schedules resulting from day
ahead market by submitting additional offers/demand bids

•

Ancillary service market (MSD): TSO procures the resources needed for managing, operating and
controlling the power system, it is paid as bid.

After the liberalization of the electricity market, the automatic metering infrastructure became man‐
datory by the resolution 292/06 of the AEEG (Italian regulator) and the minimum functional require‐
ments are to guarantee the same options to all customers, interoperability and standardization.
In this context, the Telegestore equipment, already installed since 2001, covers an important and
primary role in the electricity market. Actually the meters include a breaker and demand control
algorithm on board, a remote reduction of available power (until disconnection) and a display on
board (not suitable for real time information). A metering interval of 1 hour is available for all LV
customers with rated power higher than 55 kW and a parameterization per band (peak/off‐
peak/mid‐level) is applied for all other smaller LV customers. In Figure 18 the three bands division of
the Italian market framework are represented for the one week period. The cost of the energy varies
according to the consumption period: the higher price is supposed to be in the peak band, whilst
lower energy prices are applied for the shoulder band and the off‐peak band.
Actually, each customer could be charged according to the actual cost of the electricity supplied
(Cost‐of‐Service regulatory approach) according to a two time bands tariff (peak from 8 a.m. to 7
p.m., shoulder and off‐peak from 7 p.m. to 8 a.m. plus week‐end and holidays). This one is not a
“smart” tariff (the driver was not demand response) but a good first impulse to increase awareness
among customers (i.e. monitor their energy consumptions).
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Figure 18: Time bands of the week according to the energy market
In more detail, the Telegestore system architecture (depicted in Figure 19) is a set of electronic de‐
vices and software whose main elements are:
•
•
•

the electronic meter integrated with the breaker;
the concentrator, installed in every secondary substations, to gather the data recorded by the
connected meters;
the central system for remote management of meters, connected via public telecommunication
networks (GSM, GPRS, PSTN & Satellite) and installed in every MV substations, processing billing
information as well as monitoring the quality of service.

In Figure 20 three types of electronic meters of the Telegestore system are shown. The main func‐
tions of the Telegestore are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

remote reading;
billing on actual reading;
remote disconnection / remote change of contractual parameters (without accessing the meter);
fraud detection;
monitoring of supply service quality for each customer;
load profiles for active/reactive energy (storage capability of 38 days @ 15 min sampling time).
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Figure 19: Telegestore system architecture

Figure 20: Electronic meter of the Telegestore system
By means of this system it is possible to perform bidirectional communication with the meters by
remote. In particular, the Telegestore allows to easily measure the consumption of its customers ; at
the same time, it can gather relevant real time data on the system status and quality of supply. It
represents a two‐way energy measurement system (consumed energy and energy that will eventual‐
ly be produced by customers). Furthermore, the Telegestore is completely integrated into the DSO
information systems and it enhances the electricity network as an information exchange channel. In
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Addition, customers can be conscious of the energy consumption and the energy price; it will induce
to a more rational use of the energy: better feedback encourages energy‐saving behavior.
It is important to highlight that “today” all the electric meter in the Alto Milanese area are provided
with the Telegestore apparatus, covering, practically, 100% of the final users.
3.3.3 (Smart) grid issues and development status
The topic related to the renewable energy storage integration and electric network development is
topical and it draws the attention of all stakeholders involved. At this point it is important to remark
that as Dispersed Generation (DG) penetration increases it will become a technical and economic
imperative that DG participates in the provision of ancillary services needed for a secure and reliable
operation of the power system. This is important for the simple reason that if DG only displaces the
energy produced by central generation but not the associated flexibility and capacity, the overall cost
of operate the entire system will rise.
Nowadays, demand is growing from large utilities (Distribution and Trasmission System Operator,
DSO and TSO respectively) to exploit DG as a service for the system. In this way generators connect‐
ed along the distribution system are a resource useful to improve the stability, safety and power
quality of the electric grid. They represent a regulation resources dispersed along the feeders and
they can potentially offer a network control in remotely points of the distribution network normally
not controlled; in fact, if well managed, DG can further improve the network operation with respect
to a passive network scenario. Furthermore, the ancillary services extension to DG connected to the
distribution level is essential also for a better integration of the DG itself and for an increasing of the
hosting capacity of existing networks.
Until recently, renewable DG technologies were, for various reasons, still relatively expensive sources
of energy and moreover they tended to disrupt the normal way that power systems are used to op‐
erating; so an incentive policy was necessary to promote renewable energy sources expansion. Now‐
adays, these technologies have been supported for environmental reasons and for the sustainability
of energy security provision. In the short term, there is no doubt that DG technologies will become
competitive as they become cheaper and the price of fossil fuels rises due to ever growing demand
worldwide, especially in the growing economies in Asia. In this way a Grid parity in term of cost of
the power plants will be reached. A distribution network ancillary service structure and an appropri‐
ate market have to be developed in line with the anticipated extension of DG as distributed energy
resources for network services. In this way a Global grid parity is reached which includes both the
power plant cost and the services offered for the network operation and stability. Higher penetra‐
tions of DG will increase DSO options regarding network operation and planning, which could lead to
lower overall costs. Consequently, such services will represent incremental revenue opportunities
even for DG. The distribution system operator will become responsible for the distribution network
management and the maximization of local sources dispersed in the network.
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In the absence of a clear policy and associated regulatory instruments on the treatment of DG, it is
very unlikely that this type of generation is going to thrive. In order to foster the required changes,
there is a clear need to develop and articulate appropriate rules that support the integration of DG
into distribution networks.
In the face of a the new energetic scenario, national and international technical standards have been
introduced in order to define rules for the connection of active users to the electrical system. It is
important to stress that provision of ancillary services from DG has not jeopardize or degrade the
security of supply but should contribute to its enhancement. Nowadays, DG is in fact viewed as a
nuisance disruption for the electrical system operation with little gain for the network operators.
Looking at the Italian context, being the electrical networks weaker and the penetration of renewa‐
ble energy sources higher than the rest of the UCTE countries, technical limits related to the DG inte‐
gration have emerged sooner than in the rest of Europe. For this reason, Italian legislation commit‐
tees moved first to set appropriate rules on the matter. The functions implemented in the Italian
standards are the state of the art of the European ENTSO‐E grid code. Actually, the ENTSO‐E associa‐
tion is divided into five synchronous areas. The main objectives of the grid code are to define com‐
mon operation requirements to guarantee a coordinated action between the interconnected trans‐
mission network and power plants in both normal conditions and critical conditions, to achieve re‐
quirements for an efficient use of generation and other resources and to avoid deterioration of sys‐
tem safety itself.
For now, the national initiatives are prevailing on the European ones.
First, Germany introduced a new grid code for the connection of power plants to the MV and HV
network in 200812 and after for the LV in 201013 .
Italy followed a quite similar road map with the technical standard CEI 0‐16 in 2008 for generator
connection to the MV distribution networks14 and then with the standard CEI 0‐21 in 2012 which
defines reference technical rules for the connection of active and passive users to the LV electrical
Utilities15 . During 2012 the Italian Electrical Committee (CEI) is working to evolve the technical rules.
The Italian standard CEI 0‐16 and CEI 0‐21 are under revision in order to include new performances.
In particular, they are taking into account the content of the last Italian rule incentives and the pre‐
scriptions of the Italian transmission system operator TERNA.
12

BDEW, Generating Plants Connected to the Medium‐Voltage ‐ Network Guideline for generating plants' con‐
nection to and parallel operation with the medium‐voltage network, June 2008
13
E VDE‐AR‐N 4105, Erzeugungsanlagen am Niederspannungsnetz ‐ Technische Mindestanforderungen für
Anschluss und Parallelbetrieb von Erzeugungsanlagen am Niederspannungsnetz (Generators connected to the
low‐voltage distribution network ‐ Technical requirements for the connection to and parallel operation with
low‐voltage distribution networks), July 2010
14
CEI 016, Italian Electrical Committee (CEI), Technical standard CEI 0‐16, Technical conditions for electricity
distribution grid connection with a nominal voltage of greater than 1 kV, CEI Milan, 2008.
15
CEI 0‐21, Italian Electrical Committee (CEI), Technical standard CEI 0‐21, Reference technical rules for the
connection of active and passive users to the LV electrical Utilities, CEI Milan, 2012.
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One of the prescriptions is contained in the annex A70 of the Italian grid code of TERNA16. The docu‐
ment introduces a reliable protection scheme to apply to the interface protection system of each
power plant connected to the medium voltage distribution network. The proposed scheme combines
different frequency relay settings: the permissive thresholds (47.5 Hz, 51.5 Hz) are adopted in the
normal operation condition in order to reduce the probability of nuisance tripping, which can occur
for transient in the transmission system; in case of islanding operation the algorithm switches to
restrictive thresholds (49.7 Hz, 50.3 Hz) in order to disconnect the generation and extinguish the
islanding condition as fast as possible (mainly before the automatic reclosing). The scheme is realized
to face stability problem of the system and introduce preventive anti‐black out measures. At a later
stage, these prescriptions will be also extended to all power plants connected to the Low Voltage
(LV) system with rated power higher than 6 kW. The action is pushed by the high penetration of pho‐
tovoltaic in the low voltage distribution network. The anti‐blackout equipment is mandatory other‐
wise the incentives in force for the renewable plants will be interrupted. The new Italian standard CEI
0‐16 is released at the beginning of 2013 and it is an upgrade of the ENEL (the main Italian DSO)
technical standards; among the news, it includes new functions based on a communication channel
between the DSO and GD units.
In order to give a brief focus concerning the evolutions of this new standard, some new functions are
listened below:






interface protection system with wide threshold, voltage unlock, and intertrip signal;
voltage regulation by exploiting DG units based on local strategies or external signal from the
DSO (coordinated control);
frequency control;
Low Voltage fault Ride Through (LVRT) and Over Voltage fault Ride Through (OVRT);
DG disconnection according to signals sent by TSO or DSO in case of critical condition of the sys‐
tem.

As already introduced, in Italy, and more in the UCTE grid, the electrical system is continuously grow‐
ing and new critical situation are taking place; for this reasons, the new scenario requires a continu‐
ous development of the distribution network management.
The following aspects have to be considered in the new technical guideline of the network:
 to make as easy as possible the connection of renewable by maximizing existing distribution as‐
sets;
 to improve the voltage control by adopting a reliable and structured regulation framework;
 to adopt a DG remuneration for providing ancillary services;
 to integrate electric vehicles (already on the market) as one of the main parts of the electrical
scenario;
 to consider in the context of the wider concept of distributed energy/service resources, which
includes not only DG but also energy storages and responsive loads.
16

www.terna.it
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The scenario in progress needs a new role for the DSO to develop an active management of distribu‐
tion networks and an exchange of services between network operators and distributed generators. In
order to implement these new tasks, there is a clear need to develop new technologies and appro‐
priate policies for an integration of DG and an evolution of the current networks toward smart grids.
The scenario here summarized demonstrates how complex is the identification of a Smart Grid para‐
digm. The approach proposed starts from the electric grid perspective in order to improve the capa‐
bility to effectively host dispersed generation; nevertheless Smart Grid concept impacts significantly
also on the economic and social sphere. Actually, several definitions of smart grid can be found in
literature, but all imply the same concept. A smart grid is a set of novel frameworks and operating
procedures able to:





keep an adequate reliability and safety of the system;
improve the DG management and the load control;
promote the energetic efficiency (green energy and energy saving);
involve the final users, both active and passive, to the network operation.
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3.4

Energy Storage and e.car

Nowadays, none storage solution is already deployed in the Alto Milanese area for large scale appli‐
cations. Similarly planned actions are limited to particular small scale applications, mainly for thermal
purposes (e.g. Heat pump).
With respect to the Gas sector, the Alto Milanese area doesn’t have significant potential for Biogas
applications, while the national legislation to not allow Power‐to‐Gas approach, finally hydrogen is
considered a viable solution only in a long term scenario (looking for a costs reduction and reliability
demonstration in real life applications). CAES solutions are adopted/studied for very particular small
scale applications but there isn’t any deployment/expansion program; today it seems to be reasona‐
ble to consider this technology only for niche applications, waiting for new technologies to reach a
stage of maturity. Similarly, Flywheels are studies, and in some cases tested, as an already available
solution to provide “power” regulation (i.e. to provide power injections for a limited time); actually
this seems to be a very limiting factor for this technology, i.e. the limit in the energy that can be
stored in the apparatus. Thermal application is limited, once again, to small scale apparatus and/or to
heat pumps plant
Finally, today electrochemical batteries, for stationary and mobile applications, are the only technol‐
ogy that has a significant application in the Alto Milanese area and in the short‐medium time per‐
spective.
Nevertheless, stationary electrochemical batteries applications are today limited to energy back‐up
apparatus and, probably due to the economic cost of the batteries, pilot projects/applications are
not activated in the area. At the national level, concerning stationary storage applications, the Italian
Authority proposed the same incentive scheme adopted for the Smart Grid Pilot Applications (in‐
crease in the Weighted Average Cost of Capital ‐ WACC) also for Pilot Storage Applications on Trans‐
mission Grid (Resolution 288/2012/R/EEL17). The selection of the Pilot projects is currently underway;
unfortunately none of these pilot projects impact on the Alto Milanese area or on the Lombardia
region (as a matter of fact in the Italian grid the critical area, due to renewables concentration, are in
the South, consequently the pilot applications have been selected over there). Nevertheless, in a
future perspective it is reasonable to identify a huge potential market for stationary storage applica‐
tions in the Alto Milanese due to the industrial facilities concentration and to the dense populated
area. In the following chapter more details will be provided, developing also several estimations in
terms of MW/MWh that will be necessary to put in place in order to achieve the objectives in terms
of renewables exploitation, efficiency improvement, investment reduction in the electric grid, quali‐
ty/reliability of supply.

17

http://www.autorita.energia.it/it/docs/12/288‐12.htm
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Electro‐mobility applications already in place in the Alto Milanese area mainly regard industrial appli‐
cations for handling of heavy loads in industrial facilities. This application is well known and consoli‐
dated. On the other hand Electric Vehicles (EV) for people is still in embryonic stage.
The Italian regulatory authority took an official position that is: developing EV public recharging infra‐
structure is not part of a Distribution System Operator’s license18. Consequently, the network opera‐
tor should not have an exclusive role in developing recharging infrastructures, apart for the connec‐
tion (the infrastructure is simply another network user). This approach acknowledges the need to
balance competition in the EV recharging activity and competition in the electricity retail market, as
well as the need for preliminary tests to analyze and understand the behavior of mobile electricity
consumers. Coming after a long consultation process, AEEG decision ARG/elt 242/1019 launched a call
for demonstration projects which, differently from the call for smart grid, is open to both DSOs and
other operators. In fact, the call is for Charging Service Providers (CSPs), who are expected to build
and operate an EV public recharge system. DSOs can undertake this task but under an unbundling
constraint: this activity must remain separated from regulated activities. Concerning public charging,
AEEG decision ARG/elt 242/10 establishes a common network tariff, expressed in c€/kWh, in order to
avoid an equal distribution of fixed distribution costs. Moreover, special conditions for the demon‐
stration project awarded were set, in terms of a common tariff including network costs and charging
infrastructure costs (14.3294 c€/kWh for 2011).
Thanks to this regulatory framework in Alto Milanese area several applications about EV are activat‐
ed, probably one of the most interesting is a coupled model, train mobility and electric car, proposed
by E.VAI20. The model is structured as a car sharing where the charging point is activated in public
area close to the train station. In this way a full electric mobility is proposed ranging from long dis‐
tance (exploiting the rail network, quite well developed in Lombardia) to the short distance (up to
the last “meter”, thanks to the EV fleet). The service is active for the private users and also for busi‐
ness companies. Figure 21 depicts the charging point already active in Lombardia while Figure 22
focuses on the Alto Milanese area; it is relevant to point out that in the latter case a link has been
deployed also with the International Hub of Malpensa, reaching a more integrated/powerful mobility
potential.
In the Alto Milanese area there are also other business initiatives active in a deployment phase, e.g.
Figure 23 shows new models of services integration between EV and the “social life” (e.g. proposing
EV recharging points in the park of a commercial center).
To depict the correct picture of the Alto Milanese area it is mandatory to look at all these projects as
pilots: as a matter of fact the total number of EV sold in Italy in 2012 is 517; similarly a realistic esti‐
mation of the total Italian park of EV is limited to 3000‐3500 e.cars. The area has huge potential but

18

http://www.autorita.energia.it/it/audizioni/parlamentari/110121.htm
http://www.autorita.energia.it/it/docs/10/242‐10arg.htm
20
https://www.e‐vai.com/web/evai/home
19
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an effective energetic, business and, even more, social approach is required in order to drive a large
scale deployment and use of the electromobility.

Figure 21: E.VAI electric car charging point in Lombardia

Figure 22: E.VAI electric car charging point active in the Alto Milanese area
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Figure 23: EV charging point in a supermarket parking
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4 Future Energy System
In order to analyze the future energetic plan of the local region of West Milan, first of all a global
overview concerning the European and Italian scenario is necessary. Indeed, the region contributes
to achieve the national energetic framework objectives. Focusing on the National level, over the me‐
dium‐long term scenario, i.e. up to 2030 (the main timeframe for this document), in order to attain
the fixed targets the strategy has been broken down into seven priorities, each one with its specific
supporting measures that have already been set in motion or are currently being defined:


Foster Energy Efficiency, which is expected to exceed the European targets, as the most ap‐
propriate means of pursuing all of the aforementioned goals.



Promote a competitive gas market, integrated with European markets and with prices
aligned them, and with the possibility of becoming the main southern European hub.



Sustainably develop renewables, in order to exceed the European targets (“20‐20‐20”), while
at the same time keeping energy bills under control.



Develop an electricity market fully integrated with the European market; the market should
be efficient (with prices competitive with the rest of Europe) and see the gradual integration
of renewable power production.



Sustainably raise national hydrocarbure production, which will bring major economic and
employment benefits, while observing the highest international standards in terms of safety
and environmental protection.



Modernize the system of governance of the energy sector, with the aim of making decision‐
making processes more effective and more efficient.

Once the proposed strategy has been implemented, it will enable the system to evolve, gradually but
significantly, and to surpass the 20‐20‐20 European targets. The results expected by 2030 are as fol‐
lows:


The wholesale prices of all energy sources – electricity, gas and fuels – will be aligned to Eu‐
ropean price levels.



Expenditure on energy imports will be reduced by about €14 billion/year (from the present
€62 billion, and by €19 billion with respect to the current trend by 2020). Dependency on
foreign supplies will fall from 84% to 67%, thanks to improved energy efficiency, increased
production from renewables, lower electricity imports and higher production from national
resources. This equals to about 1% in additional GDP and, at current values, is sufficient to
restore the balance of trade to surplus, after many years of deficit.
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€180 billion will be invested (from now to 2020) in the green and the white economies (re‐
newables and energy efficiency) and in traditional sectors (electricity and gas networks, re‐
gasification plants, storage, hydrocarbon development). These will be private investments,
partly supported by incentives, and are expected to generate positive economic returns for
the country.



Greenhouse gas emissions will fall by about 19%, exceeding the European targets for Italy,
set at 18% below the 2005 emission levels.



Renewable energy sources will account for 20% of gross final consumption (compared to
about 10% in 2010). This is equivalent to 23% of primary energy consumption, while fossil
fuel use will fall from 86% to 76%. Furthermore, it is expected that renewables will become
the primary source in the electricity sector, equivalent to, or slightly overtaking, gas to ac‐
count for about 36‐38% of consumption (compared to 23% in 2010).



Primary consumption will fall by about 24% by 2020 compared to the reference scenario (an
estimated 4% below 2010 levels); this exceeds the European objectives of ‐20%, thanks main‐
ly to energy efficiency measures.

These actions will drive benefits in terms of economic growth and employment, whose overall im‐
pact is however difficult to quantify. These gains will be produced, primarily, by increased competi‐
tiveness in the most electricity and gas‐intensive sectors; savings of resources currently used to im‐
port fuels; substantial investments in the energy sector and in the associated supply industries; and a
revitalization of research and innovation in the sector.
As regards the long and very‐long term (2030‐2050), Italy subscribes the European Roadmap 2050 for
a low‐carbon economy, which aims to reduce emissions by up to 80%. Recent decades have shown
us, however, that it is difficult to predict developments in technology and the markets, especially in
the long term. Italy therefore intends to adopt a flexible and efficient long‐term strategy to pursue its
key low‐carbon policy. In this, it will focus on and exploit – especially through research and techno‐
logical development – any factors that could produce significant changes (for example, a more rapid
cost reduction in renewable and storage technologies, in biofuels, or in CO2 capture and storage).
Italy is committed in achieving by 2020 an overall share of energy from renewable resources, in
transport and in respect to the energy gross final consumption, accounting for 17%. The gross final
consumption includes both renewable electrical and thermal energy consumption. The consumption
of biofuels in transport and the renewable energy imports, both from European and third countries,
are not included in the calculation of the share of energy from renewable resources which has been
allocated among regions. With the Ministerial Decree on development, issued on the 15 of March
2012, the national target of 17% has been allocated on a regional basis: the called "Burden Sharing".
A short list of objectives assigned to the Lombardy Region and all the regional provisions implement‐
ed are discussed in the following.
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Table 10 shows the short and long terms objectives, assigned to the Lombardy Region in terms of
increasing the overall share of energy (thermal and electrical) from renewable resources in the gross
final consumption.
Regional objective by the yaer (%)
Reference Year *
4,9

2012 2014 2016 2018 2020
7,0

7,7

8,5

9,7

11,3

* the initial refrence value is obtained adding the following regional consumption:



Res‐E: Regional gross electricity production from renewable resources in 2009, detected by
the GSE, estimated in accordance with the Directive 2009/28
Res‐C: regional consumption from renewable resources for heating and cooling in 2005, pro‐
vided by Enea.

Table 9: Lombardy Region objectives, form the begining by 2020
Table 11 shows the development of the regional consumption from renewable electricity compared
to the reference year.
Regional Development Fer‐E by 2020 compared to the year reference
Consumption Fer‐E
reference year *

Consumption
Fer‐E
2020

[ktep]

[ktep]

[ktep]

[%]

993

1.090

97

10%

Growth

Table 10: Development of the regional consumption from renewables
The reference value is the regional gross electricity production from renewable resources in 2009,
detected by GSE, estimated in accordance with the Directive 2009/28.
Table 12 shows the development of the regional consumption from renewable thermal energy com‐
pared to the reference year
Consumtion Fer‐
refrence year*

Cinsumption Fer‐
C 2020

[ktep]

[ktep]

[ktep]

[%]

315

1.815

1.499

476%

Growth

* The reference value is the regional consumption from renewable resources for heating / cool‐
ing in 2005, provided by Enea.
Table 11: Regional development Fer‐C by 2020
Table 13 shows the forecast to 2020 concerning values referring to the gross final consumption, cal‐
culated adding contributions from electricity and non‐electric consumption.
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The containment of gross final consumption is not a binding target assigned to the regions, but with
a reduction of the gross final consumption, the Lombardy Region could achieve more easily the ob‐
jectives of increasing the overall share of energy (thermal +electrical) from renewable resources.
The values are calculated in KTOE: thousands of tones oil equivalent. TOE is the measure unit which
represents tones oil equivalent
Values [k TOE]
Reference
year*
26.485

2012

2014

2016

2018

2020

25.593 25.647 25.701 25.756 25.810

Table 12: Forecast of gross final consumption in Lombardy Region
The reference value is obtained adding the following type of consumption: power consumption ‐ it is
referred to the net regional final consumption (data provided by Terna 21), obtained as the average
consumption along the period 2006‐2010 plus the network losses and the auxiliary plant consump‐
tion, distributed over the regions in proportion to the net regional final consumption; non‐electric
consumption – it is calculated from the average energy consumption of non‐electrical source (data
provided by Enea 22) along the period 2005‐2007: the annual value of the non‐electric consumption
(thermal and transport) has been obtained subtracting from the overall regional consumption the
corresponding electrical consumption.
21F

2F

In such a scenario the development of the future regional energetic system has to consider same
fundamental factors, in particular, the objective to reduce gas emission, the increase of the use of
renewable energy resources and the development of the efficiency energy measures.
Reduction of CO2 emissions
The overall objective of reducing CO2 eq emissions by 2020 from 2005 is allocated differently be‐
tween sectors under the emissions trading scheme (ETS ‐ Emissions Trading System), managed by the
European Union, and sectors so‐called non‐ETS (transport, buildings, agriculture, services, light indus‐
try). It considers in fact only the emissions share generated by the non‐ ETS, which represent the
target area of the regional policies. These sectors regard slightly less than 60% of the total emissions
energy source. Out of a total of 68 million tons emitted in 2005 in Lombardy, nearly 30 million (well
over 40%) are related to industrial plants that fall into the mechanism of emissions trading.
Figure 25 shows the actual CO2eq emissions scenario and the ones outlined for 2020. We should use
the trend scenario of expected emissions growth to 2020 (commonly called business as usual and
indicated as "trend scenario to 2005"). This perspective was outlined in 2007, using data updated to
2005, when the framework conditions were very different form the actual situation. It supposed a
steady increase in consumption and emissions, even if reported first signs of "nonstructural" eco‐
nomic downturn. This approach fixed a certain goal of CO2 eq reducing emissions by 2020, with a
progressive path represented by the "Curve 2005 target." Then, a simultaneous actual reduction in
energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions happened. This unexpected trend was, first of all,
due to the economic crisis (effects started to manifest from the end of 2007), but undoubtedly also
thanks to benefits from national and regional policies on energy saving in buildings, from the re‐

21
22

www.terna.it
www.enea.it
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newed vehicle fleet and certainly from changes in behavior and consumption habits. This new situa‐
tion gave unexpected hopes on the way to the 2020 target.
The new scenarios, estimated thanks to the data analysis, certificated both by the international and
national agencies, indicate a new path of development to 2020, which consider the results in the
energy efficiency sector achieved (“Reference Scenario”).
The new prospective brings to two new objectives:


capitalize the additional energy efficiency achieved until today from historical trends men‐
tioned earlier;



focus on strategic sectors in order to active action for reducing emissions (residential, com‐
mercial, mobility, industry). The long term effect is indicated by the blue area in Figure 26.

If we follow national target at regional level, or even for the Alto Milanese territory, Lombardy Re‐
gion should reduce its CO2eq emissions of 13% (equivalent to 8 million of tones) from 2005.
Energy efficiency
Regional policy must be based on energy efficiency, the key driving factor for meeting the target of
reducing CO2 eq emissions, able to achieve in time the environmental objective and to boost com‐
petitiveness. In order to focus on energy efficiency, we should make resource available to invest in
technologies, innovation and human capital.
In order to follow the reference scenario of 26.6 million TOE by 2020, which includes also the impact
of the economic situation and of the current policies, we should save at least 3.5 M TOE for achieving
the goal of reducing CO2eq emissions (Figure 27).
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Figure 24: CO2emissions in Lombardy Region: comparing “ evolution trend scenario” with “objec‐
tive scenario” to 2020 (Cestec)

Figure 25: final energy consumption in Lombardy: comparing “Reference Scenario” with the Sce‐
nario for achieving CO2eq emission reduction by 2020 (Cestec).
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Renewable energy resources
The Directive for the promotion of renewable energy resources, part of the European Climate Action,
assigns a goal of national growth to Member States, that cover all sectors, but leave upon them the
choice on how to allocate it along the different sectors and which sectorial measures use.
In particular, Italy must achieve 17% of renewable energy consumption by 2020, ensuring a minimum
contribution of 10% for biofuels in the transport sector (the latter, common objective to all Member
States)., However, In Italy has already started a debate concerning “burden sharing” for achieving the
renewables target at regional level. Some hypotheses have been formulated about which criteria
should be used. In particular, the Lombardy Region promotes an integrated approach that takes into
consideration criteria able to: enhancing the exploitation of different sources and which considers
regional natural peculiarities, policies at support of the economic development, regulatory simplifica‐
tion and innovative mechanisms. First of all, it is important to distinguish exactly contributions from
different sectors, which make up the final energy demand (electricity, heating and transport) and to
assign specific target for each of them. Regarding the innovative mechanisms, it would be appropri‐
ate to recognize an exchange system of units "credits" among regions, and transfer of know‐how or
industrial capacity within the sector. It would be appropriate define a realistic scenario of renewable
development which takes into account territorial vocations, the economical sustainability of the
technologies (also considering assessments made through the "Strategic Plan on technologies for
energy sustainability") and policies implemented and planned by the Lombardy Region (incentives
and simplification measures). According to these assumptions, the share of consumption covered by
the renewable energy would stand, in 2020, around 3.6 MTOE, equal to slightly less of the 16% of the
final energy consumption (23.1 million TOE, "CO2eq target Scenario").
The main potentialities are related to the thermal renewable resources (biomass and biogas, as well
as geothermal heat pumps) which, in quantitative terms, would sign a doubling mark compared to
the current levels (Figure 28 and Figure 29).

Figure 26: renewable resources: expected development by 2020 23.
23F

23

Source: http://www.cestec.it/
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Figure 27: renewable sources: expected development by 2020, per each type of resource 24.
24F

Commitments on reduce CO2eq emissions
The priority areas are those that absorb the majority of energy consumption (more than 40% of en‐
ergy consumption in the Lombardy Region is represented by the buildings, while transport accounts
for about 26%) and which involve the higher share of CO2eq emissions. Figure 30 shows the eventual
commitments allocation by sectors. These projections and assignment may vary in relation to the
degree of effectiveness of the actions, policies and projects that will take place in the territory.

Figure 28: CO2eq objective per each type of no ETS sectors in Lombardy: the commitments 25.
25F

24
25

Source: http://www.cestec.it/
Source: http://www.cestec.it/
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4.1

Regional Energy Production

4.1.1 Conventional Power Plants
Nowadays, the 1770 MW Turbigo power plants, connected to the 380 kV system, is the main power
plant of the area. Till recently, it contributed to the energy supply of the local area and the energy
provision of the southern region (it is important to point out that the energy flow is from north to the
centre of Italy).
The power plant is not operating at full power but it injects a power value lower than its rated capac‐
ity. It is mainly due to the fact that the energy market is supported the energy production and trade
of renewable sources to the detriment of tradition power production. For this reason the turbigo
power plant has a low operation point, and very low performances.
In Figure 31 the distribution of the capability increasing concerning themoelectric power plants from
2001 to 2012 is shown. The data depict that about 38% of these plants is located in the north of the
country and the majority of those capability (4520 MW) is in the Lombardia region. On the contrary,
in the future scenario the amount of power produced by thermoelectric power plants won’t follow
the trend of the last decade: the power of authorized plants in Lombardia region (Figure 32) is lower
than the national average (110 MW) and the disposal power of thermoelectric power plants in the
short‐medium time period (300 MW) in Lombardia is the largest (Figure 33).

Figure 29: Power of thermoelectrical power plants from 2001 to 2012 (MW)
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Figure 30: Power of authorized new thermoelectric power plants (MW)

Figure 31: Disposal of thermoelectric power plants in the short‐medium time period (MW)
These data depict the energy policy adopted in the region, there is a clear focus on renewables re‐
source and on energy efficiency and a reduction trend on energy produced by traditional fossil fuel
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based plants. Actually the challenge is to build up an infrastructure effective in the renewables de‐
ployment and, even more, to guarantee the continuity of supply and quality of service we have to‐
day.
4.1.1.1 Termal energy ‐ heating
Beside the electrical network and the electrical variables involved, the thermal variables play also an
important role in the evaluation of the future energetic trend in the Altomilanese area. Nonetheless,
the thermal structure is different compared to the electrical one: the thermal energy is usually deliv‐
ered at local level by exploiting single installation plants not coordinated into the system.
54B

The estimated thermal portfolio on the territory of Lombardy is composed of approximately 2800000
heating plants, of which 84% (approximately 2352000) consist of individual plants with a capacity
below 35 kW, while the remaining (approximately 448000 units) are composed by plants serving
multiple units or in any case with power greater than or equal to 35 kW. A large increase of the num‐
ber of plants for domestic heating is expected for the incoming years improving the energy efficiency
of existing generation facilities and the use of the best available technologies on new installations.
Concerning the heating energy service, there is lack of explicit references to national law on the mat‐
ter the recent development of ESCO (Energy Service Company) helps to face in this direction. In this
way Lombardy region will play an active role to fill this lack. The goal, on this subject, is to improve
the management of heating systems and access to the incentives.

4.1.2 Renewable Energies
36B

 Water
Concerning the water as renewable resources, the area is not an alpine region therefore there is no
hydro power plant with mountain characteristic and there won’t be a development of such a kind of
plants. On the contrary, the area is interested by the Ticino river and the network of artificial canals
which can be a potential resource for future developments of hydro water flowing power plants.
The peculiar presence in the region of an irrigation system articulated and well developed justifies
the interest born in recent years for the possibility of its exploitation for the production of electricity.
It has already been verified that in many cases the mini‐hydropower on the network of drainage and
irrigation can actually offer a business opportunity and a concrete action of energy saving and recov‐
ery, moreover inducing benefits with regard to regulation and control of water flows.
The situation of the current exploitation of the network of irrigation canals crossing the Lombardy
region is 106 hydroelectric power stations, some of them in service, some not in operation and oth‐
ers are new installations, for a total efficient power ranging from 100 to 3000 kW.
Therefore, according to these data the water source could represent a quite interesting potential for
the future energy development of the pilot region.
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 Wind
The development of power plants from renewables has a positive growing trend. In Figure 34 the
geographical distribution of the production availability of the wind source is shown. The pilot region,
and more in general the north of Italy, has a poor capability of wind whilst the optimal location for
wind farm is in south and in the two major islands.
Nevertheless, because of the low potential availability of the wind source (Figure 34), the amount of
wind farm in Lombardia is null and the development of the resource is not expected for the future
energy scenario.

Figure 32: Distribution of the wind power production at 75 m from the ground [MWh/MW]

 Photovoltaic
Photovoltaic represents a renewables source with high potential of growing in the area and it will
play a key role in the in the new energy plan.
In order to provide a comprehensive overview concerning the situation of the solar source, in Figure
35 the distribution of the total annual irradiation is shown as reference for the geographical distribu‐
tion of the primary source for photovoltaic power plants. The south of Italy is the most profitable
area for the photovoltaic system, nonetheless a good capability (1300 kWh/m2) can be exploit in the
Altomilanese area.
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Figure 33: Distribution of the annual horizontal solar irradiation
In Figure 36 the status quo of the photovoltaic power installed in Italy is depicted. In particular, in can
be noticed that, among the northern regions, the highest amount of photovoltaic is installed in Lom‐
bardia region (1797 MW).
This scenario demonstrates the current high exploitation of the solar source in the pilot region. Fur‐
thermore, the snapshot of the future scenario shows a positive trend of the photovoltaic installation
in the region with a high exploitation of the solar irradiation. Figure 37 depicts the forecast of the
energy production from photovoltaic and wind in the short‐medium time period: in Lombardia an
increasing of 2450 MW of photovoltaic power is estimated26.
These data show that the solar source is the main renewable source of the pilot area and an exten‐
sion project of the future energy scenario and the future distribution system has to involve this pow‐
er plant typology. The Lombardy Region wants to encourage the development of solar photovoltaic
plants within Local Authorities, through demonstration projects, dissemination and promotion. The
role played by local authorities in the expansion of photovoltaic systems is indeed very important
due to the ability of organizations to raise awareness of citizenship with respect to certain issues.

26
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Figure 35: Forecast of the energy production
Figure 34: Photovoltaic and wind energy in‐
from photovoltaic and wind in the short‐
stalled in 2012 (MW)
medium time period

 Solar thermal
Concerning the solar thermal installations the overall Italian scenario depicts a quite sad status quo:
actually this interesting resource is really limited to nice application. In order to drive a change the
Lombardy Region is promoting innovative actions. The current law obliged public buildings to meet
the energy needs through the use of renewable energy sources. The administrators are also support‐
ing the construction of new plants for the solar production of domestic hot‐water and heating in
private enterprises and the development of solar thermal energy in the residential sector. For these
reasons, the technology represents a second relevant option for the exploitation of the solar energy
available in the area with a promising development in the future scenario.

 Biomass
The solution of combining heat and power generation represents second option of production devel‐
opment for the future energy plan. The biomass is promising in the Altomilanese area.
The contribution of biomass in the achievement of targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions
and increasing the share of renewable energy sources is absolutely relevant, thanks to the potential
availability in the area. The biomass fuel is promising in the Residential heating; in particular, it is
mainly convenient for centralized heating plants and the combining production of electric energy and
thermal energy in a cogeneration mode. The area is also full of farms and the Lombardy region is
promoting the development of power plants for the energy production using biogas from manure or
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other biomass fuels. In addition of the above mentioned biomass fuels, thanks to the high energetic
power, the garbage represents an efficient source in the area. The energy is recovered through incin‐
erators with the possibility of producing both electric and thermal energy.
 District Heating
Finally, the district heating represents very promising solution for the Alto Milanese area. Recently,
this technology is depicting a significant growth in the area. Centralized plants applications of this
technology are increasing in residential and tertiary fields.
From the heating point of view, these solutions lead to significant improvement of the efficiency of
the plants and a more rational energy consumption. A further positive effect of the growing penetra‐
tion of this form of centralized heating is that the risk of explosion and fire for the public safety is
strongly decreased thanks to the turning off of the boilers installed in the buildings and in the apart‐
ments.
On the other hand, from the electric point of view such power plants (whose nominal power is typi‐
cally of several MWe) require to be coordinated with the already in place electric grid (originally not
designed to manage so high level of power).
In the region, a suitable designed planning procedure is required in order to coordinate thermal
needs and electric infrastructures.

4.2

Regional Energy Consumption

In the last years EU countries are facing an economic crisis; looking forward to the coming years it is
reasonable to suppose a marginal growth, Figure 36 reports the ENTSO‐e evolution scenario for EU
countries.
Focusing on the Italian scenario, the national TSO TERNA27, forecast an energy needs growth in the
domestic sector (Figure 37), and in SME and commercial applications; moreover this energy request
increase will mostly affects North of Italy (Figure 38), i.e. the industrialized area of the Alto Milanese.
In order to be pragmatic, the picture proposed by TSOs all over Europe suggest a very limited in‐
crease in the electric energy needs; consequently it is acceptable to consider that consumptions in
the following years will be practically constat.

27

www.terna.it, “PREVISIONI DELLA DOMANDA ELETTRICA IN ITALIA E DEL FABBISOGNO DI POTENZA NECES‐
SARIO ANNI 2012 ‐ 2022”
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Figure 36: Entso‐E electric energy evolution scenario subdivided (2011‐2020)

Figure 37: Italian electric energy evolution scenario subdivided by sector
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Figure 38: Italian electric energy evolution scenario subdivided by region

4.3

Transmission and Distribution Grids

As a matter of facts, the electrical system of the future has to be “reinforced” in order to meet the
requirements for the future energy scenario and host an increasing penetration of renewable power
plants. In particular, the transmission system has to be reinforced to accept the power transit from
the location of renewable sources to the big consumption centers. It is necessary because, with re‐
spect to the current scenario, the position of the sources can change and possible congestion issues
may prevent the complete exploitation of the renewable sources.
Actually, the electric grid is becoming more and more a key element of the energy system, conse‐
quently a great attention has to be adopted in the planning procedure, in order to develop an effi‐
cient ecosystem and minimize the “stress” on the infrastructure, i.e. minimize the economic cost and
the environmental impact for the grid reinforcement.

4.3.1 Stressors for the Regional Power Grid
40B

 High‐voltage Grid
Development of interconnection capacity with adjacent countries is today required in order to im‐
prove the security and reduce the provision costs. In Figure 39 the Maximum capability of the inter‐
connection lines in the winter peak scenario. 7935 MW is maximum power exchange with the with
the adjacent countries in the north of Italy.
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Figure 40 shows the power flow in Italy and the main critical sections of the Italian 380 kV transmis‐
sion system in the short‐medium time period. The flow directions highlight that the consumption
center of the country is the north (Alto Milanese area) and all the critical sections limit the energy
transient from the production to the consumption. In particular, the higher amount of energy availa‐
ble in the north west of the country, together with an increasing in the import, entails an increasing
of the power flow in the grid of the pilot region and the emergence of a critical section in the West
Milan area close to the Turbigo power plant (Figure 41). New congestions and a deterioration of the
critical operation are expected in the network of the pilot region. For this reason, new reinforce‐
ments are necessary in order to exploit part of the power plants connected to the region.

Figure 39: Maximum transport capability of the interconnection lines of the north of Italy (winter
peak)
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Figure 40: Power flows and critical sections in the Italian grid

Figure 41: The critical section of the West Milan area
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In Figure 42 new solutions for the evolution of the transmission system in the pilot region are depict‐
ed. These network reinforcements let to face with the new scenario: a flexible system which keeps a
good level of security, reliability and efficiency and at same time supports the penetration of renew‐
able power plants.
The actions in the pilot regions are:






Dynamic Thermal Rating applications to maximize the ampacity of the transmission lines,
Digital systems for the improvement of the network identification and control and for measuring
of the state of the system, the power quality, useful for off‐line optimizations,
Grid monitoring to evaluate the impact of renewable power plants, collect set of data and devel‐
op models of dispersed generation also connected in the distribution systems,
Upgrade and innovation of security, control and protection systems in sub transmission systems
Installation of reactors in the HV substations in order to mitigate the voltage profile rises due to
the Ferranti effect and high power injections from renewables (the yellow triangular of Figure 42
indicate new reactor installations), in particular 570 MVAR of reactors will be installed in the
380 kV substation of Bovisio and Turbigo.

Improvements of the current transmission lines are designed in the pilot region for the network rein‐
forcement and mainly to extract power from the extra high voltage system (380 kV and 220 kV) and
inject it in the high voltage system (132 kV) in the barycenter of load:



132 kV Cedrate‐Casorate,
132 kV Cesano B.‐Corsico.

The main purpose is to improve the quality, continuity and security of the service, decrease the
network losses and improve the voltage profile.
Furthermore, in Figure 46 the new line 380 kV Trino‐Lacchiarella is designed to reduce the conges‐
tions in the section between north‐west and north‐east of the country and manage the exploitation
of the local renewable sources.
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Figure 42: Smart transmission solutions

Figure 43: Network reinforcement impacting on the Alto Milanese area
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 Medium‐voltage Grid
Concerning the distribution system, in order to develop and efficient infrastructure, the regulation
and automation system have to be further developed. Until recently, the regulation in the distribu‐
tion network was restricted to the primary substation; it was possible as long as the behavior of the
passive system is easily predictable by only local measurements. Nowadays, and mainly in the future,
the limited regulation in action is not able to guarantee the power quality requirements and at the
same to time improve the capability of the system to host new renewable power plants.
In 2012, the Legnano HV/MV substation experienced a reverse power flow for a number of hours
between 1% and 5% of the total time (i.e. up to 5% hours in a year the local generation was greater
than the load), resulting to be a candidate for test and compare possible solution. The new scenarios
are commonly identified as Smart Grid, as described in the following section.

4.3.2 (Smart) Grid Solutions
In the Italian perspective, Smart Grids are the solution of the problems correlated with the renewa‐
ble resources integration in the distribution grid; in order to introduce the Smart Grid model pro‐
posed in the area it is necessary to point out the goals (i.e. the problems that Smart Grids have to
face).
Traditionally, distribution networks (MV‐LV) are operated radially, (the energy flows mainly from the
primary substation to the lower voltage levels) and without an on‐line control of voltages and cur‐
rents in each DG’s Point of Common Coupling (PCC). Such architecture was chosen when DG was
very rare, but can lead to several problems when injections of DG become significant. In particular,
the Project deals with the issues related to the operation of Interface Protection Relays28 (hereinaf‐
ter, IPR) in presence of a large amount of DG. Today the use of IPRs is common to almost all EU net‐
works; guidelines vary from country to country but requirements normally include that in case of
abnormalities in voltage or frequency (or in case of interruptions), all DG units shall be rapidly dis‐
connected. If auto‐reclosing is applied, DG shall disconnect before reclosing, to allow enough time
for the fault arc to extinguish, and to avoid possible damages to DG units. However, the actual oper‐
ation of IPR will lead to local issues for the DSO, when DG injections are comparable to the load
withdrawal. In case of a loss of connection with the main grid (LoM), a high probability of local bal‐
ance (DG produced power equal to load absorbed power), brings voltage/frequency values very
close to the nominal values, causing unwanted islanding operation (and therefore jeopardizes Quali‐
ty of Service – QoS ‐ and operational safety). In this case a Non Detective Zone (NDZ) appears; it in‐
dicates the limited reliability of the IPR in case of islanding.
The size of the NDZ depends on the protection system in terms of tripping time, settings thresholds
and performance of measurement equipment. Moreover, during the reclosing sequence dead time,
the DG could drift out of synchronism with the grid; an out‐of‐synchronism reconnection may dam‐
age the generators. In order to obtain a small voltage/frequency NDZ and to reduce the possibility of
28

These relays are installed at the DG premises, and are designed to disconnect DG from the grid in particular network conditions.
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islanding operations and of out‐of‐synchronism reconnection it is necessary to chose a IPR with a
short tripping time (to allow for fast reclosure of MV lines) and high sensitive settings (Figure 44, red
settings).
But IPR with a short tripping time and high sensitive settings can have significant consequences at a
system level (transmission network). In fact, the narrow settings of IPR (49.7 Hz – 50.3 Hz for Italian
MV grids) lead to unwanted trips because frequency values very close to 50 Hz are possible also if no
loss‐of‐mains appears. These events (frequency transients on the transmission network, unescapably
followed by a massive loss of DG units), have already happened in recent cases of transmission acci‐
dents (September 28th 2003; November 4th 2006). The solution for this problem would be to use IPR
with wider settings (Figure 44, blue settings) that unfortunately will lead to a large voltage/frequency
NDZ with the increase of possible islanding operations.

Figure 44: Wider (blue) and narrow (red) settings of IPR.
The issue of automatic frequency disconnection of installed DG plants has recently (July 2011) been
brought to the attention of UE by ENTSO‐E29. ENTSO‐E highlighted that, in several European coun‐
tries, connection standards applicable to DG plants have been or are still specifying that such genera‐
tors automatically disconnect from the grid whenever the system frequency reaches 0.2 or 0.3 Hz
deviations from the required normal value of 50.0 Hz. This is a clear risk of an instantaneous genera‐
tion loss far in excess of the 3000 MW generation loss “ride‐through” design limit for the Continental
European system, with an increased the risk of extended blackout. ENTSO‐E encouraged the national
Energy Regulators to facilitate the timely implementation of remedial actions. The first simple solu‐
tion for this problem would be to use IPR with wider settings that unfortunately will lead to a large
voltage/frequency NDZ with the increase of possible islanding operations. In order to ensure the
proper functioning of IPR with respect to both the security of transmission networks and the safety,
reliability and continuity of service of distribution networks/active users, it is necessary to adopt an
innovative logical scheme. To make possible a trade‐off between detection of islanding condition and
selection of external events, it is necessary to define an innovative scheme that allows a secure dis‐
connection of DG through appropriate IPR frequency/voltage settings (local operation) or through
the transfer trip message (operation with communication).

29

Automatic frequency disconnection settings of installed photovoltaic (PV) panels in some European countries” letter by
ENTSO‐E to Commissioner Oettinger
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In this framework, several Projects has been activated in the Alto Milanese area in ordered to im‐
plement and test an innovative IPR based on transfer trip that inherently contains a suitable commu‐
nication channel and provides absolutely selective protection; only a proper use of communication
systems can overcome the above limitations of IPR and make possible a real contribution of DG to
the security and reliability of the whole power system. The specific goal is to test and validate, both
through simulations and field trials, possible communication systems able to connect the Primary
Substation (PS) and DG units along the feeder in order to exchange information between Feeder
Protection Relay (FPR, MASTER relay) and IPR (with SLAVE relay) to allow several new functions. The
main innovative functions are:



a reliable transfer trip when LoM appears: this will solve definitely the issues related to the insuf‐
ficient operation of IPR on Italian networks;
monitoring of DG injections.

Figure 45: Communication between PS (master relay) and DG (slave relay).
During the first stage a testing system was setup in the area of Milan, where the innovative IPR were
installed. The protective relays implement the following GOOSE (Generic Object Oriented Substation
Event) messages:
 “Transfer trip”, that FPR transmits to IPR in order to disconnect DG when LoM occurs;
 “Keep Alive”, cyclically exchanged between master and slaves relays to monitor the communication
channel.

The proposed architecture operates in a fail‐safe mode: in the presence of the communication sys‐
tem, IPR has wider settings with a transfer trip: DG is disconnected only by a transfer trip (Figure 45)
also if balance between load and generation exist on the faulted feeder (i.e., when a non‐detection
zone would appear if only local information is available). On the other hand, should the communica‐
tion fail (a keep alive test is performed f.i. every 5 s), the DG relays come back to the “local” opera‐
tion (the same of today). This innovative feature allows a suitable IPR performance also for the cases
of active distribution networks, with a significant Reverse Power flow Time, i.e. with a significant
penetration of renewable resources generation.
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Recently this crucial issue, in Italy, has pushed the TSO to defined special requirements for DG con‐
nected to distribution networks (Italian Grid Code ‐ Annex A7030 that was approved by Italian Energy
Regulator with resolution 84/2012/R/eel, March 8th 201231), as already described in section 3.3.3.
According to this new regulation, all DG plants must be designed to face both the local and the global
issues related to the IPR and to ensure the disconnection of DG units when LoM occurs. DG units
connected to the distribution network have to operate if the voltage is between 85% and 110% of
the rated level and the network frequency is between 47.5 Hz and 51.5 Hz (these values are con‐
sistent with IPR low sensitive settings). In order to ensure the proper operation of IPR with respect to
global and local issues, the innovative logical scheme of IPR is able to discriminate between failures
on the distribution network and disturbances on the transmission networks. In addition, in order to
reach high reliability levels (a fail‐safe operation) the proposed architecture operates with and with‐
out communication.
In the presence of the communication system, IPR has wider settings with a transfer trip: DG is dis‐
connected only by a transfer trip (Figure 46); if the communication channel is temporarily unavailable
the local operation of IPR is activated. In this case, the disconnection of DG for an extreme transmis‐
sion network incident is guaranteed by IPR wider settings. The wider settings also avoid nuisance
tripping due to disturbance on transmission networks (e.g. frequency transients). During a fault on
the local distribution network, the disconnection of DG is guaranteed by IPR high sensitivity frequen‐
cy settings.

Figure 46: IPR operation logic scheme.

Indeed, ICT will also enable DG to provide a real contribution to the security and reliability of the
whole power system. Furthermore, ICT will introduce flexibility in the connection and access services,
30

Annex A.70 to Italian Grid Code “Regolazione tecnica dei requisiti di sistema della generazione distribuita”.
84/2012/R/eel “Interventi urgenti relativi agli impianti di produzione di energia elettrica, con particolare riferimento alla
generazione distribuita, per garantire la sicurezza del sistema elettrico nazionale”.
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and will facilitate the participation of DG in the ancillary service and energy markets. The other evo‐
lutions made possible by the presence of ICT are the MV voltage control, the limitation/regulation of
active power in emergency conditions, the development of demand‐response strategies. Finally, the
possibility to communicate with DG for the purposes described above enables the acquisition of
some interesting parameters of the DG units. In this way it is possible to collect “real time” infor‐
mation on the load and on the power generated by DG units the along of the MV network (and, pos‐
sibly, LV). In the future perspective the goal is to aggregate the amount of generation by each feeder,
transformer, and substation. Through this system the DSO will be able to effectively manage net‐
works with high DG presence, in the perspective of a local dispatch. The system will also serve as an
interface with the TSO in order to provide data for transmission network control.
According to the Italian energy regulator, the progress in the direction of smart grids can only begin
through field initiatives that involve real networks, with both active and passive users (generators
and loads), where it is possible to test the solutions investigated in theory or experimented in the
laboratories. For this reason, the Italian energy regulator has launched a selection process for smart
grid demonstration projects, focused on “active MV networks”. The selection process was initiated
by the Regulatory decision ARG/elt 39/1032 that contains also the main criteria for cost/benefit as‐
sessment of the projects proposed by distribution companies. The eight selected projects have com‐
mon characteristics (innovative IPR, voltage control in presence of reverse flow, standard protocols),
and specific features with respect to the type of environment (urban, rural), the size of the project,
and the technological solutions developed.. As regards the technologies included in the different
projects, all projects make use of a bidirectional ICT system; almost every project considers the fu‐
ture participation of the DSO to the ancillary service market; some few projects develop a storage
system and a recharging infrastructure for electric vehicles; one project only includes demand re‐
sponse strategies. Close to the Alto Milanese area (i.e. on a grid/system quite similar to the one of
the region analysed in this report) is active one of this projects (A2A Lambrate Project) that will be
useful to have quantitative measurements/evaluation of the Smart Grid approaches proposed.

32

ARG/elt 39/10 “Procedura e criteri di selezione degli investimenti ammessi al trattamento incentivante di cui al comma
11.4 lettera d) dell’Allegato A alla deliberazione dell’Autorità per l’energia elettrica e il gas 29 dicembre 2007, n. 348/07”.
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5 Future energy storage
The future energy storage has to be a sustainable energy storage system which fits with the future
energy scenario in terms of production sources and consumption needs. In order to provide a truth‐
ful analysis about storage resources it is necessary to approach the energy supply chain from the very
beginning. All energy available in the Earth comes from the sun and about 55% of incoming solar
energy to the atmosphere reaches the surface of the Earth and, therefore, is available for consump‐
tion. As a consequence, the solar energy is the only primary energy supply; it can be directly used of
it can be stored in form of several secondary energy sources. The fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural
gas) are secondary energy sources stored in the Earth after a long synthesis process, i.e. the subsoil
of the planet can be considered as a natural storage (fossil fuels based storage).
Nowadays, according to the current pricing model scheme, other forms of energy storage can’t com‐
pete with the traditional already existing amount on energy stored as coal, oil and natural gas. It is
due to the fact that the economic pricing models do not take into account the Earth processes and
the increasing entropic in creating fossil fuels.
Because of the advantageous price, fossil fuels supply more than 80% of the world’s energy needs;
till recently, they are a convenient conveyance of energy stored in the Earth. On the contrary, a sig‐
nificant cost penalty must be considered in the economic pricing model for these energy sources.
That’s mainly due to the fact that burning of very complex chemistry results in significant entropy
increases and environmental impact and a changing between standard storage systems (based on
fossil fuel) to alternative use of the solar energy have to be introduced. A new storage system is nec‐
essary in order to face with the new energetic scenario in which renewable energy sources are cover‐
ing a significant part of the energy demand. This new storage must be able to store energy produced
by the sun in real time, i.e. energy always available; it represents therefore a renewable based stor‐
age system.
Comparing the fossil fuel based storage system and the renewable based one it is important to point
out that the energy capture efficiency and the fuel synthesis of a direct use of the solar is much high‐
er than those related to fossil fuels exploitation; the solar energy can be directly converted, by means
of PhotoVoltaic (PV) panels, with an efficiency of 70% to 100%, on the contrary, the traditional ther‐
mal power plants convert energy with a 40% to 60% efficiency. Looking at the total energy available
per kJ of sun’s energy, the renewable based storage system is the best candidate for the storage sys‐
tem of the future.
Much more resounding is the storage time, i.e. the time to capture the sun’s energy; the solar energy
can be instantaneously stored by means of renewable technologies, on the contrary the time to store
the solar energy by means of fossil fuels take much more time and it is not supportable by human life
(millions of years). Recently, this aspect is becoming more and more critical as the amount of oil con‐
sumption is much higher than the amount extracted, furthermore the supply uncertainty and the
price volatility are increasing.
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5.1

Storage Requirements

In principle, all services provided by a storage entails an energy time shift from the charging time to
the discharging time of the energy previously stored.
The Energy Storage System (ESS) is mainly exploited to ensure a better integration of renewable
power plants. That’s because it is not possible to perfectly cover in real time the power demand by
the intermittent and not predictable energy produced by renewables. For example, the intermittent
source can be compensated in order to achieve a regular and predictable generation profile. A more
regular profile would reduce the power modulation of traditional power plants which would other‐
wise have to compensate the entire fluctuation of the renewable production. In this application the
ESS manages electrical energy and it is an integral part of the electrical system. The ESS which fits for
this task is clearly the renewable based storage system that can store and deliver the sun’s energy
almost in real time.
With respect to the electric grid point of view, the ESS can be a centralized application or a dispersed
one. In the former case big size storages (tens of MW) are located in few strategic points of the elec‐
trical transmission system (i.e. in the high voltage system). In the latter application, a lot of small size
storage systems (up to 1 MW) are dispersed along the distribution network (both medium voltage
and low voltage system). In the dispersed application, the storage is usually located near the renew‐
able generator and they form a unique power plant. The use of ESSs to encourage the renewable
plants penetration is a dispersed usage of this technology. In fact, in a forward‐looking perspective,
they will be integrated in each dispersed power plant (named Dispersed Generation, DG) and there‐
fore they will offer an alternative to the centralized storage systems.
As already introduced in the previous chapters, to introduce the changing scenario we are experienc‐
ing today it is necessary to briefly describe the evolution of the renewable power plants in the cur‐
rent electrical system. As well known, by means of the Dispersed Generation (DG) it is possible to
exploit renewable energy resources spread on the territory and reducing the use of fossil fuels. Now‐
adays, DG is integrating into the electrical system according to a “fit and forget” approach; since the
current distribution network is designed as a passive systems (i.e. not able to receive high amount of
generated power) high DG power injections may affect the quality of supply and the system stability.
As the DG penetration increases it will become a technical and economic imperative that DG partici‐
pates in the provision of ancillary services needed for a secure and reliable operation of the power
system. This is important for the simple reason that if DG only displaces the energy produced by cen‐
tral generation but not the associated flexibility and capacity, the overall cost of operate the entire
system will rise.
The new scenario implies new rules for the active users connected to the distribution network. Until
now, DG power plants don’t offer any ancillary service33 for the network operation. Nowadays, de‐
33

Ancillary Services could be defined as all the regulation actions to be put in place in order to have and effi‐
cient and reliable operation of the electric system. In a more general definition, ancillary service is anything
that supports the transmission of electricity from its generation site to the customer. Services may include load
regulation, spinning reserve, non‐spinning reserve, replacement reserve and voltage support.
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mand is growing from large utilities (Distribution and Transmission System Operators, DSO and TSO
respectively) to exploit DG as a service for the system. In this way generators connected along the
distribution system are an ancillary service resource which is useful, but even necessary, to improve
the stability, safety and power quality of the electric grid. They represent a regulation resources dis‐
persed along the feeders and they can potentially offer a network control in remotely points of the
distribution network normally not controlled. Furthermore, the ancillary services extension to DG
connected to the distribution level is essential also for a better integration of the DG itself and for an
increasing of the hosting capacity of existing networks. These services involve both the transmission
and the distribution system management.
Due to the intermittence of the renewable resource, a wide set of ancillary services can be guaran‐
teed only if the DG is coupled with a suitable ESS. In this case, the ESS is integrated with the DG unit,
i.e. a generation and control dispersed resource for both the production of energy and the provision
of ancillary services.
Nowadays, the main services that ESS could provide to the electrical system are:









time‐shift for selling energy at higher price,
peak shaving,
congestion management,
grid reinforcement and postponement of structural network investments,
primary, secondary and tertiary frequency control,
voltage support,
black‐star capability reserve in case of black‐out,
power quality improvement.

When installed in the grid, in a given instant a battery must provide a power exchange (injec‐
tion/withdrawal) that depends on both the service to which the ESS is devoted and the site of con‐
nection inside the network (technical constraints). The response times and the length of time re‐
quired depends on the service performed: in fact, different applications may require different auton‐
omies, varying between few seconds and several hours. If an exchange of large power quantities is
needs in short time intervals (from fractions of a second to some tenths of seconds), the ESS must
cover a proper “power” performances; on the contrary, if it is necessary to absorb/inject energy for
long time period (minutes or even hours) with power close to the rated value, an “energy” perfor‐
mance is required.
Power performances technologies are supercapacitors and flywheels, which can supply useful ancil‐
lary services to the network, especially for power quality and primary frequency regulation.
ESSs technologies with interesting “energy” performances are, besides pumped‐hydro and CAES
(Compressed Air Energy Storage) plants, some electrochemical ESSs, such as lithium‐ion, sodium‐
sulphur or redox flow batteries.
This classification in terms of time performances strongly impacts on the sizing of the equipment and
therefore on the price of the storage itself. As the cost of ESSs is mainly related to their autonomy
(energy), this is one of the aspects most limiting the ESSs spreading in power systems.
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These ESS’s technologies can perform multiple functions to support the network, such as peak‐
shaving and time‐shifting. While pumped‐hydro and CAES plants have typically large sizes, with pow‐
er usually of some megawatts and capacity of some hours, which makes them particularly adapt for
transmission networks, electrochemical ESSs, thanks to their modularity, can provide their support
even to distribution grids, if integrated with power plants. Figure 47 reports a final comparison
among storage technologies according to their performance in different power systems applications.

Figure 47. Outlook of the ESSs technologies and their performances in network applications34
Starting from the general classification of the storage application of Figure 47, a more focused classi‐
fication of the services provided by the ESS located in the distribution system can be given. Generally
talking, the services can be classified in: reactive power modulation service and real power modula‐
tion service. In the following paragraphs each service is discussed in detail.
5.1.1

Reactive power modulation service

DG injections at distribution level alter the voltage profile along the feeders: in particular it is no
longer monotonous and over‐voltages at the DG’s Point of Common Coupling (PCC) may occur (i.e.
violation of EN 50160 prescriptions). The reactive power modulation services mainly allow voltage
control of the system.
By means of the ESS, the reactive power can be modulated in order to correct and improve the volt‐
age. This network application exploits the ability of DC/AC converters equipping ESSs to control their
reactive power exchange. It is important to highlight that the reactive control is independent from
the ESS state of charge; so, this service can be coupled with other services provided by the storage.
34

Source: Moving Energy Storage from Concept to Reality: Southern California Edison’s Approach to Evaluating
Energy Storage, http://www.energy.ca.gov/
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The voltage control can be realized on the basis on local measurements or with centralized logics
(requiring a dedicated communication channel between the ESS and the DSO control center). This
voltage control strategy has been considered also in the Italian rules for the connection of active
users to the distribution system.
5.1.2

Real power modulation services

The second ancillary service offered by the ESS unit is the real power modulation service which is
mainly useful for the TSO to control the system frequency and guarantee a network stability. An ever
higher penetration of intermittent DG units, replacing the traditional power plants, causes a weaken‐
ing of the system, especially a reduction of the total rotating inertia and a decreasing of the margin
for the primary frequency reserve, i.e. a lower capability to support the system in case of frequency
oscillations. Because of this, the margin of power available for the frequency control provided by
traditional plants could become insufficient to face a sudden power imbalance (e.g. due to loss of
generation or load increasing). In order to achieve a suitable network reliability, DG units integrated
with ESS have to be considered. The goal is to provide suitable margin for the frequency regulation
service as much as a traditional power plant. In this way, the participation to the primary frequency
regulation could be extended also to renewable power plants.
Beside the services provided by the ESS technologies, a second important aspect to be considered is
related to the time for the implementation of the storage equipment in the grid.
In the following paragraph a further classification of the ESS is given in terms of implementation time
of the technology, as described in the following two paragraphs.
5.1.3 Short Term Storage
The short term storages represent the dispersed storage devices which can be integrated in the al‐
ready existing power plants, such as photovoltaic systems, or in new generators, but only to provide
marginal energy regulation useful to improve the Hosting Capacity of the grid, i.e. to increase the
amount of renewable resource that could be integrated in the system.
Usually, this implementation requires a short time because it is just a retrofit of the dispersed power
plants connected to the distribution level which are upgraded in order to provide the new system
services, or a marginal upgrade in the design (and deployment) of new photovoltaic power plant.
5.1.4 Long Term Storage
The long term storages are new installations, specifically designed to manage big amount of energy;
they can be both dispersed storage systems and centralized application storages.
The dispersed applications are storage system installed in new power plants; they are designed ac‐
cording to a new technology and their installation requires a longer time period. One example is rep‐
resented by the battery coupled with the PV at the DC link (DC‐coupled system). The centralized ap‐
plications are, as described above, big size power systems which are connected to the transmission
system; they are usually installed in a strategic bus of the network.
Summarizing the vision, it is possible to identify in the “short term” an ESS that provide “power regu‐
lation”, while the “long term” scenario suppose an ESS able to manage also “energy regulation”.
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The third option is related to the integration of the recharging points of electric vehicles to provide
additional energy with respect to the one absorbed from the network. It is actually an application
which can be intended between dispersed and centralized systems, according to the size of the stor‐
age system and its capillarity in the electrical system.

5.2

Potentials for Regional Storage

In the context of dispersed storage systems, the potential for future storage applications is vast and
it covers all possible services provided to the electrical system in order to enhance the penetration of
renewable power plants and, at the same time, the power quality of the grid.
Concerning the reactive power modulation service, the energy Storage System (ESS) coupled with
dispersed generation can provide the support for the voltage quality enhancement in decentralized
nodes of the distribution system.
Generally speaking, two possible regulation strategies can be adopted. In a Local control strategy
each generator operates without coordination with other devices and communication infrastructures
aren’t required. However in an electrical network each regulation action affects the voltage of all
buses of the system, for that reason voltage profile and reactive power flow could be not in an opti‐
mum working point. Conversely, in a Global control strategy all regulation resources are coordinated
and equipment are adjusted remotely in order to obtain an optimum voltage profile; this approach is
quite similar to the scheme usually adopted for the transmission networks; in literature several pro‐
posals has been envisaged. This second approach assures a better working point for the distribution
network but it requires an integration between power network, telecommunication infrastructure,
state estimation procedure and optimal power flow; moreover the whole regulation cycle (to results
effective) has to be executed in a limited time frame (tens of seconds); likely this control scheme will
be realistic in a medium‐long time period.
The local control system represents the first viable step toward a ‘smart grid’ management; it is fea‐
sible in a short term scenario limiting the need of capital investment in new network assets.
As for voltage quality standards, the steady‐state voltage limits in the MV distribution system are ±10
% of the rated voltage (CEI EN 50160). In a passive network the voltage profile decreases monoton‐
ically along the feeder. However, with DG connected, the voltage profile is no longer monotonous
and DG can either lead to serious over‐voltages to other customers connected or contribute to sus‐
tain feeder’s voltage profile. Furthermore the control function for the definition of the HV/MV trans‐
former secondary busbar voltage set point may not work correctly (On Load Tap Changer – OLTC).
In the local control, once the voltage reaches a predefined threshold, DG injects active power at not‐
unitary power factor, absorbing reactive power in order to mitigate the voltage profile35. The results
35

A. Cerretti, E. De Berardinis, M. Delfanti, M. Merlo, G. Monfredini, “Dispersed generation in MV networks:
reliability of passive anti‐islanding protection methods”, paper 1134, 21th International Conference on electric‐
ity Distribution CIRED, Frankfurt, 6‐9 June 2011.
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reported depict that the DG impact on the voltage profile strongly depends on the network parame‐
ters and in particular on the resistance‐reactance ratio. It demonstrates that in some cases this strat‐
egy could be less effective and not sufficient to enhance the voltage profile. The global voltage con‐
trol is an improvement of the local one and it can repair to critical network conditions which are not
solved by only the local strategy.
Concerning the real power modulation service, the potential offered by the storage technologies is
fundamental for the stability of the electrical system in a scenario of high amount of intermittent
generators. Now, let's see how the primary frequency regulation of the electrical power system
works.
In an electrical system, in case of power mismatch between load and generation a frequency oscilla‐
tion occurs; as a consequence of this, speed regulators of power plants enabled for the primary fre‐
quency control service act in order to modulate the power injection and eliminate the power imbal‐
ance. Nowadays, in Italy all power plants with size higher than 10 MW have to provide the frequency
control service with the exception of power plants supplied by intermittent renewable energy
sources. The regulating power plants have to make available a power regulation band not lower than
1.5% of the rated power, and all the power variation has to be provided by 30 seconds and main‐
tained for 15 minutes36.
ESSs have a fast dynamic response (from zero to the maximum power in few seconds) and an high
efficiency so they can be profitably used for the frequency control. A storage system can provide
better regulation performances than thermoelectric power plants; this is an important aspect to take
into account in the future scenario of strong penetration of renewable energy sources which intro‐
duce an increasing randomness in term of power imbalance. An high development of intermittent
power plants decreases the number of traditional power plants in service and therefore a decreasing
in the power margin of the primary frequency control reserve; actually, this margin should be higher
because of the high penetration of not predictable energy sources.
Because of that, the exploitation of ESSs to increase the power margin for the primary frequency
control represents a further element toward a complete integration of renewable power plants into
the electrical systems. The primary frequency control service provided by an integrated system of DG
and ESS required "power performances" to make energy available in a short time period (i.e. an high
ratio between the power injected and the energy stored). For this application, the most suitable
storage system technologies to cover a power mission are supercapacitors, fly‐wheels and electro‐
chemical batteries37.
The real power modulation service, and mainly the primary frequency control application, is an im‐
portant system service which allows to improve the system operation and to decrease the frequency

36

TERNA. Partecipation at the primary and secndary frequenncy control, technical rule, A15 Annex. in Italian,
Available on‐line: http://www.terna.it, 20 July 2008
37
A.N. Negri, M.Benigni, C.L. Bossi, F.M. Cernuschi, R. Chiumeo, A. Frigerio, R. Lazzari, M. Meghella, E. Micola‐
no. The electrical energy storage, RSE view. Il Melograno, 2011
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oscillations. This action may repair to the frequency changing due to the intermittence of the DG
itself and therefore increase also the hosting capacity of the existing networks.
According to the need to include DG power plants, mainly connected to the distribution system, to
the primary frequency control, the proposed ENTSO‐E grid code38 suggests a real power modulation
curve as function of the frequency deviation from the nominal value (Figure 48). The curve is charac‐
terized by the following parameters:





frequency response dead band: the real power is not modulated in case of small frequency devi‐
ations from the nominal value;
droop control: at under‐frequencies the generator has to provide a positive real power output
change according to a droop strategy and, on the contrary, at over‐frequency a negative power
change has to be provided;
maximum power capability: maximum power which the generator shall be capable of provide.

Figure 48: Real power modulation according to the frequency deviation ‐ ENTSO‐E grid code}
It is important to point out that the primary frequency service do not require a big amount of ener‐
gy/power; the grid code prescriptions range from 1.5% to 3% of the generator rated power, over a
time ranging from 15 minutes to one hours. Consequently, the economic cost of this solution result
to be very limited. The real power frequency response shall be activated as fast as technically feasible
with an initial delay that shall be as short as possible and reasonably justified to the TSO if greater
than 2 seconds. The maximum time of full activation has to be equal to 30 seconds.
Politecnico di Milano research team already develop a study concerning the implementation of the
primary frequency control strategy in storage systems located in the UCTE electrical network is car‐

38

ENTSO‐E. Network Code for Requirements for Grid Connection applicable to all Generators, Available online:
https://www.entsoe.eu. June, 2012
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ried out39. The purpose is to analyze the effectiveness of this strategy extended to storage apparatus
in an electrical system with high penetration of renewable intermittent sources and the improve‐
ment in term of frequency variations. In the study, 3600 MW of storage systems have been connect‐
ed in few strategic busses of the transmission system (only centralized storage systems are consid‐
ered). This amount of power is spread in nine different busses of the UCTE transmission system and
400 MW of it have been installed in the Italian network.
Dynamic simulations of the UCTE network are carried out in order to measure the distribution of the
ESS to the frequency control in the European system. The standard deviation of the frequency distri‐
bution increases for higher penetration of uncertain renewable energy sources. In the current sce‐
nario, without ESS connected to the system, the standard deviation is equal to 8.7 mHz (as shown in
the Figure 49).
In the new scenario the ESSs are connected to the network and their power injections are modulated
according to the ENTSO‐E grid code the intermittent injections are compensated by the energy
stored in the ESS and the frequency control capability of the network is improved. So that, over‐
frequency and under‐frequency peaks are mitigated and the standard deviation of the frequency
distribution decreases to 6.4 mHz (Figure 50).
In order to evaluate the potential market/impact of this regulation it is possible to adopt photovolta‐
ic power plant already in place in the Alto Milanese area as a useful example. Today, in the region of
West Milan 33.5 MW of PV power plant are connected to the grid (Errore. L'origine riferimento non
è stata trovata.), the 3% power marginal available for the primary frequency control service is equal
to about 0.5 MW. This power has to be provided by charging/discharging a storage system coupled
with the power plant; in this way the required power margin is always available and the energy pro‐
duction from renewables is not compromise.

Figure 50: Distribution of frequency oscillations
in the Italian Grid with 3600 MW of ESS

Figure 49: Distribution of frequency oscillations
in the Italian Grid without ESS

39

M. Pozzi C. Bovo M. Merlo M. Negroni A. Salvi G. Giannuzzi R. Zaottini F. Parma, S. Pasquini. Grid integration
dynamic analyses of pv and storage plants in the european interconnected transmission network. paper sub‐
mitted to the International Conference on Clear Electrical power (ICCEP); Alghero, 11‐13 June 2013
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The real power delivered by the ESS in compliance with the frequency control strategy has also to be
evaluated in terms of use/expected life of the apparatus. A focused study of the Politecnico di Milano
research group40 estimates that, in order to achieve a frequency regulation service, about 4 equiva‐
lent cycles of charge and discharge per day are requested by the ESS. It is important to point out that
the number of equivalent cycles depends on the setting of the control law adopted for the frequency
control. Some settings can require a lower real power modulation of the ESS, on the contrary other
settings imply an higher number of equivalent cycles; for this reason the number of equivalent cycles
can range per day from 2 to 5.
Taking 4 daily cycles as reference, the available storage solutions can manage a number of charge
and discharge cycles equal to 5000, it means that if they are employed for this application they last
for less than 5 years. This application has a relevant impact on the storage life duration, and it is a
good benchmark for an economical and technical sizing of the storage system. A possible option,
useful to increase the ESS life time, is to apply an oversizing design; obviously also this option has a
direct impact on the economical analysis.
In the future, the technical connection rules may require the provision of ancillary services by each
active users as a mandatory task; as an alternative this service can be remunerated according to the
power margin available and the energy provided.
Assessment of the economic aspects related to regulation services has to be supported as well. In the
business model developed for the ESS, the regulation services have to be estimated considering their
impact on the life duration of the equipment and possible incomes for the users.
Another key application for ESS concerns the RES production fluctuations compensation. As already
introduced the energy balance has in fact to be respected in real time, acting on the injections of
some flexible power plants able to accept dispatching orders from the System Operator (i.e. tradi‐
tional generators). The increasing RES exploitation and the consequent rising of the production fluc‐
tuations to be compensated are causing, in order to respect the operational security margins of the
system, a less cost‐effective selection of the power plants called to produce the electric energy re‐
quired by the system. So, in the last years, the improvement of RES dispatchability and their better
coordination with the other production and consumption system resources is taking a particular in‐
terest. In particular, AS countries are today managed on the base of energy pools, i.e. on the “day
ahead base” the resources (generation and consumption ones) are selected on an price based pool.
Such a structure require to predict (one day ahead) the energy production profile for each generators
and, in order to have a balanced system, to respect it in real time. In order to integrate RES genera‐
tors in the pool a one day ahead prediction of their production is required (obviously the prediction
will be affected by a forecast error). ESSs could allow to improve the system flexibility in managing
the power flows over the network, adjusting the error committed during the prediction process. In
order to evaluate the technical requires of an ESS able to contribute to this service, Politecnico di
Milano research team performs preliminary analysis with respect to two different applications. Firstly
40

Gabriele Monfredini, Novel distribution network management with dispersed generation, doctoral disserta‐
tion, 2012
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a photovoltaic forecast procedure has been tested on a 100 kW power plant sited in north of Italy. A
commercial wheatear forecast service has been adopted and a six mouth training process has been
carried out. The procedure developed adopts the weather forecast in order to predict the production
profile (on day ahead) of the PV plant. Figure 51 depict the results obtained: 69.7% of the samples
depict an error limited to 20% of the active power production, 56.4% of the samples has an error
limited to 10%. On this matter, Italian Authority recently proposes an incentive/penalty scheme de‐
signed to manage (with respect to the energy pool point of view) the RES production fluctuations41;
in particular Italian authority proposed a maximum acceptable error equal to 10% of the power pro‐
duced. With respect to the simulation performed, weather forecast based procedure is not enough
to fulfill the resolution. In a second research work, Politecnico di Milano research team develops a
procedure useful to define the ESS power/energy required to compensate the weather forecast er‐
rors. Figure 52 depicts the preliminary results obtained: adopting an ESS, sized at 10% the nominal
power of the photovoltaic power plant and to 10% the energy produced in an hour, it is possible to
limit the production forecast error to 8.46% (in compliance with the Resolution 281/2012/R/EFR).

Figure 51: Photovoltaic production forecast error adopting a commercial meteo service

Figure 52: ESS design in order to balance the photovoltaic production forecast error
41

Resolution 281/2012/R/EFR, www.autorita.energia.it
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5.3

Benefits of Regional Energy Storage

Since the energy storage is installed to enhance the installation of renewable non intermittent power
plant (i.e. Dispersed Generation, DG), the benefit of the energy storage in the economical, ecological
and societal terms is basically related to the improvement of the green energy penetration.
As DG penetration increases it will become a technical and economic imperative that DG participates
in the provision of ancillary services needed for a secure and reliable operation of the power system.
This is important for the simple reason that if DG only displaces the energy produced by central gen‐
eration but not the associated flexibility and capacity, the overall cost of operate the entire system
will rise.
Until recently, renewable DG technologies were, for various reasons, still relatively expensive sources
of energy and moreover they tended to disrupt the normal way that power systems are used to op‐
erating; so an incentive policy was necessary to promote renewable energy sources expansion. Now‐
adays, these technologies have been supported for environmental reasons and for the sustainability
of energy security provision. In the short term, there is no doubt that these technologies will become
competitive as their technologies become cheaper and the price of fossil fuels rise due to ever grow‐
ing demand worldwide, especially in the growing economies in Asia. In this way a Grid parity in term
of cost of the power plants can be reached.
A distribution network ancillary service structure and an appropriate market have to be developed in
line with the anticipated extension of DG as distributed energy resources for network services. In this
way a Global grid parity is reached which includes both the power plant cost and the services offered
for the network operation and stability.
Higher penetrations of DG will increase DSO options regarding network operation and planning,
which could lead to lower overall costs. Consequently, such services will represent incremental reve‐
nue opportunities even for DG.
In order to foster the required changes, there is a clear need to develop and articulate appropriate
rules that support the integration of DG into distribution networks.
In the face of the new energetic scenario, national and international technical standards have been
introduced in order to define rules for the connection of active users to the electrical system.
It is important to stress that provision of ancillary services from DG will not jeopardize or degrade the
security of supply but should contribute to its enhancement. Nowadays, DG is in fact viewed as a
nuisance disruption for the electrical system operation with little gain for the network operators.
Looking at the Italian context, being the electrical networks weaker and the penetration of renewa‐
ble energy sources higher than the rest of the UCTE countries, technical limits related to the DG inte‐
gration have emerged sooner than in the rest of Europe. For this reason, Italian legislation commit‐
tees moved first to set appropriate rules on the matter. The functions implemented in the Italian
standards are the state of the art of the European ENTSO‐E grid code.
Actually, in Italy, and more in the UCTE grid, the electrical system is continuously growing and new
critical situation are taking place; for this reasons, the new scenario requires a continuous develop‐
ment of the distribution network management.
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The following aspects have to be considered in the new technical guideline of the network:






to make as easy as possible the connection of renewable by maximizing existing distribution as‐
sets;
to improve the voltage control by adopting a reliable and structured regulation framework;
to adopt a DG remuneration for providing ancillary services;
to integrate electric vehicles (already on the market) as one of the main parts of the electrical
scenario;
to consider in the context of the wider concept of distributed energy/service resources, which
includes not only DG but also energy storages and responsive loads.

In conclusion, the future scenario requires an energy source that can be: inexpensively extracted
from one’s immediate environment, used to produce economic utility, exhausted back to the envi‐
ronment (at higher entropy); and extracted once again without significant thermodynamic penalty;
and all within a timescale relevant to human life.
On a regional level, ESS is considered to be one of the key drivers in order to deploy a via‐
ble/sustainable new energy model, with significant improvement in terms of pollution/carbon foot‐
print and, also, in terms of economic effort to meet the energy needs.
Such characteristics are of primary relevance in a dense populated and industrialized area as the Alto
Milanese one.

5.3.1.1 Approach to evaluating energy storage
The electric industry has pursued cost‐effective energy storage for many decades. In a business tradi‐
tionally constrained by the need to instantaneously match demand with supply, the potential to
store generated electricity for use during more valuable periods has been long recognized. In recent
years a series of factors, including technological progress, legislative and regulatory tailwinds, and
new grid challenges associated with integrating variable renewable generation, have propelled ener‐
gy storage to the forefront of industry consciousness. Even the definition of “storage” can be confus‐
ing, as the term refers to multiple different technologies and potential uses across the electrical grid.
In literature several methodologies for contextualizing and analyzing the broad and heterogeneous
space of energy storage is briefly discussed. In particular, some evaluating application based on a
benefit/cost analysis is introduced for a more comprehensive evaluation of the ancillary services
offering by the storage system42.
Anyway, the vast majority of energy storage products are not in direct competition with one another,
due to different power‐to‐energy ratios, cycling capabilities, and other attributes. It is still unclear if
storage can be cost‐competitive with conventional solutions for energy related challenges. While
many companies are predicting steep downward cost curves due to increases in manufacturing vol‐
ume, cost reduction paths are as of yet unproven.
42

Source: Moving Energy Storage from Concept to Reality: Southern California Edison’s Approach to Evaluating
Energy Storage, http://www.energy.ca.gov/
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Understanding the specifications of the various diverse technologies of ESS, “best‐fit” options can be
matched by developing application preferences. Application preferences are defined as the charac‐
teristics required for optimal operation of the storage device in each specific application. Five appli‐
cation preferences could be identified: two non‐normative and three normative. The non‐normative
preferences include the energy‐to‐power ratio and the required frequency of charge‐discharge.
Technologies not meeting these requirements are not well suited for an application. The three nor‐
mative preferences include high energy or power density, low operating and maintenance needs,
and limited obstacles to implementations. While these preferences are all desired, applications have
varying tolerances to exact specifications. Descriptions of these application preferences are found in
the list below.
1. Energy‐to‐power ratio:
Some applications require long duration of output energy, while others short bursts of high power.
This determines whether to prioritize power or energy in technology choice.
2. Frequency of charge‐discharge:
Some applications, such as providing ancillary services, require frequent charging/discharging
throughout a typical day. Others (e.g., black start) may require one (or fewer) charge / discharge
cycle per year.
3. High energy density / power density:
Energy and power densities determine space / footprint requirements for the device. While large size
may be acceptable for devices co‐located with generation, other applications put a premium on small
size.
4. Low operating & maintenance needs:
While lower operating and maintenance requirements are preferable, in some applications a moder‐
ate amount of O&M needs may be acceptable.
5. Limited obstacles to implementation (e.g., siting, licensing, environmental permitting):
Technologies that require more safety monitoring, environmental permitting, etc. are better suited
to brownfield / remote / industrially zoned locations, rather than in residences or neighborhoods.
Given completed application‐technology pairs and their associated benefits and costs, a “pathways
to cost‐effectiveness” can be developed. The value metrics assigned to each bundled set of opera‐
tional uses provide the benefits while technology expenditure estimates provide the costs. Pathways
to cost‐effectiveness use industry forecasts where available to identify scenarios that would yield
benefit‐cost ratios greater than one.
In the offering ancillary services application, the storage device is located at or near the generation
site, allowing storage to bid ancillary service capacity into the energy market, while responding to
dispatch signals in real time. It should be noted that, in some particular applications, only one of the
primary operational uses can be performed at a given time, since a market participant cannot be
awarded bids for the same capacity simultaneously in the market. In order to provide the primary
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frequency regulation service, a storage technology must be able to accommodate the application
preferences listened below.







Low energy‐to‐power ratio: requires high power over minute‐length durations.
High frequency of charge‐discharge: can require thousands of partial charge‐discharge cycles per
day.
Low energy density/power density: space is not usually a concern for generation type projects,
though there may be site‐specific exceptions.
Does not require low O&M: while low O&M needs are always preferable, the technologies suita‐
ble for this application do not need to be maintenance‐free. Due to the co‐location of the device
with generation, O&M staff will likely be available on‐site.
Limited obstacles to implementation: obstacles to implementation are naturally always undesir‐
able and therefore avoided in ideal situations. However, siting an energy storage device close to
generation is less challenging than in other locations, such as residential communities and, as
such, technology limitations in this area may be more acceptable.

With the continuing increases of energy from variable renewable energy resources and the advent of
electric vehicle and smart grid technologies, among other trends, the electric utility industry may
change dramatically over the next decades. Models that more accurately forecast future conditions
will better inform potential opportunities for energy storage both now and in the longer‐term.
It should be noted that energy storage is not an end solution by itself. Instead it should be viewed as
an emerging part of a new smart grid. This new smart grid will utilize many different technologies,
including two‐way communication devices, advanced metrology, and customer energy management
software. Storage is just one of the technologies that will help improve the grid along with these oth‐
er advances.
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6 Framework for future Storage Systems
As already introduced, the current situation results from the goals proposed in 2007 by the European
Commission in a white paper on an Energy Policy. The document lays out the so‐called 20/20/20
targets for the EU Member States to be reached by 2020. It stated inter alia that the EU as a whole
should increase its share of renewable energy in primary energy consumption to 20% by 2020. It also
required the EU to become 20% more energy efficient and to cut CO2 emissions by 20 percent (com‐
pared to 1990‐levels). The RES Directive was drafted as a part of the so‐called “Climate and Energy
Package”, which was presented on 23 January 2008 and was adopted by the European Parliament
and the Council on 23 April 2009. It entered into force on 25 June 2009. The Directive amends and
repeals former directives on the same issue from 2001 and 2003. In order for the EU to reach a 20%
share of renewable energy in the energy mix by 2020, the EU Member States agreed on a burden
sharing methodology, so that the Union as a whole would reach the goal decided in the 2007 white
paper.
In line with the guidelines of PAN ‐ Italian Action Plan on renewables – the Ministry for Economic
Development’s Decree on Burden Sharing dated 15th March 2012 sets for each region and province
enjoying home rule the minimum goals to be achieved concerning the increase in energy production
from renewable sources by 2020 as well as the ways and means to manage failure to achieve them.
Regional wind and hydropower production data are normalized as per provisions of directive
2009/28/ec to smooth the effects of climatic variation. The most burdensome commitments in abso‐
lute terms will have to be shouldered by the regions of Southern Italy, especially those that have
stood out in recent years for their contribution to national power production from renewables (e.g.
Apulia, Sicily and Sardinia). However some unbalances exist between the commitments required
from regions and the overall renewable power production, such as PAN objectives for solar PV, which
were not only already achieved but also greatly exceeded. On the contrary, PAN national goals for
renewable electricity show, instead, little ambition.
The methodology described inside the Burden sharing decree involves regions only for the provision
of FER‐E (renewables to cover electricity needs) and FER‐C (renewable to cover heat needs), due to
the fact that imported energy from renewable and renewable for transport systems directly depend
on ordinary founds and measures on a national level.
Table 9 provides the regional targets to be reached by 2020 as far as gross final consumption (CFL),
consumption covered by renewables (FER) and regional target (FER/CFL%). As far as intermediate
year (2012,2014, 2016, 2018), target trajectories have been established according to a linear growth.
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Table 13: 2020 Targets for each Italian region

Figure 53: Percentage of FER on the total energy consumption for each region in Italy
From the web site of SIMERI 43, the regional contribution to the Burden sharing can be monitored
year by year. In particular, the platform “Quota Regionale (%) di energia rinnovabile nel Consumo
Finale Lordo per il settore Elettricità“, i.e. the production of electricity by renewable sources which
concurs to the satisfaction of electricity consumption, proposes the comparison of the Italian situa‐
tion, in the future scenario of regional “burden sharing” in the electricity sector. During 2011, Lom‐
bardy reached a percentage (%) of FER production under the national level (23.5%) (see all yellow
20F

43

http://approfondimenti.gse.it/approfondimenti/Simeri/Pagine/default.aspx
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colored regions). In contrast to an increment of 1.8% of gross final electricity consumption, CFL E, the
renewable contribution (CFL FER E) to cover this consumption experienced a growth of 11.6% from
2010 to 2011 (see Figure 25).

Figure 54: Percentage of renewables (CFL FER E) covering final electricity consumption (CFL E) and
regional contribution (Quota Regionale %= CFL FER E/CFL E %).
Nevertheless, the development objectives of the European policy for the 2020 represent the first
stage of a new approach in facing to the environmental theme. Looking at the Italian context, Lom‐
bardia region can offer relevant potentialities for achieving the objectives of the new energetic de‐
velopment plan, updated to the 202020 strategy. Development, competitiveness, innovation, social
value of the economy and environment becomes correlated.
Global actions have to be considered: not only individual projects but also the extension on project
with a large impact even on a wide area. The purpose of the ambitious actions in the area is to
achieve, and maybe also go further, the 2020 objectives. The huge development of photovoltaic
power plant obtained, in the region, in the last years is not only due to the huge potentiality of the
renewable energy market, but also the outcome of ideas and incentives of the governance which
created, in the last five years, mechanisms and systems able to start a growth in the sector. The ef‐
fects of this phenomenon in the economy is the inception of firms, production chains, industrial clus‐
ters and ESCO (Energy Service Company) in different sectors, such as agriculture, manufacturing,
tertiary and mainly to provide energetic services. It represents an excellence of the Lombardia region
of the Italian Green economy which is able to foresee the future trend and encourage the economi‐
cal raising and at the same time improving the environment and incentivize the renewable resources.
One example is the development of geothermal systems and district heating networks fed also by
renewable sources.
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In such a scenario storage technologies could play a key role in order to guarantee efficiency and
reliability of the system, nevertheless a new regulatory and governance is required in order to cor‐
rectly manage an ecosystem quite different from the one we have today.

6.1

Governance

Storage pilot applications are, in Italy, regulated on a National level from the Energy Authority. Re‐
cently Italian Authority starts an important Pilot application program for centralized Storage projects:
the approach to the demonstration phase is designed around an input‐based incentive scheme, to be
awarded, on the basis of a competitive process, only to a limited number of projects. According to
AEEG Resolution (Resolution 288/2012/R/EEL44) selected demonstration projects can benefit from an
extra remuneration of capital cost (a 2% increase in the Weighted Average Cost of Capital ‐ WACC in
addition to the ordinary return) A detailed technical requirements description is also provided. In the
following a short summary is reported:
The incentives are provided to all storage systems connected to the transmission system (high volt‐
age network). A storage system has to balance the energy injected by renewable power sources and
others not predictable power plants. This system has to be complementary to on‐line network con‐
trol systems. The incentives are provided to a number of up to three projects. In order to run for this
announcement, each pilot project must include a suitable technical and economical analysis to
demonstrate the fulfillment of the requirements. Only electrochemical storage systems are allowed
for this announcement. For each pilot project, an economical indices based on the cost/benefit ratio
is calculated along the established conventional time period of 12 years. The cost/benefit indices
takes into account the increasing of power injections produced by renewable power plants thank of
the storage system. Other technical parameters are considered for the final ranking of the an‐
nouncement. Every six months of the first two years of the conventional time period (12 years), the
owners of the three award winner pilot projects have to present the results of the experimentation
to the Authority. At the end of the two years period a final report has to be carried out in order to
summarize the experimentation results. Afterwards, the owners have to submit an annual report
including the cost/benefit indices. Then, results concerning the storage system behavior and effec‐
tiveness must be published.
Minimum requirements are detailed in terms of:





44

The incentive is provided only if the project achieves the benefits in term of power produc‐
tion increasing of at least 50% in the two firsts years.
Overcoming of temporary critical network operations.
The first goal is the decreasing of the lack of energy production of not predictable power
plants due to network congestions.
The portion of the network under analysis must include an equipment to establish the dy‐
namic thermal rating as function of the meteorological conditions in order to maximize the
lines ampacity.

http://www.autorita.energia.it/it/docs/12/288‐12.htm
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Voltage control along lines by exploiting reactive power regulation of the inverters located in
the storage systems; these control strategies have to be coordinated with the voltage control
systems of the network.
 The storage system must guarantee the primary frequency regulation for every operation
condition and supply ±5% of the rated power for at least 15 minutes.
 Rated capacity C lower or equal to 40 MWh.
 The storage must decrease the lack of energy produced by not predictable power plants of a
multiple of its capacity.
 The global storage system can be made up by more different independent storage systems,
with different technologies and they can be installed in several nodes of the network portion
under analysis.
 The project can include systems to forecast the energy production of not predictable power
plants.
 The project can include systems to measure, forecast and collect weather data in the renew‐
able power plants. These data can be exploited to forecast the production of these plants
and the lack of production due to network constraints.
Moreover, it is proposed that, in some critical conditions, the storage system can operate only with
the goal to regulate the electrical frequency. Nevertheless a new resolution is expected for decen‐
tralized storage pilots to be connected on the MV and LV distribution grid. Vice versa, local (regional)
authorities are not involved, in the Italian framework, in the definition of incentive schemes for these
type of initiatives.

6.2

Technology Trends & R&D activities

On The European Smart City and Communities Platform (a Platform, recognized by the European
Commission, where to share smart city solution proposals, best practices, project ideas), the plat‐
form uses an bottom up approach: gathering business plans in order to select innovative projects for
the new programming period 2014‐2020), the City of Legnano, aims to present an energy governance
project as intervention for the smart city concept.
Moreover, is now active a research activity aimed to the Identification of projects at the benefit of
the City of Legnano, which could be included in the Plan for Energy Initiative for Expo 2015.
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7 Master Plan
In difficult and uncertain economic times, the efforts of the Italian policy makers are currently fo‐
cused on resuming sustainable growth. This can only happen through a substantial improvement in
the competitiveness of the Italian economic system.
Against this background, the Italian energy system can and must play a key role in improving Italian
competitiveness. Tackling the main problems facing the sector will entail an important structural
reform for the country. To achieve this, we need to address some important challenges:


Energy prices for businesses and families which are higher than in other European countries (an‐
other “spread” that penalizes us heavily).



Security of supply that is by no means optimal at peak loads, especially as regards natural gas,
and a high dependence on imported fossil fuels.



Economic and financial difficulties experienced by a number of operators in the sector.

Recovering competitiveness, however, need not mean a compromise on decisions taken on envi‐
ronmental sustainability, with our signing up to the European 2020 objectives and the Roadmap 2050
for a low‐carbon Europe.

In keeping with these needs, the new National Energy Strategy (NES) focuses on four main goals:
1. Significantly reduce the energy cost gap for consumers and businesses, by bringing prices and

costs in line with European levels. In this sphere, we start from a more critical position for which
a greater effort is required: price differentials of over 25% for electricity, for example, have a de‐
cisive impact on our businesses’ competitiveness and on families’ budgets.
2. Achieve and exceed the environmental targets established by the European Union’s 2020 Cli‐

mate and Energy Package (known as the “20‐20‐20” package). All energy policy decisions there‐
fore aim to improve our environmental and decarburization standards, which are already among
the world’s highest, and to ensure that Italy acts as an example at a global level.
3. Continue to improve our security of supply, especially in the gas sector, and reduce dependency

on imports. We notably need to improve our ability to respond to critical events (as the February
2012 gas crisis showed us) and reduce our overall energy imports, which currently cost the coun‐
try about €62 billion annually.
4. Foster sustainable economic growth by developing the energy sector. The development of the

energy supply chain can and must be a goal in itself in our energy strategy. We need only to con‐
sider the opportunities, also internationally, that will arise in a sector experiencing continuous
growth (an estimated $38,000 billion in global investment by 2035) and the tradition and exper‐
tise of our industrial system in many key segments.
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The energy saving will be the driver in the new energy plan with the aim to achieve the above men‐
tioned energetic goals, also in compliance with the European sustainability policy. On the matter, in
the last few years Lombardy region proved to be efficient.
Firstly, on the generation side, renewable resources are the key element to be exploited in order to
reach a sustainable energy ecosystem. Similarly, on the consumption side, the smart metering plays
an important role in the consumption measurement and it can improve the awareness of consump‐
tion and prospective cost energy saving to the final users. The final users will participate in the ener‐
gy market by managing in a more reasonable and rational way their own power demand according to
an “Active Demand” function.
This goal requires an extension of the regional operation plan, in particular promoting the role of the
ESCO (Energy Service Companies) for the efficiency improvement in the public sector and for the
competitiveness enhancement among the companies.
To reach a higher efficiency and a more rational usage of the energy, the energy recovery in the in‐
dustrial processes, the aggregation of companies and the promotion of the efficient energy man‐
agement represent a good opportunity. In addition, intelligent networks (i.e. smart grids) are also
important in the improvement of the regional energetic system; they support the integration of re‐
newable power plants and the enhancement of the power quality offered to the users.
Furthermore, together with the smart grids, the development of the smart cities has to be develop‐
ment for the improvement of the energy consumption and decreasing of the CO2 emissions. New
transport systems have to be based on more efficient energy vectors such as electric mobility; there‐
fore, it is necessary to develop a proper structure for the electric vehicle recharging integrated with
the electric distribution system which also guarantees an optimal load balancing and interoperability
to the customer.
On these topics, nowadays, it is quite common to hear about a lot of promising breakthroughs that
could help to reduce our reliance on sources of energy that are nonrenewable and polluting. But few
of these are having significant impact; actually it is quite complex to correctly evaluate the innovative
content of some “proposals” and to identify which one is really effective in managing the energy
problem.
This chapter aims to propose a methodology for the Master Plan definition. The Master Plan has to
be intended as a regional energetic planning procedure useful to identify the portfolio of solutions
(resources) that better fits with the energy need of an area. The procedure has been developed from
the consideration that in the Italian environment the electric variables play the key role of the ener‐
getic scenario; the electric energy better characterizes at the energetic profile of a region in terms of
renewable sources availability and energy demand; whilst the thermal energy impacts on the electric
consumption and it has direct repercussion on the electric energy profile. For this reason, the master
plan is based on an electric approach in order to define a regional plan in the medium‐long time pe‐
riod.
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The methodology proposed adopts a bottom‐up approach, designing the energy portfolio from the
“local” scale perspective, exploiting the “local” resource available on the site into analysis.
Nevertheless, the “global” scale problem has to be taken into account evaluating the whole energy
ecosystem in terms of economical sustainability, security of supply, quality of supply. Consequently,
the planning methodology proposed could not be taken as a single application but has to be coordi‐
nated with the energy market rules and with the technical resolutions adopted in order to guarantee
the “stability” of the energy system (over a national and international scale).
Actually, the approach proposed could be divided in two phases: the first consists in an energy plan‐
ning procedure at local level (with the aims to select the energy resources that better fit with the
local needs), while the second aims to effectively integrate the local “cell” in the national energy
system (e.g. adopting storage apparatus in order to provide “regulations” and guarantee the securi‐
ty/quality of supply).
In this chapter the focus is one the first phase, describing the approach proposed to manage the
problem and applying it on a real life case in the Alto Milanese area (in particular the application is
based on the Legnano city). For the second phase is not possible today do provide a detailed model
due to the lack of a complete regulatory framework, nevertheless it is quite important to correctly
introduce the new resources (storage, e.car, ICT apparatus useful to coordinate the actions) in terms
of role and relevance, and the model proposed in order to rule them all in an efficient and sustaina‐
ble energy ecosystems.

7.1

Objectives

In this first section the planning methodology proposed is presented in order to provide to the Policy
Makers a viable tool able to design the energy model of a particular area in the short‐medium term
horizon.

7.1.1 Vision
The vision of the proposed methodology is to develop a planning program of the energy sources
available according to the needs of the pilot region, i.e. to develop an energy model able to match
the energy needs of an area with the resource locally available.

7.1.1.1 Methodology
In order to define the planning program, the methodology analysis the energy flows of a portion of
the electrical network and it computes the suitable amount of the production sources available.
The procedure focuses on a portion of the electrical system and it considerers the energy needs of
this portion. At this point it is necessary to identify a point of the system which represents the equiv‐
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alent energetic point of the region. In particular, the example described in the following considers
the Primary Substation (PS) of the electric network as a significant point of an area: the power flow
measured at this point represents the energetic needs of the area and therefore the energetic be‐
havior of the region under study.
The example of Figure 55 underlines the identification of the local area through the analysis of the
electric grid configuration and the PS.

Figure 55: “Local” area identification w.r.t. the electric grid configuration
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Figure 56: Possible points for the application of the master plan in the Alto Milanese area
In the Figure 56 possible points (i.e. the primary substation of the Alto Milanese area) for the applica‐
tion of the planning methodology are highlighted. Each point requires a single analysis (adopting the
procedure proposed) in order to design the energy model of the geographical area subtended to the
electric grid node (primary substation). The collection of the energy models will provide the inputs
for the area Master Plan.
The methodology is based on the analysis of the energetic behavior of the identified area. The study
consists of the analysis of the energy flow at the PS level which is usually described by a chronological
vector data (e.g. the measurements samples of a one year timeline). The chronological data can be
represented in different forms; one of the simplest ways is the so called energy map. An example of
the energy map of the energy flow in the PS is shown in Figure 49. The X‐axis indicates the days of
the year, whilst the Y‐axis indicates the hours of the day; in this case it is possible to identify a partic‐
ular hour time step of the year just by moving through the two axis. Ultimately, the energy map pro‐
vides the energy values requested by the region connected downstream the PS for each time step of
the year.
The color representation gives a general idea of the energy map trend along the years: the red colors
points out the higher power flow values (i.e. high consumption of the local loads) whilst the blue
values depicts time steps of lower power flow (i.e. low consumption).
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Figure 57: Energy map of the energy flow absorbed by the PS

PV production map

COGEN production map

Figure 58: Examples of energy maps of the energy sources. First map: photovoltaic power plant
production, second map: cogenerator power plant production.
Beside the energy map of the load demand of the region, in order to define the energy planning of
the area it is necessary to introduce the energy maps of the available sources, one for each typology.
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After the identification of the area, the production profile of the each resource inside the area has to
be collected. It indicates the behavior of that particular source inside the detected region.
The first energy map of Figure 58 shows the photovoltaic production profile of the area: the red
steps indicate the maximum power production which occurs in the day‐time during summer season
and the blue steps are the equivalent of the non‐production periods (during the night‐time).
The second energy map of Figure 58 depicts the production of the cogeneration power plants in‐
stalled in the area. It is a typical production profile of a cogenerator operating in almost the total
time steps of the year at the maximum rated power: the red time steps indicate the production peak
hours which occur during the summer day‐time and during the night‐time; the orange and yellow
time step represent a lower power plant production of the cogenerator.
After the definition of the energy maps of each production source typology, a compatibility analysis
between the PS consumption and the sources production is carried out. It implies the verification of
the capability of each potential available resource in supplying the local load: basically this procedure
phase consists in superimposing the energy map of the consumption with the energy map of each of
the sources and verifying, according to particular algorithms, how much close is the production pro‐
file with the consumption profile of the area. It includes a screening procedure for the definition of
proper indices for evaluating if a source fits with the profile of the energy map at the PS. The output
of this procedure is a ranking of the sources organized according to their capability in satisfying the
consumption needs.
In Figure 59 the scheme of the flow chart of the planning methodology is reported. It describes the
logical steps to define the suitable amount of energy for each source available in the region under
analysis, in order to satisfy a specific objective function (target function).
The inputs of the methodology are the energy map of the PS and the energy maps of each energy
source, ranked according to the matching procedure previously discussed. The output is the maxi‐
mum power which is possible to install for each source topology and that satisfy at the same time the
target function. These values represent the input for the master plan of the selected area.
The installation of a certain amount of power in the area feeds the load of the region and therefore it
change the power flow at the PS: the energy map at the PS will be modified.
The target function adopted in this methodology is to compensate the load by the local production
and in particular to achieve a reverse power flow hours/year in compliance with the Italian technical
requirements (less than 5%).
The ranking of the sources is followed, first, the energy source at the top of the ranking is taken into
account and the maximum power capability of such a source Pp RES 1, which satisfies the objective
function, is computed. The second step consists in comparing the maximum power Pp RES 1 previ‐
ously calculated with the availability of the source in the area: if the total amount of power required
Pp RES 1 is available it will be possible to cover all the theoretical power computed otherwise the
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source of the area will be saturated; in the latter case the maximum availability will be chosen. PS
energy map will be upgraded according with the power production of the first source.
Then, at the same manner the second source of the ranking has to be evaluated. The procedure cy‐
cles until the last source of the ranking is analyzed or the goal of the objective function is reached.

Figure 59: Flow chart of the proposed methodology
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Energy needs map

PV source map

Other possible sources
COGEN source map

Phase 1

New Energy map

Electric Cars

Storage

Phase 2
Figure 60: Energy maps in the planning definition
In addition, both the electric vehicles recharging systems and the storage can be integrated into the
network for a further improvement of the system operation.
The electric vehicles represent a controllable load and therefore they are a source which can be ex‐
ploited to enhance the energy map at the PS level; Figure 60 shows an application of the electric
vehicles in a short‐medium timeline: they can be exploited to further improve the new energy map
obtained after the planning of the production sources. In particular, the car’s charging has to occur in
the scenario of low power consumption, i.e. in the blue time steps of the PS energy map. The energy
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map at the PS can be also exploited to compute the maximum capacity of the network to host elec‐
tric vehicles; in detail the theoretical maximum power required by the recharge system is the margin
between the peak of consumption of the energy map and the maximum power capacity of the net‐
work.
On the contrary, in the short‐medium time scenario the storage system is integrated into the system
not for the improvement of the energy map of the PS but in order to provide services to achieve the
global system needs such as the system stability; it the paragraph 5.1 a detail discussion concerning
these requirements is given.
Therefore, the new system structure of the Master plan, in the short‐medium time period, includes
the production sources, both renewable and not renewable, the electric vehicles and the storage
systems (Figure 61).

Figure 61: Configuration of the electrical system in the Master plan ‐ short‐medium timeline

7.1.2 Goals
As described in the previous paragraph, the goals of the master plan in the Alto Milanese area are:
 decrease the gas emissions;
 improve the penetration of Renewable Energy sources (RES);
 guarantee power quality of the network and the system stability;
 decrease the economic costs of the energy needs.
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The Master Plan requires a methodology which aims to exploit the potential of the area in terms of
resources and at the same which can manage the resources in order to not deteriorate the energetic
scenario. It means that an incentive system has to be adopted in order to promote a sustainable en‐
ergetic ecosystem.

7.1.2.1 Master Plan methodology application to Legnano Area
In this paragraph the proposed planning procedure is applied to the PS of Legnano (Figure 62), the
goal is to provide a numerical example useful to better appreciate the approach. The main reason of
this choice is that this substation feeds the Technocity which is the test facility for the pilot project. In
this context the Legnano city represents the location of Euroimpresa. This connection allowed col‐
lecting all amount of data necessary for the application of the methodology in the PS of Legnano.
For a complete application of the procedure proposed, each one of the PS highlighted with yellow
circles in Figure 56 should be evaluated.
Figure 62 shows the location of the Legnano primary substation, the Techno city, the PV power plan
and the COGEN power plan.

Figure 62: Location of the Legnano primary substation
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Figure 63: Satellite view of the area: 1‐ Legnano primary substation, 2‐Techno city, 3‐ PV power
plan, 4‐ COGEN power plan
The Legnano PS (Figure 64) is made up by two transformer of 25 MVA size each which feeds the dis‐
tribution network of the area.

Figure 64: Satellite view of the Legnano primary substation
With respect to the methodology explained in the paragraph 7.1.1.1, Figure 65 depicts the one‐year
energy profile of the Legnano PS, it is built starting from public information available and it repre‐
sents with good accuracy the realistic profile. It indicates the energy map in a three dimension graph.
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Figure 65: Energy map of the Legnano primary substation – current scenario
According to the definition given in the previous section, the energy map of the Legnano PS is re‐
drawn on a two dimension plane (Figure 66). It can be noticed with red color the time steps of peak
power demand, i.e. time steps of the highest load consumption of the load.
After the definition of the energy map of the PS consumption, the energy maps of the power sources
have to be defined.
As described in the chapter 4, the availability of the territory in terms of generation for the future
scenario is mainly represented by photovoltaic power plants and cogeneration; on the contrary, oth‐
er sources such as wind and hydro won’t have a development in the incoming years.
The energy map of a photovoltaic production has been exploited; this photovoltaic profile is based
on realistic data of the area under analysis: the typical periodicity allows defining an average curve of
the photovoltaic production; it is shown in Figure 67 and Figure 68.
The COGEN power plant is also adopted in the methodology; the typical energy map of the area is an
almost flat production profile (a simplified structure of this energy map is depicted in Figure 69).
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Figure 66: Energy map of the Legnano primary substation – current scenario
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Figure 67: Energy map of typical PV power plant
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Figure 68: Energy map of typical PV power plant

Figure 69: Energy map of typical COGEN power plant
In order to have an additional and clearer view of the energy profile behavior along the one year
time period, the cumulative curve of the energy profile is adopted as benchmark for the evaluation
discussed below. Figure 70 shows the cumulative curve of the energy profile in the PS in the current
scenario, i.e. without any extra source added; it is built starting from the energy map of Figure 65.
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Figure 70: Cumulative energy profile at the Legnano PS ‐ current scenario
By applied the matching procedure, the COGEN source has the best energy map shape that matches
with the PS consumption map. So it is used as first source in the planning methodology, the second
source adopted will be the photovoltaic power plant. The first target adopted for the definition of
the photovoltaic installation capability is to achieve a 5% of annual time steps of revers power flow at
the PS level (438 hours/year). In order to meet this target, 4 MW rated power of a COGEN power
plant are installed in the PS. The PS energy map has been upgraded by purging the load demand with
the cogeneration production, i.e. by subtracting the COGEN energy map (Figure 69) to the PS one
(Figure 66). The result is shown in Figure 71 and Figure 72.
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Figure 71: Energy map at the Legnano PS – 4 MW of COGEN
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Figure 72: Energy map at the Legnano PS – 4 MW of COGEN
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With respect to the original cumulative curve, the cumulative curve derived by the new energy map
(Figure 73) highlights the reverse power flow from the substation to the external network (i.e. nega‐
tive power values) for 5% of the one‐year period; it is due to the COGEN production.
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Figure 73: Cumulative energy profile at the Legnano PS – 4 MW of COGEN
The second source typology added is the photovoltaic generation. At this second step of the proce‐
dure, 500 hours per year of reverse power flow is the new target: compared to the previous step, it
implies a deterioration of the number hours of inversion from 438 to 500. By adopting the typical
regional energy map of the photovoltaic production, the procedure results in 10 MW of photovoltaic
installation in the area. Looking at the data collected in the paragraph 3.1.2, among 10 MW of suita‐
ble installation, since the begging of 2012 about 2.5 MW of photovoltaic have been already in‐
stalled45.
After considering the COGEN profile, the energy map of Figure 72 is further upgraded by subtracting
the PV energy map of Figure 68. The resulting cumulative curve is shown in Figure 74 and 500 hours
per year of energy inversion occurs because of the combined contribution of the COGEN and the PV
system. Compared to the 4 MW of cogeneration, 10 MW of photovoltaic doesn’t contribute to a high
deterioration of the power flow at the PS (it is limited to 62 further hours of inversion).
The final energy map at the Legnano PS level is shown in Figure 75 and Figure 76.
45

Data elaborated in this report, in order to define the energy maps, are relevant to a scenario correspondent
to the beginning of 2012.
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Figure 74: Cumulative energy profile at the Legnano PS – 4 MW of COGEN and 10 MW of PV
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Figure 75: Energy map at the Legnano PS – 4 MW of COGEN and 10 MW of PV
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Figure 76: Energy map at the Legnano PS – 4 MW of COGEN and 10 MW of PV
The results of the procedure above described (detailed for each PS depicted in Figure 56, or for a
subset of these PS) are the input for the master plan of the Area in which two power plant are in‐
stalled: 4 MW of COGEN and 10 MW of photovoltaic.
The benefit introduced by this approach is an improvement of the energy consumption profile at the
Legnano PS. It is evident by comparing the energy profile in the current scenario (Figure 77) and in
the future scenario after the master plan application (Figure 78). By implementing two production
sources the peak demand of the total PS profile is strongly reduced.
In addition, the energy map of an electric vehicle fleet can be integrated to the PS energy map. The
electric vehicles represent an adaptable load which has to be properly coordinated.
Looking at the global scenario, in the next future automakers are planning to introduce more and
more electric‐drive models in the market. This mobility solution offers a key pathway to achieve re‐
duction in global warning pollution and oil dependence. It is expected that vehicles transition from
burning oil to electricity will occur at the same time as power plants shifting from “traditional” to “re‐
newable”; for this reason, the electric mobility has to be taken into consideration in the master plan of
the short‐medium time period. In this scenario, there is a need for new advanced platforms for help‐
ing both end‐users and suppliers to use, maintain and take advantage from e.Cars systems.
The master plan proposes a model developed in this direction with the goal to supports Public Ad‐
ministrations or Private Companies that provides Electrical Vehicles to its employees or offers ad‐
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vanced car sharing services; actually every car has a GPS that permits to register not only the position
of the vehicle but also to monitor usage parameters. Through the real‐time monitoring system all in‐
formation are collected into a main databases and threated by special processes that analyze data and
extract useful statistics supporting systems users on critical aspects like: vehicle maintenance, fleet
distribution, rental network balancing and vehicle usage balancing.
Moreover, maintenance it’s an important aspects for preserving vehicles efficiency and fleet mainte‐
nance stops are particularly critical for companies (public or private) involved on car sharing. The
model also contains car registry for managing periodically stops for: battery replacement after prede‐
fined period, tires replacement and other services related on car mileage or working time. System
warns users when vehicle is near to a maintenance supporting companies on planning vehicles stops
avoiding inefficiency.
The tool assumes importance on analyzing cars demands (vehicle usage) and territory distribution of
rental depots, to achieve an optimized distribution of cars in the territory and a suitable coordination
of car charging to improve the consumption profile of the network and therefore the energy map of
the primary substation.
The system can also be helpful to power suppliers for better understanding power usage and manage
the network joining information of renewable power plant location and forecasted production pat‐
tern, in order to coordinate, at a local level, the energy flows. Moreover, together with the energy
map integration, EV represents mobile storage which can be exploited as buffer for the entire electri‐
cal grid and support the network stability; EV may compensate the power intermittence due to the
renewable generators production (e.g. photovoltaic system) with further benefit.
As a general conclusion the procedure proposed define an evolution scenario based on 4 MW of new
cogeneration power plant and on 10 MW of new photovoltaic resources.
Thanks to these plan the electric system of the Legnano area will have a more efficient energy profile
(Figure 78). In particular the power peak on the grid will be reduced by 5 MW. Such a margin will be
available for the electro mobility recharge; supposing to have in the future a grid with the same stress
level measured today the Legnano grid will be able to host (in the worst condition) more than 1500
e.cars, based on the current technology (slow recharge: 3‐5 kW) charging their batteries at the same
time. In a future perspective fast recharge technologies could be putted on the market; in that case
the number of e.cars that the grid will be able to manage at the same time is (obviously) lower (about
250) but also the time window required to have a full charge will be reduced.
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Figure 77: One year energy profile at the Legnano PS – current scenario
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Figure 78: One year energy profile at the Legnano PS – 4 MW of COGEN and 10 MW of photovoltaic
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7.2

Regional Storage Park

As described in section 3.4, in the short/medium horizon the only storage technology considered
feasible for the Alto Milanese area is the electrochemical batteries; on the other hand for the long
time scenario it is quite complex to identify the most promising technology.
Considering EV applications (mobile batteries), the implementation model feasible in the Italian
framework is based on a simple charging process in which the final users receive information about
their energy behaviors and about the energy tariffs; collecting and evaluating all these information
the users will use EV charging station without bounds. Actually, the users willingness to adopt an
efficient behavior will results in the electro mobility impact on the electric grid. V2G (vehicle to grid)
options are considered only for a long term scenario.
In order to estimate the potential applications of electrochemical storage solutions the model adopt‐
ed (technical requirements, energy functions, etc.) is presented in chapter Errore. L'origine riferi‐
mento non è stata trovata.; in the following a preliminary analysis is reported for the Legnano Area,
adopting the numerical data presented in paragraph 7.1. In particular it is supposed to couple a stor‐
age solution only to the photovoltaic power plant (i.e. cogeneration plants is considered already able
to correctly modulate their production).
Three different scenario are considered in the following:


Very short term scenario: each photovoltaic power plant is required to provide primary fre‐
quency regulation as a conventional power plant (i.e. it has to provide a regulation band
equal to ± 1.5% on the nominal power) – the service is mandatory and not charged by an
economic remuneration;



Short term scenario: each photovoltaic power plant is required to provide primary frequency
regulation as a conventional power plant (i.e. it has to provide a regulation band equal to ±
1.5% on the nominal power), moreover an extra regulation band (up to 5% of the nominal
power) is proposed under remuneration;



Medium term scenario: each photovoltaic power plant could be coupled with a storage solu‐
tion with the goal to modulate its production to meet a production plan or contribute to the
energy balance of the grid (the service is supposed to be based on a market base, i.e. a spe‐
cial tariff will be introduced).

In Legnano area at the beginning of 2012 about 5.5 MW of photovoltaic power plants operate; the
proposed planning procedure quantifies the optimal incremental photovoltaic power production for
about 10 MW. Adopting the model proposed in chapter Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata
trovata. to the three reference scenario results the storage potential market reported in Table 14
In order to correctly evaluate Table 14 it is necessary to point out that the area is fed by a single pri‐
mary substation equipped with two HV/MV transformed sized at 25 MVA; the annual energy needs is
about 110 000 000 kWh.
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Table 14: Potential Storage market in Legnano area
V. Short term Scenario

Short term Scenario

Medium term Scenario

Retrofit of the already 83 kW / 26 kWh
in place PV gens

275 kW / 275 kWh

550 kW / >55 kWh

Integration with
MW new PV gens

500 kW / 500 kWh

1000 kW / >100 kWh

7.3

10 150 kW / 38 kWh

Storage Roadmap

Considering the three scenario proposed in section 7.2, experts in the field of energy have been con‐
tacted in order to provide reliable estimations for storage deployment roadmap.
Table 15 summarizes the points of view collected.
Table 15: Storage Roadmap estimation
V. Short term Scenario

Short term Scenario

Medium term Scenario

Evaluation of the time
horizon

Greater than 1 year

Greater than 2 year

Greater than 3/4 year

Retrofit of the already
in place PV gens

unfeasible

Feasible if supported
by an economic incen‐
tive scheme

Feasible if supported
by an economic incen‐
tive scheme

Feasible

Feasible

Feasible

Integration with
MW new PV gens

10

7.3.1 Measures and Projects
 Is it not clear what information Is required in this section (no storage project are active in Alto
Milanese)
7.3.2 Timelines, milestones and Controlling
 Is it not clear what information Is required in this section
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7.4

Implementation Structure

After the description of the planning procedure proposed, in this chapter the structure of the ener‐
getic model is discussed, i.e. once the resources to be developed has been selected, it is necessary to
evaluate the best configuration to connect them into the energy system. In particular, for the Alto
Milanese application, the framework is an electric system structure which combines different re‐
sources in a single system. The new framework integrates the storage systems with renewable power
plants, as described in the following section together with the functions required for the proper sys‐
tem implementation.
7.4.1 Performance framework and criteria for storage strategies, plans and pilots
The socioeconomic, environmental, political and territorial needs depict the energetic scenario of the
future in which it is necessary to introduce a new paradigm of the energetic system. From the energy
production point of view it is necessary to maximize the energy amount available by renewable
sources by integrating this new form of generation with the traditional power plants. At network
side, it is necessary to upgrade the distribution system in order to allow the Dispersed Generation
(DG) spread along the system. At the utilization side it is necessary to introduce a smart and rational
energy consumption which faces both the user needs and the needs of all other stakeholders in‐
volved with the aim of energy saving and sustainability.
In the previous paragraphs a procedure useful to quantify the resource useful to effectively support
the energy needs of an area was proposed, nevertheless it is necessary to define an infrastructure
able to manage them in a reliable way.
Nowadays, the level of Distributed Generation (DG) in the electrical system is quite high to evaluate
the system with a fit and forget approach, furthermore, the DG is going to achieve the functional
penetration limit which may compromise the electrical system stability and security. Renewable gen‐
erators inject to the network the power available which is intermittent depending on the weather
and energetic conditions (e.g. hydraulic flow, primary energy source availability, etc.).
First feedbacks of the Italian authorities on the matter are the technical standards CEI 0‐16 Errore.
L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. and CEI 0‐21 Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata tro‐
vata.. These standards introduce new rules for the connection of the renewable power plants to the
existing grid.
One of main objectives of the future energetic framework is the possibility to manage at system level
the power flows produced by the distributed generation.
In order to face this scenario one possible solution is to develop energy storage technologies for the
regulation of the power flows; furthermore, systems of monitoring and control based on computa‐
tion and communication apparatus have to be developed. By interacting with the entire system it is
possible to coordinate the status of the grid, of the sources and storage systems, in order to satisfy
the production and management objectives and guaranteeing the services required for a correct
network operation.
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The storage system has to be designed in terms of both power capability and energy capability ac‐
cording to the kind of service offered by the apparatus. For example, for the time shifting service the
energy is absorbed in the period of higher production and in general it is modulated to meet the
required power profile; for this service a system with energy performances is required. On the con‐
trary, for services of network stabilization and compensation of the power oscillations from renewa‐
bles, a storage system with power performances is necessary.
The proposed scheme for the general description of the energy model under analysis is composed by
the storage system and the dispersed generators, as shown in Figure 79. It considers the electric var‐
iables as the primary variables of the system.

Figure 79: General scheme of dispersed generation unit integrated with storage system
The framework depicts the main components of the structure, the connection between them and
the connection with the distribution system through the Point of Common Coupling (PCC). In the
following, each component is discussed in detail highlighting his main features and functionalities.
The Dispersed Generator (DG) and Energy Storage System (ESS) are energy resources of the frame‐
work.
DG: Dispersed Generator unit (renewable power plant or micro‐cogeneration) connected to the dis‐
tribution network.
The penetration of renewable power plants dispersed to the MV and LV system raised stability and
capability issues of the existing electrical system. The system composed by DG and storage is devel‐
oped to solve these issues and to guarantee the network operation within its operational limits.
ESS (Energy Storage System): the storage systems are necessary for the management and control of
the energetic flows of the network. Nowadays, different technologies are available: electrochemical
batteries, supercapacitors, flywheels, hydro‐pump systems and pressured air storages (CAES); as
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already introduced, for the Alto Milanese framework electrochemical batteries are considered the
most interesting solutions for the short‐medium term scenario.
Each kind of system guarantees different dynamic performances and energy storage capacity.
In order to follow several functions which different dynamics it is possible to evaluate the possibility
to combine different types of storage systems, in order to obtain the desired power performances
and energy performances. In order to manage the energy resources, different apparatus able to
regulate and interface the system to the external network are necessary, such as the Conversion
Cabinet and the Control System.
Conversion Cabinet: for both the renewable power plants and the storage systems, systems of ener‐
gy conversion based on power electronic technologies are necessary. These kinds of apparatus (e.g.
inverters and choppers) allow converting the energy produced by the different sources and stored in
the storages; usually the energy is produced in Direct Current (DC) and converter in Alternative Cur‐
rent (AC) which is necessary for the connection and operation to the distribution system.
The introduction of the power electronic allows to control the power flows and the electrical varia‐
bles of the system (mainly voltage and frequency), inasmuch the power converters regulate the out‐
put according to the specified set‐points. The control strategy mainly consists of determining the
operational set‐points of the converters systems.
The inverter is one class of converters and it transforms the Direct Current (DC) produced by renew‐
able sources into Alternative Current (AC) which is necessary for the connection to the main network.
The inverter can operate according to different configurations as described below.


grid forcing: the inverter imposes the voltage and frequency set‐points and the output pow‐
er balance.



grid following: the inverter is synchronized at the voltage and frequency of the network and
it injects the current according to the set‐points indicated.



droop control: the inverter set‐points are determined according to the network behavior.

The latter configuration is the most interesting/useful for the new “smart” scenario, but it is also the
less adopted today.
Control System: the power plant control aims to manage the system including the storage, both sep‐
arated and integrated in the conversion cabinet, on the base of local strategies or external com‐
mands coming from a higher level control (area control, distribution system operator command, etc.)
This system can be a stand‐alone system which is able to extract the required parameters directly or
indirectly from the network and communicate with the remaining equipment in order to guarantee
an organic operation and monitoring of the system status.
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In the case of lack of the communication channel, the control computes the operational set‐points of
the storage inverter according to the local measurements at the coupling point (local control). In case
of communication availability, the control system is directly interfaced with the communication sys‐
tem of the system operator and it received the external set‐points (external control).
Therefore, the control system requires proper measurement apparatus included in the storage sys‐
tem; sensors, actuators, communication infrastructure equipment and interface equipment with the
regulators which manages the signals from the DSO to the power plant. The interface can be seen as
the communication gate toward the DSO.
The set‐points are determined by the control system; through the set‐points sent to the inverter it is
possible to implement the following control functions (considered to be the most useful in the ener‐
gy models proposed):


Primary frequency regulation; in case of frequency variation at the Point of Common
Coupling (PCC) with respect to the reference value, the Energy Storage System (ESS)
contributes to the frequency regulation of the network. This regulation is obtained according
to functions for the real power set‐point computation P(f).



Voltage regulation; through the conversion cabinet combined with the ESS it is possible to
control the reactive power at the PCC in order to modify the voltage profile of the
distribution network.



Real power curtailment for the voltage limitation; through the absorption of real and
reactive power by means of the ESS it is possible to curtail the power injected to the grid
avoiding the over‐voltages and the power plant disconnection from the grid.



Smoothing of the power production profile; the power production of the renewable power
plant is smoothing by modulating the power managed by the storage system.



Time shift; through the load shift function it is possible to decrease the total cost of energy
consumption by shifting the energy demand in the time period of cheaper tariffs, or
decreasing the unbalanced charge of the producer by compensating the unbalance between
the energy production and the energy forecasted.

The storage system and the conversion systems can be integrated according to several schemes.
Concerning the electrochemical storage, the storage system has to be provided in BMS (Battery
Management System), i.e. an electronic apparatus which manages and optimizes the usage of the
electrochemical storage device.
The BMS monitors the critical operation parameters; it elaborates these data in order to reveal ab‐
normal operations and to act properly for negative hazardous faults which can lead up to uncon‐
trolled reactions and strong energy release. Irrespective of the technology adopted for electrochemi‐
cal battery, the BMS controls the cell voltage and/or of the battery’s modules, the current of the
battery system, the temperature of the battery in more point of the apparatus, the energy amount of
charge and discharge (overcharge, over‐discharge). The BMS has to be able to disconnect the battery
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from the rest of the system in order to protect the safety of the equipment and people. In case of
BMS’s damage it is necessary to establish a battery safety condition through redundancy or proper
automatism. The BMS can implement additional functionality in order to maintain optimal battery
operation conditions by maximizing the life duration and minimizing the risk of damage.
For example, the following functionalities can be achieved.


Control of the State Of Charge (SOC): the SOC represents the energy level stored as percent‐
age of the maximum charge of a rechargeable battery system.



Control of the State Of Health (SOH). The SOH is the index for the general conditions of the
battery system in terms of wear and ageing and the capacity of providing its performances
according to the initial conditions.



Active and passive unbalance of cells/modules of the battery.



Control/limitation of the injected power.

 Active control of the temperature.
The BMS functionalities listened above are independent by the connection schemes adopted and are
defined in order to maximize the efficiency and the life time of the storage.
The battery management system is integrated with the system of energy conversion in order to regu‐
late the operation characteristics as function of the battery status, for example limitation of the ex‐
tracted energy. Focusing on the energy model proposed for the Alto Milanese area and, in particular,
on the Legnano PS, the resources suitable for the electric grid integration are: photovoltaic power
plant and cogenerators. The latter, typically, do not drive to particular problem and it is quite ductile
in terms of control and regulation. While, for what concerns the photovoltaic generators (whose
injections are intermittent and fluctuant), it is necessary to evaluate ESSs able to keep the system as
reliable as it is today; possible solutions are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Simple PhotoVoltaic (PV) power plant

Figure 80: Simple photovoltaic power plant connected to the LV grid
In the simple photovoltaic plant configuration (Figure 80) the PV system is composed by the panels
and all apparatus for connecting the photovoltaic system.
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The power output of the PV system is the input of the DC/AC conversion system. The Maximum
Power Point Tracking (MPPT) can be integrated in the inverter or, in some cases, an intermediate
DC/DC conversion (Chopper boost) is installed to adapt the voltage of the PV modules to the DC bus
of the inverter and to separately achieve the MPPT of the PV output.
The energy is measured in two system points: by the production energy meter that measures the PV
energy produced and by the exchange energy meter, if the power plant includes internal loads (Cli‐
ents loads in Figure 80).
Concerning the storage integration into the photovoltaic power plant of Figure 80, two possible solu‐
tions are proposed. These solutions are quite similar in terms of role and operation of the resources
adopted (PV and ESS) but each solution requires different electrical components and connection
schemes and therefore they imply different performances.
Photovoltaic power plant integrated with the battery at the DC bus in the conversion cabinet

Figure 81: Photovoltaic power plant integrated with the battery in the conversion cabinet
In this scheme the photovoltaic power plant is integrated with the battery at the DC bus in the con‐
version cabinet (Figure 81), the battery charge and discharge management is integrated in the in‐
verter. On the base of the inverter configuration it is possible to connect the PV system and the bat‐
tery in parallel to the same DC bus. All other power plant components are the same as the simple PV
system; it is possible to consider the presence of privileged loads which are fed in islanding operation
mode in case of black out in the main grid. The inverter can have the MPPT control and it can be also
bidirectional, furthermore it can include intermediate DC/DC conversion systems interfaced with the
PV and the battery. The battery DC/DC conversion is bidirectional (it can be composed by a single
converter or two separated converters for the battery charge and discharge respectively). If the volt‐
age level is compatible, the battery can be directly connected to the DC bus and the battery is man‐
aged according to this voltage level. The storage system has to be integrated with a Battery Man‐
agement System (BMS) which manages the charge and discharge phases, by interacting with the
upstream control components, and it promotes the functionality and safety of the device.
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This kind of system represents a solution suitable for new power plant installations or for a retrofit of
power plant with a replacement of the inverter and installation of a storage system.
The direct connection of the battery to the DC bus is a solution which reduces the number of con‐
verters and consequently lets to achieve higher performances of the charge/discharge cycles. Fur‐
thermore, decreasing the number of modules the installation and maintenance of the system be‐
comes easier. The adoption of this connection scheme implies the adjustment of the production en‐
ergy meter.
Photovoltaic power plant and the battery in an AC‐coupled system
PV

CHOPPER
BOOST

INVERTER

PRODUCTION
ENERGY METER

EXCHANGE
ENERGY METER

3

kWh

kWh

LV GRID

3
INVERTER

Client
loads

Critical
loads

BATTERY

Figure 82: Photovoltaic power plant and the battery in an AC‐coupled system
This scheme (depicted in Figure 82) is the same as the simple scheme of Figure 80 with the addition
of the battery system connected to the AC side through a bidirectional inverter. The PV inverter can
have the MPPT control system, the intermediate DC/DC converter and it can be also bidirectional.
The storage system is integrated with a BMS for the charge/discharge management, the operation
and safety. This scheme is a proper solution for the upgrade of existing PV systems because the stor‐
age system is autonomously managed at the AC side. Because of that, it is not necessary to have a
bidirectional production energy meter. The performance of this solution is lower than the DC‐
coupled solution because during the complete charge and discharge cycle of the battery the power
flows in more converters.
Performance of the energy storage integration
After a description of the two main possible schemes for the integration of the storage system, the
performances of each solution are discussed. The performance of model is analyzed by estimating
the losses introduced by storage systems and the related conversion and control systems. The charge
energy is provided by the photovoltaic system or by the network, on the contrary the discharge en‐
ergy is delivered to the loads or it is supplied back to the network according to the control system
strategy. The efficiency of a complete charge and discharge cycle of an electrochemical storage sys‐
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tem is about 80%46, i.e. for 1 kWh of energy supplied to the storage system 800 kWh are delivered
after the discharge cycle. For the DC/DC converters (choppers and battery charges) the efficiency is
97‐98.5% at the rated power. For lower power operation the fixed operation losses have a higher
impact and the efficiency decreases to about 90%.
On the contrary, the efficiency of the DC/AC converter depends on the loading factor and the output
power factor, i.e. on the amount of real and reactive power delivered. The converter of the PV +
storage system has to be able to provide reactive power according to set‐points defined by the con‐
trol system.
The reactive power supply implies higher losses of the conversion system because of:


Increase in the commutation and conduction losses of the inverter valves;



Increase of the losses due to the higher current required;

 Increase of the losses in the transformer and filters.
The graph of Figure 83 reports the efficiency of a conversion system DC/AC for different load condi‐
tions and for two power factor values (cosφ = 1 and cosφ = 0.9)

Figure 83: Conversion system efficiency as function of the power output, blue line: unitary power
factor operation condition, red line: 0.9 power factor operation condition
Since an the inverter operates in each operation point of the output power range, the efficiency of
the conversion system DC/AC will vary between 86% and 96%.


Efficiency of the storage system: 80÷90%,



Efficiency of the converters DC/DC: 97%,



Efficiency of the converters DC/AC 85÷95%.

46

In a forward‐looking perspective the storage system efficiency can be considered between 80% and 90%
(realistic vs optimistic).
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At a first step, the total efficiency of the energy managed by the storage system can be estimated
without considering the characteristics of the system.
Performance analysis based on numerical examples
In the following different technical solutions are analyzed in order to have a general overview of the
performance of a DG system coupled with a storage system.

Figure 84: Efficiency of the DC/AC conversion system in the charge/discharge cycle_DC coupled
system_Low storage availability
The case depicted in Figure 88 represents a flow scenario of low availability of the storage system. In
this case a 100 kW inverter of a DC‐coupled system is analyzed. In the above picture 100 kW of the
110 kW of the primary availability are delivered through the DC/AC converter (full power exploita‐
tion) whilst 10 kW flows in the battery for the charge cycle. Due to the inverter efficiency of 96% at
the full capacity, 96 kW are supplied to the main grid. During the discharge cycle (the second scheme
of Figure 88), considering a charge period equal to the discharge one and a cycle efficiency of 80%,
8 kW are provided by the battery to the inverter; finally, 7.2 kW are delivered to the main system
with a global efficiency of the storage system of 72%.
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Figure 85: Efficiency of the DC/AC conversion system in the charge/discharge cycle_DC coupled
system_High storage availability
The case depicted in Figure 89 represents a flow scenario of high availability of the storage system.
A 100 kW inverter of a DC‐coupled system is analyzed. In the above picture 100 kW of the 200 kW of
the primary availability are delivered through the DC/AC converter (full power exploitation) whilst
the remaining 100 kW flows in the battery for the charge cycle. Due to the inverter efficiency of 96%
at the full capacity, 96 kW are supplied to the main grid. During the discharge cycle (the second
scheme of Figure 89), considering a charge period equal to the discharge one and a cycle efficiency of
80%, 80 kW are provided by the battery to the inverter; finally, 77 kW are delivered to the main sys‐
tem with a global efficiency of the storage system of 77%.
The increase in the system efficiency compared to the previous case is due to the more favorable
operation point of the inverter during the discharge cycle: it presents an efficiency of 96%, higher
than the 90% efficiency of the previous case (Figure 88).
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Figure 86: Efficiency of the DC/AC conversion system in the charge/discharge cycle_AC coupled
system_Low storage availability
The case depicted in Figure 90 describes a flow scenario of low availability of the storage system
couple with the PV system at the AC side of the PV inverter; a dedicated inverter for the battery is
used.
110 kW of the primary source are delivered through the DC/AC converter; due to the inverter effi‐
ciency of 96% at the full capacity, 105.6 kW are supplied at the AC side of the PV inverter. A portion
of this amount of power (10 kW) is devoted to charge the battery and, because of an efficiency of
93% of the battery inverter, the real amount of power stored in the storage is equal to 9.3 kW.
95.6 kW are injected to the main grid.
During the discharge cycle (the second scheme of Figure 90), considering a charge period equal to
the discharge one, a cycle efficiency of 80% and an inverter efficiency of 90%, 6.7 kW are delivered to
the main system with a global efficiency of the storage system of 67%.
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Figure 87: Efficiency of the DC/AC conversion system in the charge/discharge cycle_AC coupled
system_High storage availability
The case depicted in Figure 91 describes a flow scenario of high availability of the storage system
couple with the PV system at the AC side of the PV inverter; a dedicated inverter for the battery is
used. 200 kW of the primary source are delivered through the DC/AC converter; due to the inverter
efficiency of 96% at the full capacity, 192 kW are supplied at the AC side of the PV inverter. A portion
of this amount of power (100 kW) is devoted to charge the battery and, because of an efficiency of
96% of the battery inverter, the real amount of power stored in the storage is equal to 96 kW. 92 kW
are injected to the main grid. During the discharge cycle (the second scheme of Figure 91), consider‐
ing a charge period equal to the discharge one, a cycle efficiency of 80% and an inverter efficiency of
96%, 73.7 kW are delivered to the main system with a global efficiency of the storage system of
73.7%.
Compared to the previous cases, in which the battery is connected to the DC‐Link, the use of a dedi‐
cated inverter in an AC‐coupled system implies a decreasing of the cycle efficiency because the ener‐
gy of the conversion system flows in more conversion stages.
The portion of energy lost in the conversion process impacts on the final value of the energy bill.
Therefore, for an economical evaluation it is necessary to take into account the energy losses of the
storage system and its impact on the total budget.
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Table 16: Efficiencies for different power managed by the storage system
Storage power/PV
Efficiency of AC
Efficiency of DC
Tot Storage AC
rated power [%] coupled storage [%] coupled storage [%] coupled storage
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
Energy from the
grid

n.a.
68‐76
71‐80
72‐81
73‐82
73‐82
73‐82
73‐82
73‐82
73‐82
73‐82

n.a.
74‐83
75‐85
76‐86
76‐86
76‐86
76‐86
76‐86
76‐86
76‐86
76‐86
n.a.

Tot Storage DC
coupled storage

100
97‐98
94‐96
92‐94
89‐93
86‐91
84‐89
81‐87
78‐86
76‐84
73‐82

100
97‐98
95‐97
93‐96
91‐94
88‐93
86‐92
83‐90
81‐89
79‐87
76‐86
90‐95

The Table 16 reports the efficiency of the system of different power amount managed by the storage
(first column “Storage power/PV rated power”). In particular, the efficiency of the system is evaluat‐
ed for the two system configuration: DC‐coupled (storage battery connected at the DC side of the
inverter) and AC‐Coupled system (storage connected at the AC side of the PV inverter through a ded‐
icated invert for the storage).
The second and third columns of the table (“Efficiency of AC coupled storage” and “Efficiency of DC
coupled storage”) represent the efficiency of the energy managed by only storage system (which is
indicated in the first column); i.e. the ratio between the input energy stored in the battery and the
output energy discharged and delivered to the load. It can be noticed that the DC‐coupled storage
has higher efficiency than the AC‐Coupled one because the energy flows through the inverter only
during the load supply; whilst the energy flows two times through the inverter in an AC‐Coupled
storage. The fourth and fifth columns of the table (“Tot Storage AC coupled storage” and “Tot Stor‐
age AC coupled storage”) represent the efficiency of the total system, i.e. the ratio between the out‐
put energy delivered to the load and the energy produced by the renewable source.
The two values of each cell are computed considering to different storage efficiency values: 80% and
90%.
Lower is the power portion produced by the PV system and charged by the storage (indicated in the
first column of the table), higher is the total system performance, because efficiency of the storage
has a lower weight in the evaluation of the total system efficiency.
In the cases above described the system supplies a local load without power flow through the exter‐
nal network, so the performance of the external grid is not included in the efficiency evaluation. On
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the contrary, if the total amount of energy produced by the PV system is delivered to the external
network the system efficiency is equal to 90‐95% (line “Energy from the grid” of the table), i.e. the
efficiency of the external system itself. It corresponds to an efficiency value equal to a condition of
local supply in which the storage manages 40% of the power produced by the PV system (91% to 94%
of the efficiency for a DC coupled storage).
In order to elaborate a truthful energy plan the analysis proposed underlines that in energetic terms
(efficiency) the maximum suitable mismatch between production and consumption, i.e. storage size,
is 40%; an higher exploitation of the storage system decreases the efficiency of the system with re‐
spect to the use of main grid (i.e. w.r.t. the classical grid based energy model) and therefore, for
these exploitation level of the storage, the local usage of the energy is less efficient.

7.4.2 Options for storage strategies, plans and pilots
In this section the energetic model is discussed and the possible evolution scenarios are detailed.
Current scenario
With the growing of the energy production from renewable power plants, the MV and LV distribution
network are affected by bidirectional power flows caused by the Dispersed Generation (DG). Higher
is the level of DG penetration higher is probability of raising in new issues concerning the manage‐
ment and planning of the electrical system; it means higher cost for the system operator.
The main costs are:




adequacy costs, a certain amount of capacity of traditional power plants is necessary to
guarantee to cover the power demand in real time and mainly during the peak condition,
unbalanced costs, with an high penetration of intermittent generation an higher flexibility for
the rest of the system is necessary to achieve the power balance and the network stability;
costs for the network reinforcement in order to host new renewable power plants to the
electrical system.
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Figure 88: Configuration of the local electrical system in the current scenario
In the current network structure the DG is integrated into the existing network without any storage
system or communication infrastructure, as shown in Figure 88
The current network structure can be adopted only till the DG level is kept below some limits. In fact,
in some weak area of the distribution system the energy injections may cause a reverse power flow
along the distribution feeder and over‐voltages in some busses. It means that the system is not able
to host all the power injected by the renewable sources.
If the voltage value is not in compliance with the protection thresholds, the generator can be discon‐
nected from the system with a power curtailment in some time intervals and risk of system instabil‐
ity.
Storage strategy – centralized energy storage
If DG penetration increases over some limits it is necessary to modify the electrical system in terms
of control/management or even, more drastically, in terms of network structure.
The easiest technical solution for the control of the system with high DG penetration is to integrate
the intermittent power generators with storage systems in order to compensate the power oscilla‐
tions due to the uncertainty of the primary sources (as represented in the scheme of Figure 89).
This is a short‐medium period solution and it represents the first implementation model of the mas‐
ter plan previously discussed. It is a centralized approach of implementation of storage technologies
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into the system; because of the centralized characteristic of this configuration, the transmission and
distribution system operators are in charge of the operation and management of the storage. For
example, in Italy some pilot project concerning stationary storage applications have been experi‐
mented in the high voltage system.
A strategy is represented by connecting a storage system to the Primary Substation (PS) of a distribu‐
tion system with high penetration DG. The storage is directly controlled by the Distribution System
Operator (DSO).

Figure 89: Configuration of the electrical system in the future scenario with centralized energy
storage and electric cars
In this configuration the PS includes systems for the energy production forecasting, sensors for the
monitoring of the electrical network parameters, communication with the producers for the regula‐
tion of the power flow in the network, a storage system for the power modulation and point for the
charge of electric vehicles.
The operator of the network manages the set‐point of the storage system on the base of the fore‐
casting and planning of the resources, and, if necessary, it coordinates the operation of its traditional
power plants.
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Operator needs a communication infrastructure to monitor in real time the portion of the system
connected to the PS and involved in the control of the centralized storage. Furthermore, it requires
an acquisition system of the network data and a real time algorithm for the state estimation of the
system and the computation of the optimum storage set‐points. This framework requires a commu‐
nication infrastructure and a strong computation capability. In addition, the centralized storage sys‐
tem requires high initial costs to build the communication and data infrastructure and to design and
build the storage system which a suitable size and the annexed apparatus.
Storage strategy – dispersed energy storage with local control
Beside the central storage management implemented in the PS, a second option could be to inte‐
grate the ESS in the DG power plant by realizing a dispersed storage configuration (as described in
the chapter 5), as shown in Figure 90.

Figure 90: Configuration of the electrical system in the future scenario with dispersed energy stor‐
age with local control and electric cars
As for the centralized energy storage configuration, this configuration represents the second short‐
medium period implementation model of storage systems. The delocalization framework implies an
involvement of a lot of final users; it impacts on more subjects than the centralized solutions. It also
represents the configuration suitable for the application provided by the master plan previously dis‐
cussed.
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Each DG power plant has a proper control system for the definition of the power set‐point of the
storage system on the base of the local measurements. The storage system can be exploited to
achieve one of the following functions:


optimization of the energy produced by the primary source,



smoothing of the generation profile to avoid unbalanced costs,



primary frequency control and voltage control,



modulation of the energy production to meet the dispatching program with the DSO,



feeding of the local loads in case of disconnection from the main system (islanding opera‐
tion).
This solution can be achieved by providing incentives to the users that offers these services.
According to this strategy each power plant operates locally without requiring a communication in‐
frastructure, the DSO can manage the portion of the system by communicating a reference operation
point to the producer exceptionally.
This configuration can be implemented only if an incentive market is established in order to remu‐
nerate the ancillary services provided by the local storage to the electrical system.
Storage strategy – dispersed energy storage with external control, Smart Grid
In case of higher penetration of intermittent sources, an evolution of the electrical system is neces‐
sary. In particular, the integration of a fast and reliable communication infrastructure all along the
network lets to control the power flows of the grid. The evolution of the logical scheme will allow to
remotely control the dispersed energy storage systems, as depicted in Figure 91.
Appropriate apparatus has to be integrated with the system such as interface devices (PLC and moni‐
toring systems) for the information exchange and the implementation of the commands for each
component (loads, generators, etc.).
The set‐points of the power plants and of the dispersed storage systems, included also possible re‐
charge system for electrical vehicles, are elaborated by the distributed control system according to
the objectives and the operation conditions. The DSO can control the generators through the com‐
munication system by sending set‐points or dispatching signals.
The loads can be controlled according to a priority of supply order in case of the black‐out of the
main grid.
By controlling the dispersed storage systems and the load consumption it is possible to manage an
islanding operation of a portion of the network in case of loss of the main grid.
A communication system has to be integrated to the power system; a possible solution could be the
use of the already existing internet network, in this case it is possible to build a protected Virtual
Private Network (VPN).
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Figure 91: Configuration of the electrical system in the future scenario with dispersed energy stor‐
age with external control and electric cars
This configuration allows achieving a real time interaction between the system operator and each
power plant in order to remotely control them for the implementation of different functions and
services. In particular, the DSO can monitor in real time the power plant production and send the
proper set‐point signals; in addition, it is possible to inform the users with consumption signals, to
manage the energy costs and to increase the performances of the energetic profile thanks to the
continuous information exchange with the system operator and also web services.
The pilot project will allow to test the performance of this configuration and the role played by each
single user. By exploiting the testing results it will be possible to identify rules for the market model
and regulation.
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7.4.3 Ideal Implementation Structure in the Region
Energy storage is regarded as one of the great technologies with high growth potential, nevertheless
it is also a very expensive option (at least today) with a not so clear regulatory framework.
With respect to the Alto Milanese framework, the administrative authorities and the grid operators
will have to cooperate in order to build up an effective new energy model. In particular, several ac‐
tions have already been activated in order to promote a proactive behavior for all the actors: the
policies issued by the City of Legnano are in line with the implementation and application of the pilot
action (and the STORM concept) developed within the Alpstore Project. The City of Legnano is elabo‐
rating the Muncipal Plan for the energy sector by evaluating, first of all, the opportunities which
would came from the realization of the SEAP and the construction of an Esco ‐ Energy Service Com‐
pany.
In the approach proposed Legnano city has been selected as a Big Demo application, in order to have
an effective divulgation in all the minicipalies of the Alto Milanese area. In particular, in the territory
of Legnano the goal is to propose the new energy model to several industrial area. Some of them
results to be a disused and need to be retrained, other are active industrial area that need an effi‐
ciency improvement or a carbon footprint reduction.
The redevelopment of the industrial areas (disused and not), which imply also the redevelopment of
the energetic systems, is one of the most important political issue which is dealing the City Council, in
order to enhance leading productive activities of the territory, without waste other soil (Tecnocity,
Manifattura di Legnano ). In order to reach the goal a strong cooperation will be required not only
between the Alto Milanese municipalities but also with the energy companies active in the area.
As described in the previous paragraphs, one of the most important energy company is AMGA (Alto
Milanese Advanced Management) a group of companies that provides services such as gas distribu‐
tion, water supply, environmental sanitation, district heating and co‐generation, sports management,
local taxes management, global service, telecommunications. AMGA is a public company founded
almost forty years ago in Legnano provides services in several municipalities and neighboring of Al‐
tomilanese: ParaBiago, Canegrate, Magnano, Rescaldina, San Vittore Olona, Castellanza, Gorla Mi‐
nore, Vittuone. AMGA is currently producing electricity and heat for Legnano through a cogeneration
plant fueled by diesel engines and boilers dedicated to the urban district heating: the electricity pro‐
duced is sold to the grid and the heat is distributed to the district heating system, managed by AM‐
GA. In addition, AMGA is being proposed in the electricity market as a seller in private households,
public and industrial buildings.
The provision of services in connection with the use of energy puts AMGA in the right position to play
a central role in the participation to initiatives in the energy field, though it could not cover a coordi‐
nation role, since it is a public institution. One of the first actions developed in the AlpStore project
has been the definition of a cooperation agreement with AMGA that is today one of the main “Ob‐
server”.
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7.4.4 Building up the Ideal Structure
The Master Plan aims to apply renewables based energy ecosystems in built‐up urban districts; the
project’s mission is also to establish a social system which can be sustainably developed in an already
established city, by bringing together companies’ technologies (almost at the level of practical use) in
Alto Milanese. In order to develop such model infrastructure, it is important to avoid investing in
solutions which may be easier to implement in a particular area but difficult to disseminate in other
areas, such as investment in a demonstration project conducted in a new development district, an
area which has particular conditions or a small area.
In order to achieve the above described mission, the Alto Milanese Master Plan needs to have the
following four elements: it should be “scalable,” it should achieve “speedy” development, it should
be “sophisticated” and it should give “satisfaction” to people.
In particular, the Master Plan will aim to create a new Energy Model which gives satisfaction to its
users. It will provide solutions where the citizens of the area will participate and achieve ecological
living. In order to achieve this, the project aims to provide ecological solutions which do not com‐
promise convenience and do not impose restraints. At the planning stage, the project will encourage
private companies and citizens’ groups to propose new project ideas from the users’ standpoint use‐
ful to enlarge the “core idea” (i.e. the Virtual Power System approach in several industrial districts),
by utilizing the companies participating in the Innovation Network, local small‐ and medium‐sized
enterprises and research centers. In particular, the following three steps will be taken to reach the
goals:


Technologies almost at the level of practical use will be proactively introduced through a
comprehensive platform in order to verify the technologies.



Services and new businesses which disseminate the verified technologies will be introduced
on a trial basis in order to verify their economic viability.



The established services (including coordination with efforts to design institutional arrange‐
ments) will be introduced over a wider area in order to verify the effect of disseminating the
services as a social system.

Nevertheless, in order to ensure the establishment and the effective utilization of new approaches,
technologies and infrastructure, it is important that the citizens are willing to accept these new tech‐
nologies and infrastructure. The biggest advantage of Alto Milanese area is the great background in
the Energy field from the industrial point of view, from the generation facilities and also from the
Public companies/support offices who think and act independently (i.e. each one have a solid know
how useful to directly apply trouble solving activities) and, in a second stage, a well‐structured re‐
gional coordination and support program. The citizens will be encouraged to change their way of
thinking and accept energy sustainable lifestyles, in order to accelerate efforts to effectively exploit
the new technologies/resources (e.g. EV).
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